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PREAMBLE

This report presents the results of the IAEA International Peer Review
Services (IPERS) Phase 1 review of the internal events, Level 1 probabilistic
safety assessment (PSA) for the Temelin Unit 1&2 NPP. The review was based
on the PSA documentation available and on intensive communications with the
analysis team and representatives from the utility and future plant operator.

The results presented herein reflect the views of the international experts
carrying out the review. They are provided for consideration by the responsible
authorities of the Czech Republic.

Distribution of the IPERS Report is left to the discretion of the Government
of the Czech Republic; this includes the removal of any initial restrictions. The
IAEA makes the report available only with the permission declared by the
Government of the Czech Republic.

Any use or reference to the views expressed in this report that may be
made by the competent organizations of the Czech Republic is solely their
responsibility.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A PSA (probabilistic safety assessment) is presently conducted for the Temelin NPP
in the Czech Republic by a team of utility staff, experts from the nuclear research institute
Rez and from a US consultant company. The IAEA organized a first IPERS review (Phase
1) which considered the Level 1 PSA for internal initiating events. An international expert
team from Bulgaria, Germany and the USA participated in the review, conducted during the
period of 24 April to 5 May 1995 at the site (the review team was stationed at Budweis). The
review mission was supported by IAEA Technical Cooperation under the Project RER/9/035
"Support for Nuclear Safety in Central and Eastern Europe". Appendix A contains the agenda
for the meeting and Appendix B the list of participants. The PSA is planned to include
external events and shutdown operational conditions, IPERS reviews for these areas are
envisaged for later dates after completion of the respective PSA parts.

The review was conducted as a review workshop with participants from the PSA team,
the external PSA reviewers and the IAEA review team leader. The review was performed
according to the IAEA IPERS guideline Ref. [1] and using the IAEA Level 1 procedure
guide, Ref. [2] and other related PSA documents of the IAEA. The major Level 1 PSA areas
as listed below were distributed to the reviewers as follows (main responsibilities):

PSA management and organization (Reinhard Gubler),

Initiating event identification, selection and grouping (John Stetkar),

Component reliability data and reliability models (Vesselina Ranguelova),

Accident sequence analysis, success criteria (John Stetkar),

System analysis (Vesselina Ranguelova, Ewgenej Piljugin for I&C and electrics),

Physical dependencies (Reinhard Gubler),

CCF data and models (Reinhard Gubler),

Human performance analysis (Tony Spurgin),

Accident sequence quantification, results and interpretation (Reinhard Gubler),

Documentation (Reinhard Gubler)

Originally the design of the Temelin NPPs, Units 1 and 2, followed WWER-1000
(V320) standard design. At present important plant modifications in the areas of core design,
I&C and plant control systems are underway which are summarized in Paragraph 1.1 below,
because they have important implications for the PSA. Table 1 contains key parameters for
the Temelin Units 1&2 (the reference NPP for the PSA is Unit 1), Table 2 gives a summary
of the results from the study.
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Table 1. Key plant characteristics of the Temelin, Unit 1&2 nuclear power plant

Characteristic

REACTOR
Date of commissioning

Reactor power level

UO2 mass, kg
No. of fuel assemblies
Reactor Coolant System Liquid Volume
Pressure
Coolant temperature
Primary coolant circuit
Pressurizer vols., m3

Press. PORV/SRV

Steam flow (nominal)
BRU-A (atm. steam dump)
BRU-K (steam dump to condenser)

SG safety valves
Auxiliary condenser

SYSTEMS

Accumulators
High pressure boron injection system
High pressure injection system
Low pressure injection
Containment spray system

Main feedwater system
Auxiliary feedwater system
Emergency feedwater system

Main steam line isolation

Emergency power diesel generators

Temelin Unit 1

PWR, WWER-1000 (V-320)
1997

3000 MWth, 981 MWe

91755 kg
163
360.9 m3

15.7 MPa (nominal)
289.7 ° C (cold leg), 320 ° C (hot leg)
4 loops, 4 horizontal steam generators
79, 55 (water)
1 PORV (180 t/h), 2 SRV (270 t/h)

4x1500 t/h
900 t/h (4x, 7.7 MPa)
600 t/h (6x, 6.48 MPa)

850 t/h (2 per SG)
3% Pnom, max. 150 t/h at 6.4 MPa

4 (50 m3), direct injection into RPV
3 trains
3 trains (with recirculation)
3 trains (with recirculation)
3 trains

3 turbine driven pumps (1 standby)
2 motor driven pumps
3 trains with separate feedline and condensate
tanks

Fast acting isolation valves

3 safety grade (6,3 MW each)
2 non safety grade (6.3 MW each)

1.1. MAJOR PLANT MODIFICATIONS AT TEMELIN

Originally the Temelin NPPs followed WWER-1000 (V320) standard design. Currently
the following major plant modifications are envisaged for the two units:

A new core design, including newly designed control rods and control rod drives;



New reactor protection and plant control systems which include the following systems,
relevant for the PSA model:

(i) Two diverse, computerized systems for the RPS (reactor protection system) and
ESFAS (engineered safety features actuation system);

(ii) A new reactor control & limitation system (also computerized) with the task of
tempering plant disturbances to avoid reactor trips;

(iii) A new computerized MMI (man-machine interface) with a conventional control
room face, but also including display screens and computerized procedures.

The new I&C for reactor trip and ESFAS is called computerized RPS (reactor
protection system) in this report. The computerized RPS consists of two diverse systems, the
PRPS (primary reactor protection system) and DPS (diverse protection system).

IMPORTANT NOTE:

The review team did not do any attempt to review the envisaged new
computerized RPS including the corresponding MMI (man-machine interface)
for the operators. Therefore, any statement made in this report in connection
with the new computerized RPS including the MMI cannot be interpreted as
any kind of review or endorsement of this system itself.

1.2. SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE PSA AND PURPOSE OF THE REVIEW

The general objective of the PSA comes from a Pre-OSART mission conducted by the
IAEA a few years ago. The general intent of the project is "to perform a systematic
examination of the Temelin Unit 1 by means of a Level 2 PSA, which includes both internal
and external events, and to develop an appreciation of severe accident behavior of the plant".
More specific objectives derived from this general objective are listed in Section 3. Primarily
the review was centered on and following the given scope and objectives of the PSA.

As stated above, a new computerized RPS is developed at present for the Temelin NPP.
This new I&C including the corresponding MMI (man-machine interface) for the operators
represents also a considerable challenge to PSA in terms of modelling the computerized
system itself and for analyzing operator response. There is at present no generally accepted
and established PSA methodology for modelling of safety related computerized control
systems. Nevertheless it is generally recognized that an integrated consideration with a PSA
could represent a cornerstone regarding acceptability of such system. Such integrated model
allows, despite of modelling difficulties for software caused failures, to make important
qualitative and even bounding quantitative evaluations. The approach would also allow to
identify important features and areas in the computerized RPS and to optimize hardware,
software and MMI (including procedures) based on plant risk.

In the reviewed PSA version there was only a coarse, preliminary model of the
computerized I&C because only limited design information was available to the PSA team
up to now. Work is going on to establish a detailed I&C model (including software caused
failures). However, regarding the development and application of the integrated PSA model,
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the reviewers could not see any adequate objectives or a project organization which would
allow for the necessary interaction between the I&C designer and the PSA team. This
situation is judged by the review team as clearly not being up to the task.

The limitations agreed on for the present PSA study are summarized in Section 3.
These limitations have been taken into account for the review.

1.3. REVIEW REPORT

The review report containing the comments and conclusions made by the review group
was drafted by the reviewers during the review, finalized afterwards by the IAEA and sent
to the participants for comments. Based on these comments the final report was produced.
The review report is structured according to the main review areas listed above. Section 2.
describes the major findings and conclusions. The remaining sections contain specific
comments and findings for the review areas specified above. For detailed findings the reader
should also refer to Appendix C containing the specific issues raised during the review.

2. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

In general, regarding Level 1 analysis for internal events it appears that the
methodologies and data used are state-of-the-art and that the local (Czech) participants of the
PSA team have gained a considerable knowledge and expertise in the field. The leading
organization, the NUS consulting company, is known to be experienced in PSA, and has
conducted many PSAs for US and other plants. One of these PSAs for another NPP has been
extensively reviewed in previous IPERS review missions.

It appears that the present study was of a preliminary character, because in the
important areas of I&C and MMI (and as a consequence also in HRA) the analysis was only
done in a preliminary, coarse manner. This limitation was well explained by the PSA team
at the beginning of the review including a discussion of its implications. Accordingly, the
review team took these limitations into account when reviewing the PSA in its present stage.
The PSA team stated that more design information is presently becoming available and that
the models are updated to include more detail. The PSA team declared, that the present
preliminary models in the areas of I&C and HRA have the character of "placeholders". The
review team believes, after reviewing and discussing these items, that these "placeholder"
models reasonably represent the I&C and HRA elements for the given status of design
information. However, detailed insights about I&C and HRA cannot be gained from these
models and finer dependencies are not depicted at all. The reviewers also reviewed and
discussed the envisaged extension of the models in this field, and found that the further work
in this area is on good ways.

The following list summarizes the major positive and negative findings from the
review:

Positive findings:

The PSA work is performed with major participation of organizations and staff from
the Czech Republic. An effective technology and know-how transfer has been
established and followed which ensures that the PSA know-how is available and that
maximum use is made from die PSA information and experience.
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Plant staff is actively integrated into the PSA team and the PSA work. This item fulfills
one of the strong and basic recommendations of the IAEA. This also supported plant
familiarization and information gathering in a significant way.

The PSA is actively supported by the utility and the NPP management.

QA and internal review appear to be well established and effective.

The PSA follows or is in line with IAEA PSA guidelines.

Initiating events analyses are extensively using the work performed by the respective
IAEA WWER support programme.

Reliability data selection and evaluation appears to have a good standard including its
documentation.

System analysis and fault tree construction is done in a competent and consistent way
and follows detailed and efficient procedures.

CCF models, data and identification of CCF component groups appear to be state-of-
the-art.

Due to the limitations in design information, the PSA team had to bridge at some
places limited knowledge, a task which was mastered with great care and in a
reasonable way.

Online results and online access to the PSA model were available on PCs during the
review.

The PSA documentation has a high standard and good quality.

An open minded discussion was always possible with the PSA team during the review.

Negative findings:

A PSA integrating a detailed model of the computerized RPS is seen by the reviewers
as an important step towards acceptability of the computerized RPS. This would for
example allow to identify important features and areas in the computerized RPS and
to optimize hardware, software and MMI (including procedures) based on plant risk.
However, it would necessitate close interaction between the PSA team and the
designer. Indications that such an approach should be taken were found in the PSA
Project Plan and in other documents. Interaction between the designer of the new
computerized RPS and related systems and the PSA team are considered by the
reviewers as being weak and largely undefined.

Apart from this item no significant negative points could be identified. For IPERS
reviews, traditionally a major negative point means that:

(a) it would have a significant impact on the overall and detail results (given the limitations
for the study), or where a potential exists that the present PSA approach may
jeopardize meeting the main objectives of the PSA,
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(b) it would represent a significant deviation from state-of-the-art methods, techniques and
data,

(c) it indicates a general and systematic QA or internal review problem.

Nevertheless, a number of items where improvements are possible and recommended
for consideration are listed below:

A significant limitation of the PSA is incomplete identification of plant-specific
initiating events. The Temelin PSA cannot be considered complete until all relevant
plant-specific initiators have been identified and evaluated.

The frequencies for all support system initiating events should be derived from
plant-specific models and analyses of the corresponding systems. Several problems
were identified in the interfacing systems LOCA initiating event analysis.

The review identified a number of initiating events that were inappropriately combined
into groups that have different functional impacts on plant response or different success
criteria in the PSA models. If there is any doubt about the possibility that a specific
initiating event might have unique impacts in the PSA models, that event should not be
combined into a broader group with less restrictive success criteria.

System analysis should be checked to assure that maintenance unavailabilities are
handled appropriately and consistently in all systems.

Placement of CCF events in the FTs is not always consistent and complete.
Documentation of the CCF data evaluation could be improved.

Boundaries and boundary conditions between systems are not consistently defined,
which resulted in omission of some shared components.

In some systems the modelling of components appears to be too coarse. This applies
to local control, power supplies for drives and controls, equipment protection and
interlocks.

Cooperation and information exchange with designer could be improved not only in the
area of the new computerized I&C.

The decision trees for HRA should be better documented.

The HEPs in HRA should be better explained to properly address the needs of technical
know-how transfer.

The HRA calculation sheets need to be independently checked for accuracy and
adequacy of documentation.

These and other points where improvements are recommended to be made are expanded
further in the following sections. Table 3 summarizes all the issues and their status.
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3. PSA MANAGEMENT, OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, QA AND INTERNAL REVIEW

3.1. PURPOSE, OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The general objective of the study comes from a Pre-OSART mission conducted by the
IAEA a few years ago. The general intent of the project is "to perform a systematic
examination of the Temelin Unit 1 by means of a Level 2 PSA, which includes both internal
and external events, and to develop an appreciation of severe accident behavior of the plant".
More specific objectives derived from this general objective are listed below:

To investigate the safety level of the NPP, and to identify (and improve) design and
operational weaknesses;

To support decision making processes concerning several proposed design alternatives
(named examples are containment filtered venting, boron injection, additional
pressurizer PORVs);

Technical Specification reappraisal (STIs, AOTs);

To provide support for the development of EOPs and AM;

To develop inhouse PSA capability (technology transfer);

Use of the PSA information for training;

To continue the PSA as a living PSA including a reliability and events data collection
program at the plant.

A new computerized RPS is at present developed. The technical community including
nuclear has done during the last years a considerable effort to develop methods and
techniques to establish acceptability of computerized control systems for safety critical
applications. Among the tools and methods developed, a PSA integrating a detailed model
of the computerized RPS could represent a major step regarding acceptability of such system.
Such approach would for example allow to identify important features and areas in the
computerized RPS and to optimize hardware, software and MMI (including procedures)
based on plant risk. No such objective has been formulated up to now for the study reviewed,
however indications towards such approach were found in the Project Plan and in other (non-
PSA) documents dealing with the new I&C system. Interaction between the designer of the
computerized RPS and the PSA team and project are considered by the reviewers as being
weak and not well defined.

3.2. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE PSA

The scope and the limitations of the PSA part reviewed can be summarized as follows:

Level 1,

Full power operating conditions,

Internal events.
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Success criteria and sequence modeling are to some degree preliminary since some
thermohydraulic analyses still are currently underway. This appears to impact primarily
on timing of events (e.g. time window for operator actions) and success criteria.

Component reliability parameters are presently based on generic data (IAEA, Swedish
data from Ringhals, NUREG/CR-4550, IREP and Dukovany, WWER-440 data). The
selection is done based on expert judgment.

The initiating event assessment is based on the IAEA generic WWER data and other
(US) generic data.

Selected sensitivity studies are performed for important key parameters and
assumptions.

As a preparation for Level 2, plant damage states (PDS) were defined and sequence
end states were grouped into the PDS.

For the new computerized RPS, the new procedures and the MMI only very limited
information was available for carrying out the present PSA. Therefore only coarse modelling
could be done for these areas. It seems that elaboration of a more detailed model is underway
at present.

The major steps of the project as specified in the project plan and the connections to
the design of the new I&C, MMI, procedures and fuel are shown in Fig. 1. The figure also
shows the present status of the Level 1, internal events full power PSA.

3.3. PSA TEAM ORGANIZATION AND WORK PLAN

The organizational structure of the PSA team follows standard practice. Staff members
from the plant are actively integrated into the project team. Know-how transfer seems to be
well organized and effective in most of the PSA areas. The tasks of the project appear to be
well defined in the project plan. The project plan contains detailed descriptions for the
following areas:

Project plan main part with an introduction summarizing the project objectives and
assumptions, work breakdown structure, project organization, QA plan,
communication, documentation control, schedule and budget, workstation (software
used for the study) and reporting requirements.

Detailed QA plan.

Initiating events and accident sequence analysis task.

System modelling task.

Data and dependent failures task plan (including IE frequencies).

Human reliability analysis.

Accident sequence quantification task.
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& Contract)
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(Final Design
& Contract)

FIG. 1. Status of the PSA

Shutdown PSA task plan.

Area and external events task plan.

Preparation of reports task plan.

Protection system, I&C, and fuel update task plan.
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3.4. QUALITY ASSURANCE, DOCUMENT CONTROL AND INTERNAL REVIEW

The PSA team has adopted the NUS QA framework. In general it was found that
quality assurance, document control and internal review is effective.

During the review specific checks were made to consider the efficiency of QA and
internal review. As a weak point it was found that minor problems might exist in assuring
information exchange and coordination with the following interfaces:

interface between event sequence analysis and system analysis;

interface and consistency between system analyses for different systems required in one
sequence.

4. ASSESSMENT OF INITIATING EVENTS

The review of this topic concentrated on three general areas of the analysis:

Identification of a complete set of initiating events for the study;
Combination of specific initiating events into functionally equivalent groups;
Assessment of the initiating event frequencies.

4.1. IDENTIFICATION OF INITIATING EVENTS

In general, the identification of "generic" initiating events is very thorough and
well-documented. The final list of events is based on a comprehensive examination of
initiators from US studies, from the IAEA database, and from other PSAs of WWER power
plants. The review did not identify any significant omissions from the list of generic initiators
for the PSA.

The PSA accounts for operation of the reactor power limitation system and the plant
runback systems. These systems are designed to prevent a reactor trip during many transients
that would lead directly to a trip at other plants. In some cases, initiating events were
inappropriately excluded from the PSA database, based on optimistic assumptions about the
effectiveness of the control, limitation, and runback functions (see Issues JS-OO3, JS-004,
JS-OO5, JS-006).

One very significant limitation of the PSA is incomplete identification of plant-specific
initiating events. These initiating events are caused by unique features of the plant design,
including partial or total failures of support systems such as AC power, DC power,
instrumentation and control systems, cooling water systems, instrument air, HVAC and room
cooling, etc. The review identified several examples of these initiators that have either not
been included in the study or have been inappropriately excluded. Experience from many
PSAs indicates that these initiators are often very important, if not dominant, contributors
to risk. A comprehensive examination of these initiating events often identifies unique
features of the plant design that cannot be evaluated properly through the models for
"generic" initiators. This is a critical task in the PSA process. The Temelin PSA cannot be
considered complete until all relevant plant-specific initiators have been identified and
evaluated (see Issues JS-007, JS-OO9, JS-O11, JS-012, JS-O13, JS-014, JS-O18).
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4.2. DEFINITION OF INITIATING EVENT GROUPS

In general, the functional bases for the initiating event groups are well-defined and are
clearly documented. The LOCA event categories are based on the best available plant-specific
analyses. Separate transient initiating event categories have been defined to account for
operation of the reactor power limitation and runback systems. This approach is very useful
for later applications of the PSA models.

The review identified a number of initiating events that were inappropriately combined
into groups that have different functional impacts on plant response or different success
criteria in the PSA models. In general, these assignments seemed to focus primarily on
expected successful response of the limitation and runback systems without careful
consideration of the unique impacts that would occur if these systems failed to prevent a trip.
Many of the identified problems are also related to the treatment of plant-specific support
system failures. In particular, it seemed that several of these initiating events were
inappropriately assigned to the T3 Transient initiating event group. Correct identification of
unique dependencies and functional impacts is a very important part of the PSA process. If
there is any doubt about the possibility that a specific initiating event might have unique
impacts in the PSA models, that event should not be combined into a broader group with less
restrictive success criteria (see Issues JS-001, JS-002, JS-007, JS-OO8, JS-009, JS-O1O,
JS-016).

4.3. ASSESSMENT OF INITIATING EVENT FREQUENCIES

The frequencies for most generic initiating events are based on a thorough assessment
of the best available data. The review identified a few examples where better data might be
available and where the current frequencies may not account for all contributions (see Issues
JS-015, JS-016, JS-017).

The frequencies for all support system initiating events should be derived from
plant-specific models and analyses of the corresponding systems. Experience has shown that
there are typically very significant differences in the plant-specific designs and normal
operating configurations of support systems. Generic data and descriptions of support system
failure events are often useful to help identify possible failure modes and causes. However,
system design differences limit the usefubess of the published data for direct estimation of
initiating event frequencies. The frequencies of plant-specific support system initiating events
should not be derived directly from generic databases.

The analysis for the loss of important service water initiating event frequency provides
a conservative upper bound for the contributions from hardware failures. It is quite likely that
the total frequency for this initiating event will be dominated by external causes that affect
the service water intake. Therefore, it is recommended that potential causes for intake failure
and intake plugging should be examined carefully during the external events analyses.

Several problems were identified in the interfacing systems LOCA initiating event
analysis (see Issues JS-019, JS-O20, JS-021, JS-022, JS-O23, JS-024, JS-O26).
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5. ACCIDENT SEQUENCE ANALYSIS, EVENT TREES, SUCCESS CRITERIA
THERMOHYDRAULIC ANALYSES

The limited time for this review did not permit detailed scrutiny of all event trees.
These review comments are based on a "moderately thorough" examination of the following
event trees:

S7 (Large) LOCA
53 (Medium) LOCA
54 (Small) LOCA
55 (Very Small) LOCA
Tl (Reactor Trip) Transient
T6 (Loss of Offsite Power) Transient
T8 (Steam Generator Tube Rupture) Transient (only a partial review).

These event trees contain nearly all of the top events and important success criteria for
the PSA. However, there was insufficient time to examine some of the finer points of the
plant runback models, the complete steam generator tube rupture model, and the analyses for
ATWS events. Therefore, review comments that refer to specific event trees should be
interpreted and resolved in the context of all other related applications in the PSA.

The review concentrated on the following general topics:

Development of the event sequence models and event trees
Determination of success criteria
Interface between the event trees and system fault trees
Definition and assignment of plant damage states.

5.1. EVENT SEQUENCE MODELS AND EVENT TREES

The development of the event sequence diagrams and event trees is thorough and very
well documented. There were no significant errors or omissions in any of the event trees that
were reviewed. The event trees provide an excellent technical basis and foundation for the
PSA models and analyses. In general, the documentation provides clear explanations of the
bases, limitations, and assumptions in each model. This information is very important for
future revisions and specialized applications of the PSA.

The review identified a few instances where the event trees could be improved for
consistent evaluation of secondary heat removal and steam relief functions (see Issues JS-040,
JS-049, JS-O55).

5.2. SUCCESS CRITERIA

All success criteria and assumptions are documented very well. The success criteria are
generally based on the best available plant-specific thermohydraulic analyses. However, in
many cases the original design-basis analyses are not adequate to determine best-estimate
success criteria for specific initiating events and event sequences. In these cases, the PSA
team has made appropriate assumptions, based on analyses that have been performed for
other similar plants. Some of the original plant-specific analyses are currently being updated
to include specific event sequences for the PSA models. Some of the Westinghouse analyses
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for the new core design, the new reactor protection system, and the new safeguards actuation
systems are also incomplete. Therefore, it is recommended that all success criteria should be
reviewed and updated when these plant-specific analyses become available. In the mean time,
the current success criteria provide a realistic and consistent basis for the PSA.

The PSA team should evaluate the impacts from the requirement that the reactor
coolant pumps must be tripped to prevent seal failure after loss of cooling for the seals, the
motors, or the bearing lube oil. This issue may require the inclusion of possible consequential
reactor coolant pump seal LOCAs in the PSA (see Issue JS-002).

The PSA team should evaluate the potential impacts from possible transient-induced
loss of offsite power events. These evaluations should be based on available best-estimate
design and planning information from the Czech regional transmission grid (see Issue
JS-031).

The review identified a few questions about low pressure injection success criteria for
large LOCAs and the functional impacts from specific break locations for other LOCA
events. These issues are not very significant for the total core damage frequency, but they
pertain to distinctive characteristics of the plant design. Therefore, it is recommended that
these issues should be reviewed for consistency when the results from the current
plant-specific analyses become available (see Issues JS-O3O, JS-033, JS-037, JS-042, JS-043).

Some deficiencies were noted in the definition and implementation of the success
criteria for secondary heat removal. Some of these issues relate to consistent evaluation of
scenarios that involve continued makeup flow from the main feedwater pumps. It is also
recommended that the PSA should include consistent models and success criteria for steam
relief through the turbine bypass valves and the steam generator atmospheric relief valves
during all conditions that require "active" plant cooldown or that may introduce a pressurized
thermal shock (PTS) challenge to the reactor vessel. In effect, these scenarios occur in the
models for most transients, steam generator tube rupture, very small LOCA, and small
LOCA (see Issues JS-047, JS-049, JS-055, JS-057).

5.3. INTERFACE WITH SYSTEM MODELS

The PSA models were reviewed for consistency between the documented event tree
success criteria and the top level failure logic in the system fault trees. No significant errors
were found in the fault tree models for most safety systems. However, a number of
inconsistencies were identified. These issues indicate that the internal PSA review process
may not have thoroughly examined the event tree / fault tree interfaces for all of the final
models. It is recommended that the functional fault trees and the top-level logic for all system
fault trees should be reviewed for consistency with the documented event tree success
criteria, boundary conditions, and assumptions. This review is particularly important for
plant-specific support system initiating events that disable selected equipment in the PSA
models (see Issues JS-O32, JS-035, JS-045, JS-048, JS-049).

The review identified several instances in which post-initiator operator recovery actions
for similar functions are modeled as independent basic events in the system fault trees. In
particular, this practice was used for backup actions to manually start and align equipment
after failure of automatic actuation signals and for some electric power recovery actions. It
is recommended that all fault trees should be reviewed to determine where post-initiator
recovery actions are included in the models. All functionally similar recovery actions should
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be fully correlated to avoid inappropriate combination of independent basic events when the
models are solved (see Issues JS-039, JS-053).

5.4. PLANT DAMAGE STATES

The plant damage state definitions seem quite reasonable, based on currently available
information. The review identified a few questions regarding the plant damage state
assignments for specific event sequences. However, it is understood that the final assignments
will be based on a more thorough review of the individual core damage cutsets. It is
recommended that the final event sequence assignments should be reviewed to avoid possible
documentation inconsistencies when the Level 2 analyses are performed (see Issues JS-038,
JS-044, JS-050).

6. SYSTEM ANALYSIS, FAULT TREES, DEPENDENT EVENTS

In order to perform system analysis, detailed procedures were established at the
beginning of the project in the "system modelling task plan". It appears that this procedure
which is well described and documented in the project guidelines, was in general followed
and effective.

6.1. I&C AND ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

6.1.1. Instrumentation and control

The RPS and ESFAS I&C of the Temelin NPP consists of two diverse systems:

Primary reactor protection system (PRPS)
Diverse protection system (DPS).

The PRPS and DPS each consist of three redundant trains. For the PRPS the
Westinghouse "EAGLE system" is used which is based on (industrial quality) 486 processors
and programming is done in PL/M-86. The DPS uses MOTOROLA processors and ADA
programming language. Both, the PRPS and the DPS perform the following functions
organized in separate hard- and software:

Reactor trip
Control of the ESF.

It appears that the two system share most of the signals. The distribution (multiplexing)
of signals between the two systems is done on the analog level using conventional decoupling
devices. The input signals for each system are digitalized, normalized and checked for out-of-
limit values. The further processing is then done in the PRPS and DPS computers located in
the IPS (integrated protection cabinets) which perform the following functions:

Data acquisition (signals and status messages).
Logic operations (software).
Generation of control signals for reactor trip (software). The three parallel signals for
reactor trip are evaluated in 2 out of 3 logic.
Generation of control signals for ESFs (software). The three parallel signals for the
ESFs are evaluated in 2 out of 3 logic.
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Data preparation for the MMI, RCLS (reactor control and limitation system) and
PAMS (post accident monitoring system).

The control signals from the PRPS and DPS are sent to the NPLs (Mnon programmable
logic") where the signals are evaluated and decided on, and distributed to the equipment
drives.

The present PSA model for the I&C consists of the following elements and events:

The PRPS and DPS are each modelled as one black box.
Simple modelling of interfaces between analog and digital part (signal channels) and
between control signals and drives (no priority logic and equipment protection is
modelled).
2 out of 3 evaluation (modelling of the hardware).
CCF of software among all three divisions of the PRPS and DPS.
Miscalibration of sensor groups.
Individual failure of sensors.
Individual failure of a cabinet.

According to the team responsible for modelling of the I&C part (nuclear research
institute Rez) the work is not finished yet in this field. Based on the review of these items,
the models now available can be regarded as a first approach in deriving the I&C system
models. The present modelling is based on coarse assumptions which bridge the not yet
available detailed design information.

Such coarse modelling could, in principle, give an approximate but acceptable picture
if sufficient operational experience would be available for these modules. However for the
Temelin NPP, no such experience for the named modules and for the interfaces at the signal
channels and component drives are available. In such situation it would be preferable (and
it appears that in the next step such kind of model will be established) to model the system
based on detailed equipment and using equipment reliability parameters (detailed cabinet
devices, power supplies, decoupling devices etc.). A special problem represents the
modelling of the control computers including software (also operating system software).

Specifically, for detailed models, the following design items not available to the PSA
team at the time of modelling are to be considered (examples):

Detailed power supply of control cabinets;
Cable routings and branchings of electrical supplies;
Line and cable routings and branchings of measuring and signal channels;
Failures involving the priority logic, e.g. between the MCR and ECR due to erroneous
signals from one control room (mechanical or electrical switch failure), see Issue EP-
001.

In addition the reviewer believes that interfaces of I&C at the signal channels and at
the device drive level should be carefully evaluated including the plant response to
disturbances.

Refined modelling should be done for local controls and interlocks (see Issue EP-006)
including dependencies and potential CCFs. For example the charging pumps have several
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trip limit values and a complex operational switchover logic. For this, for example, the
following failure possibilities exist:

wrong setpoints for the trip limits (like a calibration error);
wrong status signal for the reserve pumps (not announced).

6.1.2. Electric power

Connection to the electric grid is via 400kV three phase unit transformer and an open
switchyard with the national grid. The generator is equipped with a main generator breaker
(operable under power). For the case that the own generator and the main grid is not
available a reserve transformer can be used. The capacity of the reserve transformer should
be sufficient for house loads of the two units including the main heat sink.

Emergency electric power of each unit is made up of three trains (BV, BW, BX) which
are normally connected to the BA, BB, BC power buses. For emergency power conditions
the emergency power buses are supplied by their own DGs. In addition, at Temelin there are
two not safety related DGs (buses BJ, BK). All DGs are of the same type and manufacturer.
After failure of the emergency DGs there is the possibility to connect the Buses BV or BX
with BJ or BK. Furthermore there is the possibility to connect the emergency buses to the
twin unit.

In the PSA the following events and equipment in the electrical power distribution were
modelled:

Test and maintenance
Open switchyard, main and reserve grid connections
400 kV and 110 kV transmission line
110 kV, 25 kV and non-safety 6.3 kV system buses
Safety grade 6.3 kV and 0.4 kV buses
24 V DC Buses
220 AC and DC supply (inverters)
Temelin Unit 2 to Unit 1 cross-connection
Automatic switchover for BJ and BK buses
DGs
Breakers
DG start and auxiliary systems.

Individual failure of components (breakers, inverters, transformers etc.) were modelled.
This modelling corresponds to international standards and makes, without in detail review,
a sound impression.

The following CCF were modelled:

Batteries (no power if required)
Breaker failures (failed open, closed if requested)
Emergency power DGs, load sequencers (failure to start and run)
Fuel oil transfer pumps (failure to start or run)
Fuel oil check valves (failure to open)
DG start control
DG fuel oil pumps and valves.
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An additional potential CCF cause could be consequential, propagated shorts in
components and the conventional fuses in the 0.4 kV distribution. A propagated short can
also result from switching on a standby component where there is a non detected short and
when the related breaker fails. For fuses there is the possibility that wrong fuses (with
inadequate capacity) are mounted during replacement.

Specific items noted during the review were the following:

Due to the three train structure of safety systems and the four coolant loops of the plant
special conditions regarding electric distribution and control exist for loop related
equipment (see Issues EP-002, EP-003). This could also represent a source for CCFs
due to room cooling. An example is control and power supply for the steam dump
stations to the atmosphere (BRU-A). There, the dependencies on electric power
supplies for drives and control logic should be checked and the dependency matrices
should be corrected if necessary.

Consequential failures of AC supply after failure to connect to the second unit (short
circuit, short to ground, wrong connections in the switchgear of the supplied unit).
Failures of power due to grounding of bus bars following a loss of offsite power are
treated as random failure of bus bars or breakers required to cross connect the two
units. When connecting an (unpowered) bus to the neighboring unit, consequential
failures are possible. Consideration of such failures should include human errors and
breaker failure. Other switchgear equipment could be affected by a short-circuit in one
bus (see Issue EP-009).

Similarly to local controls and interlocks (see Paragraph 6.1.1) refined modelling
should also be done for power supplies for the control of electrical drives which may
contain protection devices and fuses representing a potential source for CCFs and
consequential failures, such as erroneous installation/calibration of thermoprotection
switches, and (for example) mistakes in fuses (see Issue EP-010).

In order to provide reliable startup of DGs, a load sequencing program is used in the
WWER-1000 plants. Actuation of the program is connected with the voltage measuring
devices for the emergency power buses. In case of emergency power conditions (loss
of voltage on the emergency buses) the supplied equipment is first disconnected (as
well as the normal power supply to the emergency power bus), and after startup of the
DGs, the necessary equipment is connected again to the buses in a sequenced way.

The load sequencing program performs the connection between electrical signals (loss
of voltage, time delays) and the technological criteria (requests for components). In
order to detect potential CCF sources for the unavailability of components and to detect
also potential consequential failures, modelling of the load sequencing system including
the sensing and logic level seems to be necessary. It is recommended to envisage
extension of fault trees in that respect (see Issue EP-011).

6.2. FLUID SYSTEMS

The review of system modelling for fluid systems was conducted with spot checks for
the following plant systems:

TQn2 - Low pressure injection system;
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TQn3 - High pressure injection system;
TK - Chemical volume and control system;
VF - Important service water system;
TX - Emergency feedwater system
RL - Auxiliary feedwater system

Specific examples and questions that are formulated in the individual related issues
should not be considered as comprehensive or complete. These questions were used to clarify
and investigate how the main steps in system modelling were followed during the study. The
referred points should be taken into account as symptoms of problems that could have better
explanation or interpretation in the final reports.

All the system models reviewed (with very few exceptions, mostly where no
information from the designer was available) were found to represent sound state-of-the-art
analyses which were performed with high quality and in accordance with the written
procedures for system modelling.

Regarding the overall logic structure, the standard methodology selected for the
Temelin PSA was that of small event trees - large fault trees. Support systems are linked in
to the fault trees of the front line systems. In general, this methodology was applied
successfully. For some of the front line systems, however, the exact point (e.g. regarding
piping) at which the system limits were bounded (nodes) and interfaces with other systems
were not well defined in terms of valves, nodes, I&C components and other equipment. It
appears that, at some places, dependencies were omitted (see Issue VR-001) due to this. The
system functional descriptions and schematics were not always sufficiently clear. It seems
that I&C system elements were not modelled explicitly where it appears to be necessary for
some of the front line system fault trees (see Issues RG-001, VR-005).

The fault tree linking and quantification are performed using different "house events"
depending on the event trees logic. For some of the systems even detailed models were
constructed for success criteria that are not used in the current model, but would be used for
future "on-line risk monitoring" system development.

Identification of the physical limits of each individual component was found to be
precise, well documented and correctly used when reliability data sources were selected.

With a few exceptions, common cause failure events were included correctly in the
system fault trees, though some inconsistencies were found in the way of incorporation of
CCF in the fault trees for different systems (see Issue VR-007). Component groups selection
for modelling of CCF was complete and well performed for each important failure mode.
Detailed analyses were carried out where it was found to be necessary on the basis of
screening quantifications.

The review on the treatment of maintenance unavailabilities modelling has shown that
this analysis was done in a consistent manner and was well documented in the supplementary
data files.

Due to lack of plant specific data unavailability values due to unscheduled maintenance
were taken for each individual component group from generic PWR data source and this is
accepted as reasonable.
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For one of the reviewed system unavailabilities due to maintenance were not found in
the fault tree model (see VR-010) and although this issue" was solved during the IAEA
mission it seems that an additional check of the fault trees on this special point would be
helpful to ensure that the identification of all unavailabilities due to maintenance is complete.

7. COMPONENT RELIABILITY DATA, RELIABILITY PARAMETERS AND
MODELS

Generic equipment failure data was used for the Temelin PSA. The reasons for using
generic data are evident:

(i) The plant is still under construction and therefore there is no plant specific data upon
which estimates can be based;

(ii) The plant represents an unique design mixture. Equipment that is going to be operated
in the Temelin NPP is supplied by different vendors from all over the world.

The generic data sources used for screening and final evaluation of parameter values
and associated uncertainties for the PSA quantification were found to be reasonable and
sufficiently complete. Selection of data for each type of component was well justified in the
PSA documentation using a "Reliability Parameter Estimation Sheet" for each single type of
equipment.

A list of references including all data sources used for screening was provided. The
data analysis process was described and well documented. There are no real objections on
the data source selected for any individual component type. According to the summary
report, four types of basic event models were considered:

repairable (Type 1),
periodically tested (Type 2),
failure on demand (Type 3), and
running failure (Type 4).

It appears that in the final quantification Type 1 failure models were not included. This
simplification most probably will not have any significant effect on the quantitative results
since unavailabilities due to unscheduled maintenance were involved on a system train level
as failures on demand and (as it is correct) credit for equipment repair during the mission
was not given.

The simple approach used for common cause failures appears to be reasonable as well
since only generic data was available. A beta factor type model (with beta = 0.1) was used
for screening quantification of the impact of each single common cause failure identified in
the models. A CCF component group was considered to be significant if its Fussell-Vesely
importance measure was greater than 0.01. For the selected special groups detailed analyses
were performed using pseudo plant specific data. CCF parameters were estimated correctly
with some minor exceptions.

The data processing and component unavailabilities evaluation was found, in general,
to be performed correctly and to state-of-the-art standards.
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8. HUMAN INTERACTIONS, HUMAN RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT

8.1. THE REVIEW PROCESS

The review process used was straight forward and consisted of the following steps:

(a) Review the available documents to be able to understand the plant and its operation;

(b) Concentrate on the features which affect the operation of the plant under both abnormal
and emergency conditions. These include the crew structure and its way of working,
control room arrangement, procedures (abnormal and emergency), maintenance and
periodic testing and calibration, training and the use of operator aids;

(c) Review of the approach to human reliability modelling, quantification of human actions
and incorporation in event trees and fault trees. To this end a set of questions was
generated to help develop an understanding of the analysis approach;

(d) Form conclusions and recommendations.

For this review, some aspects of the steps described above could only be carried out
partially, since the plant is still under construction. In particular, the control and protection
system is being designed and the procedures are being changed to the symptom-based type
based on the Westinghouse users group procedures. Since the control and protection system
is still under design, the control room design is also not completed as well. Additionally, an
advanced operator support system is being developed based on the abnormal and emergency
procedures. This means that the characteristics of this operator support system are not known
in detail. Thus, the present review has a preliminary character.

8.2. HRA METHODOLOGY

It should be stated that the current state of development of the control room design, of
the procedures and the incorporation of the COMPRO (computerized procedures) system
makes it difficult to do a complete job of evaluation of the HRA process.

The PSA/HRA team has made assumptions about these items in terms of the influence
on the operator, however some of their assumptions may prove not to be correct ultimately.
This results in a considerable level of uncertainty in knowing precisely how the plant will be
operated and makes the task of both the analysts and the reviewers difficult and incomplete.

The organizational approach to the HRA task is systematic and logical. In general, it
appears to follow the SHARP 1 approach advocated by the Electric Power Research Institute
and supported widely in the US. Two main divisions of human interactions are covered,
those which occur before and those which occur after an initiating event. The human actions,
which give rise to initiating events, are subsumed in the initiating event frequencies and are
not explicitly modeled.

Pre-initiating events

For pre-initiating events, only common cause contributors are considered, although the
document does not explicitly state this, for both sensor calibration and alignment after
maintenance operations. One problem for the analysts was the unavailability of procedures
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covering these situations. However, discussions were held with responsible staff to determine
the general approach by the plant personnel to minimize common cause contributors in the
implementation of both calibration and maintenance operations. The human error model used
in this section is based on Swain's Accident Sequence Evaluation Program (ASEP).

Post-Initiating events

The modelling of these events consists of two components, a detection, diagnosis and
decision part and an action part. The modelling of the first part or cognitive portion is based
on a model developed under EPRI using six decision trees and the second part is modeled
by the use of ASEP. However, only five of the six decision trees are considered, these are:
(1) "availability of information", (2) "failure of attention", (3) "information misread/mis-
communicated11, (4) "information misleading", (5) "procedure step skipped and procedure
misinterpreted". In general, the approach is considered to be appropriate in that it tries to
address some of the error causing mechanisms in a structured manner. The results look to
be quite conservative. The approach is to try to compensate for the uncertainty in the human
tasks being modeled.

Dependencies between events

The set of rules developed in the study for handling dependencies looks to be
applicable.

8.3. DETAILED COMMENTS ON HRA

8.3.1. Event trees

The use of the event trees coupled with the sequence diagrams and the explanatory text
appears to be appropriate. The steam generator tube rupture event tree was reviewed to see
if human actions corresponded to the expected accident sequence. There were some
deviations between what was expected and the indicated operator actions. This could be
explained by the difference in philosophy between the WWER and Westinghouse PWRs.
Additionally, there is some uncertainty in capabilities of systems due to the still ongoing
thermal hydraulic calculations. For example, the operators are modeled as using feed and
bleed rather than using pressurizer spray to depressurize.

The indications of a SGTR are increased charging flow and radiation alarms in the
condenser, presumably in the non-condensible gas ejector line. If the radiation alarm is
missed, the operators may confuse the SGTR with a LOCA of some kind. However, once
the operators trip the reactor, it should become clear which is the affected steam generator.

The diagnosis of the SGTR is covered by the heading "manual scram", basic event
HEP3-E0P-K1. The sequence usually is that the diagnosis of the SGTR is covered by E-0,
which then should lead the operator to the E-3.0 procedure. It is the increased charging flow
which guides the operator to trip the reactor, hence entry to E-0 and then to E-3.0. Of
course, the operators may have a clear idea of the SGTR before the reactor trip. The
sequence of events and naming convention are different to what the reviewer would expect.

It is uncertain how COMPRO would operate under these conditions. It could be that
until the reactor is tripped COMPRO may not diagnose the SGTR, and only follows the
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abnormal procedures guide lines, i.e. the reactor may be tripped on excessive charging flow,
this would be the case for a US Westinghouse plant.

The indications in the ESD are that the next actions are switch over to a different water
source for charging and closure of the steam line isolation valves of the unaffected steam
generators. Feed to the affected steam generator is isolated and the steam generator is
allowed to dry, except for the primary side leak. The steam generator tubes are not covered
to prevent paniculate and other radioactive releases, such as iodine, escaping to the
atmosphere. One would imagine that radioactive release levels for a SGTR is higher in this
case compared to an equivalent accident in the US (see also Issue RG-005).

Clearly the tactics for dealing with the accident is different to that of the US practice,
calling for modifications to the Westinghouse procedures. The report states that the analysis
of the events was based on the version of the procedures dated September 1994.

Given the differences between the US practice and that of Temelin, the design of the
event tree for the SGTR has the correct elements, but there are questions remaining about
the differences in the procedures and the operation of COMPRO. Differences between the
current understanding of the analysts and final version of both procedures and COMPRO
could cause differences in the trees. However, it appears that the trees reflect the correct
characteristics of the plant response as far as the reviewer is aware.

The exact specification of the human actions and their significance determines the
characteristics of the decision trees modelling the human actions. Since thermal hydraulic
calculations are also limited, available time for actions are not very precise. Work load, as
covered in the decision trees, is a function of the time available to the crew. Also the roles
of the operators determines the distribution of the work load.

Thus, due to the non-specifics of the procedures, COMPRO, and roles of operators,
changes in the event trees are possible. An area of concern seems to be the use of the PORV
instead of the pressurizer spray to depressurize the primary side to prevent continued leakage
from the primary to the secondary side. A re-evaluation of the procedures and their
integration into COMPRO may cause changes in philosophy, hence affect both event tree
construction and HEPs.

8.3.2. Fault trees

The use of NUPRA has lead to easily reviewable documented fault trees. The reviewer
reviewed selected fault trees to examine how human actions were incorporated into the logic.
One area that was examined was the calibration error of both level and flow sensors used to
control the auxiliary feed system. The question arose because of the use of the feed system
following an accident in which the system was not tripped. Calibration of these sensors
would only represent a problem once the bypass controller is used to supply feed. Also, only
common cause failure of the calibration process is of interest. The HRA, Section 6.0,
document was not clear on this point, however it was evident from a review of the fault
trees. The calibration errors (e.g. HEP1-MN01-RLOX) were incorporated correctly into the
fault tree. Section 6.0 listed the calibration and maintenance error names and the associated
systems, but did not give the HEP values. The values for calibration and mis-alignment
common cause errors were specified and documented in Section 6.0.
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8.3.3. Modelling of human errors

Pre-Initiating events

The modelling of these events is based on Swain's accident sequence evaluation
program (ASEP) approach using conservative values, referred to in Section 6.0 of the PSA
document as screening values. Usually, the implication in using screening values is that if
it turns out that these interactions are large contributors to the CDF, then re-evaluation of
the values will take place. However, a review of the Fussell-Vesely importance rankings
indicates that none of the pre-event human events are in the first fifty of ranked events.

Given the acceptability of the approach that the intent of the procedures is to minimize
CCFs, then the values of 3.0E-05 for alignment errors after maintenance operations with
functional checking and 3.0E-03 without functional checking are acceptable. For calibration
a value of 3.OE-O5 is used, this is also acceptable.

Post-Initiating events

As far as the decision trees are concerned the general approach is useful as tool in the
HRA. It is hard to criticize the details of the trees including their structure and associated
probabilities due to the uncertainty of the procedures and their implementation in COMPRO,
including human factors aspects.

However, if COMPRO is implemented well, then the resulting HEP associated with
Tree 1 ought to be negligible and this is confirmed in the example. Tree 2 is associated with
work load and displays. Work load would expected to be associated with the scenario. The
required information displayed to the user is also a function of the scenario. One would like
to see a simulation of an actual scenario before coming the conclusion that a binary decision
tree should be used. However the range of numbers looks very narrow, having values of 1E-
4 to 7.2E-3.

Tree 3 is associated with misread/miscommunicated. From work on the EOPTS
(emergency operating procedures tracking system), this seemed to be the area of greatest
error generation. However in the example this is negligible. Tree 4 has been omitted!

Tree 5 refers to procedure step missing. This really depends on how the COMPRO
functions and the role of the user relate. Each step taken presumably means that a board
operator, acting on instructions from the procedure/COMPRO operator, takes an action. This
action is detected by COMPRO and the state of the display is changed accordingly. Thus,
immediate feedback to the procedure reader would be available. Unlike the straight manual
use of procedures, the recovery aspect is not dependent on either the reader or anyone else
understanding the plant response, but a change of indication on the COMPRO screen. The
error rate should be less than the earlier case of the miscalibration or misalignment.

The last tree (Tree 6) refers to procedure misinterpreted, here the problem is again the
way that the procedure is displayed to the user and how it is to be used. This could be the
most likely source for errors depending how the process is implemented. Here again there
is too much uncertainty involved at present. The implementation could be a very good one
or otherwise! The implementation in the decision tree represents a process very much like
the one applied to the use of the paper procedure, this may be correct! If the COMPRO
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implementation follows that of the paper procedure, without some simplification, then it is
likely that the tree is reasonably accurate.

One thing that did come out of the EOPTS study was the high level of recovery of the
crew to cognitive errors compared with the standard EOPs! The analysts might wish to
review the EPRI EOPTS report, which is available from EPRI at a nominal cost and is not
a restricted report.

The reviewer examined a number of HEPs in depth to ensure that the approach was
implemented correctly and consistently. Also the documentation was checked to see if it was
possible to clearly see if the assumptions were documented. A set of HEPs covering the feed
and bled operation was selected which are: HEP-EOP-FBT, -FBS4, FBT7, and FBT7A. All
calculation sheets raised questions about accuracy of data and adequate documentation. These
comments were presented to the NUS project manager.

Recovery

Two types of recovery are normally considered in a HRA study. These are, first, the
recovery of an operator from a faulty action taken by either the operator himself or by a
colleague and, second, a planned action which is intended essentially to reduce the
probability of core damage. The first type of recovery is taken into account and can cover
both pre-initiating events and post initiating events. A conservative value of 0.1 has been
used for the pre-initiator event cases. For the post event cases, various values are selected
for the execution phase and are determined by the induced stress condition attributed to the
particular scenario.

The second type of recovery has not been considered yet, because of the uncertainty
in procedures, operations, etc. The reviewer agrees with the latter position and the former
seems a reasonable assumption.

8.4. CONCLUSIONS

The HRA approach taken is a thoughtful application of current developments in
technology. It makes use of a number of HRA techniques including ASEP for pre-initiating
events and a combination of decision trees for the cognitive aspects and ASEP for the
execution phase of post-initiating events. This seems to be a very reasonable approach to the
evaluation of HEPs for inclusion in the PSA.

The state of development of the Temelin plant is such that there is still a large
uncertainty on how to model the human actions. The analysts have in my opinion performed
very well given this uncertainty. There are aspects of the HRA analysis which the reviewer
would modify, but given the state of knowledge of the COMPRO, it cannot be shown that
the reviewers approach is preferable to that of the analysts.

The current approach offers an acceptable basis for incorporation of changes and it
supports the technological transfer aspects. It puts the PSA team in a good position to modify
the structure of the decision trees to reflect changes in procedures, COMPRO, control room
layout and instrumentation and crew structure.

The results indicate that there is a balance between the DDD errors and the action
errors, see the example in Section 6.0. There is an error in the example, the contribution
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from the last tree refers possibly to the wrong branch. The results indicate that the analysts
have allowed for the influence of COMPRO on the DDD contribution. However, COMPRO
should also have a strong effect on the action term as well leading to an overall reduction in
the HEP.

Clearly, more work is needed to refine the HRA process, but this will have to await
the better definition of procedures, etc. Assumptions have been made about the effectiveness
of the crew in the light of procedures, COMPRO, etc. However, it should be pointed out that
it is necessary to provide training for the crews to reach their full potential. This is to be
accomplished by both theoretical training in plant and reactor principles and training on the
plant simulator. One aspect worth mentioning is team training, often this appears as strong
contributor in scenarios involving multi-failure events. Co-ordination of effort between crew
members can significantly increase the reliability of crew actions.

8.5. RECOMMENDATIONS

The state of development of the plant is such that many features which can have a large
impact on the operators, maintainers and testers are not finalized. These features include
procedures (abnormal and emergency, maintenance, calibration and periodic test), control
room layout and instruments, the detailed design and use of the COMPRO system and details
of the Westinghouse control and protection system. The implication for the HRA is that many
assumptions have been made in order to perform this study, and therefore the impact of the
finalization of the various features ought to lead to a re-examination of the trees and the
HEPs. It could be that some of the assumptions will be unaffected, but clearly many of them
will be and this will also affect the results of the PSA.

The more important HEPs are involved with the detection, diagnosis and decision
process of the human actions for the post initiator events. The use of the COMPRO will have
a strong impact on the control room operations. Some work carried out for EPRI on an
equivalent system, called the EOPTS, indicated that systems like these virtually eliminated
cognitively related problems associated with diagnosis and decision making. The problems
were associated with communications between the procedure user and the board operators.
Also the recovery from errors were very much enhanced for EOPTS compared with manual
use of the procedures.

There are differences between the implementation of the procedures between the
EOPTS and COMPRO. It was not possible to determine whether or not these differences
would lead to very much different results. It is suggested that the EPRI EOPTS report be
reviewed, once the COMPRO system design is a little clearer. A review of the decision trees
would indicate, in the light of the experience with EOPTS, changes to Tree 6.

Once the power plant simulator is working, it is suggested that it be used to examine
the performance of the crews using COMPRO. A review of their use of COMPRO will guide
the analysts in improving the representation of the crews' reliability under accident
conditions. If the headings of the decision trees reflect conditions associated with operator
performance then the information from the simulator can be used to determine the pathway
through the decision trees and assist the HRA analysts in their task.

One advantage of the current HRA approach is to be able to investigate the impact of
changes to the man-machine interface, procedures, crew skills modifications to COMPRO
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on human reliability and hence CDF. This property could be used to optimize the design of
these features.

One of the questions that arose in the review was the transfer of the HRA methodology
to the Temelin PSA team. This question was raised because of the likely differences between
the current decision tree models and data and those required to represent the new situations.
It is recommended that the Temelin PSA team confirms that the technological transfer is
adequate for the potential changes which might need to be accounted for once the procedures,
etc., have been completed.

It is recommended that the decision trees themselves be better documented. This
includes the headings, and branches. The derivation of the end state probabilities should be
documented. The Section 6.0 document does refer to the source of HEPs but more is needed
to proper address the needs of technical transfer. The HRA calculation sheets need to be
independently checked for accuracy and adequacy of documentation.

9. QUANTIFICATION, EVALUATION AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

It appears, that the quantification and evaluation process on the systems level and for
the overall model is done in a consistent way and using established software. Sufficient
interpretation (given the present stage of the PSA) is provided, mostly using the tool of
importance analysis. The variability in the present results (due to various reasons) is
investigated with sensitivity analyses for a selection of important key parameters and
assumptions.

10. DOCUMENTATION

The documentation of the study was found to be in general of good quality and in line
with the IAEA PSA Level 1 procedures. A few improvements are recommended:

System functional descriptions and schematics which were found at some places to be
not sufficiently clear.

The decision trees in HRA could be better documented. This includes the headings, and
branches. The derivation of the end state probabilities should documented. The Section
6.0 document does refer to the source of HEPs but more is needed to proper address
the needs of technical transfer. The HRA calculation sheets need to be independently
checked for accuracy and adequacy of documentation.

11. REFERENCES

[1] INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY; Procedures for Conducting
Independent Peer Reviews of Probabilistic Safety Assessment, Guidelines for the
International Peer Review service (IPERS) Programme, IAEA TECDOC-543, Vienna
(1990), Final draft, second revised edition 1995

[2] INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY; Procedures for Conducting
Probabilistic Safety Assessments of Nuclear Power Plants (Level 1), Safety Practices,
Safety Series No. 50-P-4, IAEA, Vienna (1992)
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Table 2. Summary of results, contributions to core damage frequency (preliminary
results as given in the study)

CONTRIBUTION OF INITIATING EVENT CATEGORY

Steam generator tube rupture

Steam generator header cover leak

Very small LOCA

Small LOCA

Transients

Large LOCA

Interfacing LOCA

Loss of offsite power

SG overcooling events

Medium LOCA

Loss of service water

FUNCTIONAL FAILURE CONTRIBUTION

All operator functions

Operator controlled cooldown (60" C in 1 hr)

Operator isolates unaffected SGs following SGTR

Operator performs longterm cooldown

Residual heat removal

High head injection

Low head injection

Emergency feedwater

Auxiliary feedwater

Containment spray

Feed and bleed

Turbine runback to island operation after LOOP

Accumulators

Diesel generators

Unit 2 - Unit 1 electric cross connection

CONTRIBUTION
TO CDF

42 %

29 %

6 %

6%

5 %

4 %

3 %

3 %

2 %

<1 %

<1 %

72 %

45 %

30 %

13 %

31 %

17 %

11 %

7 %

7 %

5 %

5 %

3 %

2 %

2 %

1 %
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Table 3. Summary of issues and issue status

ISS.NO.

VR-001

VR-002

VR-003

VR-004

VR-005

VR-006

VR-007

VR-008

VR-009

VR-010

VR-011

VR-012

AJS-001

AJS-002

AJS-003

AJS-004

AJS-OO5

AJS-006

AJS-007

AJS-OO8

AJS-OO9

AREA

A19

A19,A25a,A34

A21

A04.A19

A19

A22

A21

A25b

A19

A25a

A25b

A21

A20

A18.A20

A18,A20

A20

A19

A26

A20.A21

A26

A26

DESCRIPTION

Missing modelling of injection check valves

Missing definition of system boundaries for LPl, VF
and TK, calculation of unavailabilities, valve
positions in system drawings

HVAC dependency not modelled in TQ systems

Uneven treatment of beat exchanger failures in
system models

Missing modelling of interlocks in system models
(TQ systems)

Feasibility of feed and bleed (qualification of
PORVs)

CCF handling, specific CCF groups

System modelling issues: value used for CCF
screening, 6h mission time for DGs, online
repairable model, EFW and LPIS CCF model

RHR failure due to preheating failure

Component reliability params., unscheduled
maintenance in EFWs and TQ, failure rate for
pumps used, accumulator monitoring and test

CCF model for pumps

Completeness of dependency matrices

Reactor operation control mode, operator interaction
(normal, abnormal and emergency conditions),
conditions for operators

Significance of ATWS, response of operators to
ATWS

Operator response to SGTRs, differences compared
to WE PWR

New I&C and core, rod drives, reactor control and
operator interfaces

Matters of software reliability for the new I&C,
independence of the two diverse systems

Time sensitivity of operator His for ATWS, how
modelled

Questions related to miscalibration HRA and
dependencies

Use of HEART for HRA, quantification and
performance shaping factors

Design of MMI (COMPRO), limited information on
design, impact on HRA

STATUS

res.

res.

res.

res.

Rec.

res.

res.

res.

res.

res.

res.

res.

res.

res.

res.

res.

res.

res.

res.

res.

res.

ACTION

Act.

Act.

Act.

-

Act.

-

Act.

-

-

Act.

Act.

Act.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(Act.)
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ISS.NO.

AJS-010

AJS-011

AJS-012

AJS-013

AJS-014

AJS-015

EP-001

EP-002

EP-003

EP-004

EP-005

EP-006

EP-007

EP-008

EP-009

EP-010

EP-011

EP-012

JS-001

JS-002

JS-003

JS-004

AREA

A20

A20

A20

A20

A20.A26

A20,A26

A19

A19.A21

A19.A21

A19

A19.A21

A19.A21

A19

A18

A22

A19.A21

A19.A21

A18

A13.A15.A17

A13.A15.A17

A13.A15.A17

A13.A15.A17

DESCRIPTION

Documentation of pre-accident human failure events
could be expanded and improved

General principles (HRA) could be made more
specific

Decision tree modelling, no details of COMPRO,
more detailed analysis should be done if more is
known

Actuation phase HRA, stress level, information
available

Error factor of 3 for HRA events seems to small

Technology transfer for HRA

Questions on priority concept between MCR and
ECR

Three train safety system structure and 4 coolant
loops, spatial separation, organization of electric
supply, potential common failure due to HVAC

Three train safety system structure, electric supply
and BRUs and coolant loop instrumentation, load
distribution and supplies

Modelling of PRPS, DPS, integrated modelling of
I&C. software, analog parts

Automatic isolation valves in impulse lines,
measuring channel failure

System modelling of charging pumps, interlocks,
control and supplies, definition of component
boundary

Isolation of accumulators on low level signal

Identification of SG rube leaks and ruptures

Handling of consequential failures (electric and
instrumentation)

Missing modelling of supplies and supports due to
information not yet available

Emergency power supply, load sequencing

Diverse reactor trip on low hot leg subcooling

Grouping of IEs, failure commonalities not
considered, inclusion of primary IEs into IE group

RCP seal cooling, dependencies on successful RCP
trip, signals for RCP trip

Exclusion of transient IEs based on the limitation and
runback systems

Role of pressurizer heater in avoiding reactor trips

STATUS

res.

res.

res.

res.

res.

res.

res.

Rec.

Rec.

res.

res.

Rec.

res.

res.

Rec.

Rec.

Rec.

res.

res.

Rec.

Rec.

Rec.

ACTION

Act.

Act.

-

-

-

-

(Act.)

(Act.)

Act.

(Act.)

Act.

(Act.)

-

(Act.)

Act.

(Act.)

(Act.)

-

Act.

Act.

Act.

Act.
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ISS.NO.

JS-005

JS-006

JS-007

JS-008

JS-009

JS-010

JS-011

JS-012

JS-013

JS-014

JS-015

JS-016

JS-017

JS-018

JS-019

JS-020

JS-021

JS-022

JS-023

JS-024

JS-025

JS-026

JS-027

JS-028

JS-029

JS-030

AREA

A13.A15.A17

A13.A15.A17

A13.A15.A17

A13.A15.A17

A13.A15.A17

A16.A34

A13.A15.A17

A13.A15.A17

A13.A15.A17

A13.A15.A17

A24

A24

A24

A13,A17,A24

A13

A24

A24

A24

A24

A24,A25a

A24

A24.A26

A17.A34

A13.A16.A17

A15.A20

A16.A22

DESCRIPTION

Plant response to inadvertent opening of bypass to
condenser

Omission of special feedwater line ruptures as IE

Contradictory indications on grouping of spurious
containment isolation signal transient

Grouping of substation transformer IEs into one IE
category

Grouping of specific bus and equipment failure IEs
into one IE category

Accumulator line break large or medium LOCA?

Completeness of support system IEs

Instrument air IE not considered as an IE

Component cooling IE completeness and grouping

Discussion of RPS trip functions as causes for IEs

Estimate of Temelin LOSP frequency

Definition and completeness of primary IEs in
Category T5

Small LOCA definition and estimate of frequency

Consideration of failure of 400 kV and 110 kV
failures in T6 IE

ISLOCA pathways, HPIS, charging system, let down
as potential pathways

Injection line checkvalve bypass lines for ISLOCA

ISLOCA detection, injection lines and RHR letdown
lines

ISLOCA analysis, differences in injection line
valving, accumulator checkvalves

ISLOCA analysis, flow pathways through TQ valves

Definitions and consistency for ISLOCA IE

Dependent events in ISLOCA IE frequency
assessment

ISLOCA IE analysis, operator recovery, CD
contribution from ISLOCA in injection line

Transient IE grouping, T4, T8 and T9 categories

RCP seal failures attribution to S5 LOCA IE group

Decrease of RCP pressure during F&B, operator
action

Disabling of injection lines by break location (S2
LOCA)

STATUS

Rec.

res.

Rec.

Rec.

Rec.

res.

Rec.

res.*)

Rec.

Rec.

Rec.

Rec.

Rec.

Rec.

res.

Rec.

Rec.

res.

res.

Rec.

res.

Rec.

res.

res.

Rec.

res.

ACTION

Act.

Act.

Act.

Act.

Act.

Act.

(Act.)

-

Act.

(Act.)

(Act.)

Act.

Act.

Act.

-

Act.

Act.

Act.

Act.

Act.

-

Act.

Act.

(Act.)

Act.

Act.
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ISS.NO.

JS-031

JS-032

JS-033

JS-034

JS-035

JS-036

JS-037

JS-038

JS-039

JS-040

JS-041

JS-042

JS-043

JS-044

JS-045

JS-046

JS-047

JS-048

JS-049

JS-050

JS-051

JS-052

JS-053

JS-054

AREA

A19.A22

A16.A19

A16.A19

A22

A15.A18.A19

A18,A19

A22

A23

A19.A20

A18.A22

A18.A22

A18.A22

A20.A22

A23

A19

A18.A20

A18,A22

A19

A19

A23

A18.A19

A18.A19

A20

A18.A22

DESCRIPTION

Total loss of grid, grouping into T6, induced loss of
grid by plant trip

Success criteria for accumulators in S2 LOCA,
wrong modelling

Disabling of injection by break location, S2 LOCA

Success criterium for S3 LOCA (one HPI train)

S3 and S4 LOCAs, supports, EOP, YR vent valves,
steam dump and bypass valves

S3 and S4 LOCAs, 1 oo 2 success criterium for
accumulators

Modelling of break location dependencies for S3
LOCAs in FTs Dl, ACC and D2

S3 PDS classification, medium and low pressure

Independent modelling of system recoveries in
different systems, potential optimism

modelling of turbine trip, PTS analyses

Inconsistency of success criteria for long term
cooling in medium and small LOCAs with F&B

S4 LOCAs, RHR letdown lines, closed cycle RHR
cooling and break locations

S4 LOCAs. Trip of LHI, capability of LHI pumps,
operator failure to trip LHI pumps

S5 LOCAs, F&B, attribution to PDS

FT for borated water (TB), comments on logic, CCF
events

Charging pumps for S5 LOCAs and T8 SGTR, time
windows, operator actions

S5 LOCAs, closed cycle RHR cooling, secondary
heat removal and MFW, AFW

Tl transients, closure of turbine bypass valves,
actuation signals

Tl transients, event TB, success of turbine bypass
valves to open, transfers to T4A and T5B trees

Tl transients, attribution to PDS

T6 transients, status of house event XHOS-DGVWX-
OK

T6 transients, availability of EFW, status of house
events for diesels

T6 transients, Unit 1, Unit 2 cross connection
modelling

T6 transients, time windows

STATUS

Rec.

Rec.

Rec.

res.

Rec.

Rec.

Rec.

Rec.

Rec.

Rec.

res.

Rec.

Rec.

Rec.

res.

res.

Rec.

Rec.

Rec.

Rec.

res.

res.

res.

Rec.

ACTION

Act.

Act.

Act.

-

Act.

Act.

Act.

Act.

Act.

Act.

-

Act.

Act.

Act.

Act.

-

Act.

Act.

Act.

Act.

-

-

Act.

Act.
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ISS.NO.

JS-055

JS-056

JS-057

RG-001

RG-002

RG-003

RG-004

RG-005

AREA

A18.A19.A22

A18.A19

A18.A19

A19

A19

A19

A18.A19

A18

DESCRIPTION

T6 transients, MFW FTS and power supply

T8 SGTR, dependence between automatic and
manual RT

T8 SGTR, failure relief valves to atmosphere,
success criteria for AFW and EFW

Missing modelling of equipment protection and
interlocks in the feedwater systems (MFW, AFW,
EFW)

Local interlock/control in LP ECCS, trip on activity
inSWS

Unavailability of scram function, use of IREP value

Questions related to failure of limitation system and
runback

DBA consequences of SGTRs

STATUS

Rec.

res.

Rec.

Rec.

Rec.

res.

res.

res.

ACTION

Act.

Act.

Act.

Act.

Act.

Act.

Act.

-

res.: Issue resolved Act.: Action indicated
Rec.: Recommendation (Act.): Action in later phase indicated
res. *) Resolved by written explanation from the PSA team (see Issue JS-012)
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Table 4. List of PSA tasks for internal events (according to the IAEA Level-1 PSA
Procedure)

MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION

A01: Definition of the objectives of the PSA
A02: Definition of the scope of the PSA
A03: Project management
A04: Selection of methods and establishment of procedures
A05: Team selection and organization
A06: Training of the team
A07: Funding and scheduling

A08: Establishment of a QA programme and interactive peer review

IDENTIFICATION OF SOURCES OF RADIOACTIVE RELEASES AND ACCIDENT INITIATORS

A09: Familiarization with the plant and PSA and information gathering

A10: Identification and selection of site sources of radioactive releases
A l l : Determination and selection of plant operating states
A12: Definition of core damage states or other consequences
A13: Selection of initiating events
A14: Determination of safety functions
A15: Assessment of function/system relationship
A16: Assessment of plant system requirements
A17: Grouping of the initiating events

ACCIDENT SEQUENCE MODELLING

A18: Event sequence modeling
A19: System modelling
A20: Human performance analysis
A21: Qualitative dependence analysis
A22: Impact of physical processes on development of logic models
A23: Classification of accident sequences into plant damage states

DATA ASSESSMENT AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION

A24: Assessment of the frequency of initiating events
A25a: Assessment of component reliability
A25b: Assessment of common cause failure probabilities
A26: Assessment of human error probabilities

ACCIDENT SEQUENCE QUANTIFICATION

A27: Determination of accident sequence Boolean equations
A28: Initial quantification of the accident sequences
A29: Final quantification of the accident sequences
A30: Uncertainty analysis
A31: Importance and sensiti%ity analysis

DOCUMENTATION OF THE ANALYSIS: DISPLAY AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

A32: Objectives and principles of documentation
A33: Organization of documentation
A34: Preparation of documentation
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Table 5: Abbreviations used

A/D Analog digital conversion
AC Alternating (electric) current
ADA Programming language
ADV Atmospheric (steam) dump valve
AM Accident management
AOT Allowed outage time
ASEP Accident sequence evaluation program
ATWS Anticipated transient without scram
BRU-A Atmospheric steam dump station
BRU-K Steam dump station to the main condenser
CCF Common cause failure
CDF Core damage frequency
CEZ Czech power utility
COMPRO Computerized procedures
CSS Containment spray system
DBA Design basis accident
DC Direct (electric) current
DG Diesel generator
DPS Diverse protection system
ECCS Emergency core cooling system
ECR Emergency control room
EFW Emergency feedwater system
EGP Energoprojekt, Plant designer
EOP Emergency operating procedure
EOPTS Emergency operating procedures tracking system
ESD Event sequence diagram
ESF Engineered safety feature
ESFAC Engineered safety features actuation cabinets
ESFAS Engineered safety features actuation system
ET Event tree
F&B Feed and bleed
FBA Functional block analyses
FMEA Failure mode and effects analysis
FT Fault tree
FTA Fault tree analysis
HEART Human error assessment and reduction technique
HEP Human error probability
HI Human interaction
HPIS High pressure injection system
HRA Human reliability analysis
HVAC Heating, ventilation and air conditioning
I&C Instrumentation and control
IE Initiating event
ILC Integrated logic cabinets
IPC Integrated protection cabinet
IPS Integrated protection cabinets
IREP Interim reliability evaluation program
ISLOCA Interfacing systems LOCA
LHI Low head injection
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LPIS Low pressure injection system
MCR Main control room
MFW Main feedwater system
MMI Man-machine interface
MOV Motor operated valve
MSIV Main steam isolation valve
NPL Non programmable logic
NRI Rez Nuclear research institute Rez
NUPRA PSA software package of NUS
NUS US consultant company
PAMS Post accident monitoring system
PDS Plant damage states
PORV Power operated relief valve
PRPS Primary reactor protection system
PTS Pressurized thermal shock
PZR Pressurizer
QA Quality assurance
RCLS Reactor control and limitation system
RCP Reactor coolant pump
RCS Reactor cooling system
RIIR Residual heat removal
RPS Reactor protection system
RPV Reactor pressure vessel
SG Steam generator
SGTR Steam generator tube rupture
SHARP Systematic human action reliability procedure
SRV Safety/relief valve
STI Surveillance and test interval
T/H Thermohydraulic (analyses)
THERP Technique for human error rate prediction
WE Westinghouse
WOG Westinghouse owners group
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APPENDIX A: Agenda of the Review Meeting

Monday 24 April 1995
1 Opening, arrangements, presentation of participants, agenda
2 Short IPERS overview, procedure, objectives, scope and expected outcome of the

mission (R. Gubler)
3 Presentation of the Temelin, Unit 1 PSA, approach, status, documentation (PSA

team)
4 Discussion
5 Organization of the review team for the main review areas

Tuesday, 25 April to Friday, 28 April 1995 (8.30 to 17.00)
1 Study of the PSA documentation, interviewing the PSA team
2 Writing of issues (Review team)
3 Writing of answers to issues (PSA team)
4 Writing of issue resolutions (Review team)

Monday, 1 May and Tuesday, 2 May 1995 (8.30 to 17.00)
1 Study of the PSA documentation, interviewing the PSA team
2 Writing of issues (Review team)
3 Writing of answers to issues (PSA team)
4 Writing of issue resolutions (Review team)

Wednesday, 3 May 1995 (8.30 to 17.00)
1 Study of the PSA documentation, interviewing the PSA team
2 Visit (o the Temelin Unit 1 NPP
3 Writing of issues (Review team)
4 Writing of answers to issues (PSA team)
5 Writing of issue resolutions (Review team)

Thursday, 4 May 1995 (8.30 to 17.00)
1 Writing of issues (Review team)
2 Writing of answers to issues (PSA team)
3 Writing of issue resolutions (Review team)
4 Writing of the IPERS report (draft), formulation of conclusions

Friday, 5 May 1995 (8.30 to 16.00)
1 Writing of the IPERS report (draft)
2 Presentation of results of the IPERS mission
3 Discussion
4 Closure of the review meeting
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APPENDIX B: List of Participants

B.I. Safety Authority

Mr. Josef Dusek State Office for Nuclear Safety, Prague

B.2. PSA Team

CEZ, a.s. - ETE, TemelinMr. M. Holan
Mr. Ladislav Kucera
Mr. Ondrej Mlady
Mr. V. Necas
Mr. Josef Vita
Mr. David Votroubek

Ms. Maja Holousova
Mr. Jiri Sedlak
Mr. Frantisek Stvan

Mr. Michael Evans
Mr. Gareth W. Parry
Mr. Lincoln Sarmanian

B.3. Review Team

Ms. Vesselina Ranguelova CUAEPP, Sofia, Bulgaria
Mr. Ewgenej Piljugin GRS, Garching, Germany
Mr. Anthony J. Spurgin San Diego, CA, USA
Mr. John W. Stetkar PLG Inc., Newport Beach CA, USA
Mr. Reinhard Gubler IAEA, Vienna

NRI Rez

NUS Inc.
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APPENDIX C: Issue Lists

This Appendix contains all the issue lists that were generated in the course of the
IPERS review. A standard format was followed. Each issue list is identified according to
the following scheme:

ISSUE NUMBERS: XXX-YYY

XXX : Identifiers for the reviewers

VR
AJS
EP
JS
RG

Ms. Vesselina Ranguelova
Mr. Anthony J. Spurgin
Mr. Ewgenej Piljugin
Mr. John Stetkar
Mr. Reinhard Gubler

YYY: running issue number

PSA AREA NUMBERS: PSA tasks, see Table 4. main report.

The issue lists are sorted according to the reviewers, first the issues of Ms.
Vesselina Ranguelova (VR), followed by Mr. Anthony J. Spurgin (AJS), Mr. Ewgenej
Piljugin (EP), Mr. John W. Stetkar (JS), and Mr. Reinhard Gubler (RG) the review team
leader.
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Issue No.: VR - 001
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

On the basis of the drawings provided it can be concluded that the check valves YT11S04, YT12S04,
YT13S04 and YT14S04 from the YT system are used as well by the TQn2 (LPI and RHR) system, since flow
injection to the primary circuit from the second and third (TQ22 and TQ32) train is via these valves. Failures
to open or any common cause failure for these check valves were not found by the reviewer to be included in
the fault trees constructed for the LPI and RHR systems.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Please, comment on the reason for not modelling these failures for the TQn2 system.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: VR - 001
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

Since the LPI/RHR functions would not be requested if the accumulators had failed to inject (which
is defined as core damage) it was assumed that the flow path through these valves had been established and
verified through the successful injection and isolation of the accumulators, and therefore the check valves in
question were not included in the LPI/RHR system fault tree model. However, this assumption does not allow
for the potential of a failed injection pathway due to some of the pipe break locations considered in the model.
Therefore, we agree that these check valves should be included in the fault tree model. This change has been
incorporated in the fault tree model.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: VR - 001

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

LPI/RHR functions are not only requested in connection with successful operation of accumulators.
LPI is requested for the EEs S4, S5 and Tl regardless accumulator operation.

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved after LPI/RHR system fault tree modification.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: VR - 002
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19, A25a, A34

Statement of Issue or Background Info

According to Step 2 of Section 4.4.2.2 "Stage of Development" from the chapter "System Modelling
Task Plan" for all fluid (mechanical) systems the exact point (piping) at which the system limits are bounded
(nodes) will be defined. For some of the systems modelled in Temelin PSA boundaries"aEcT interfaces with
other systems were not clearly defined in terms of valves, common pipes or nodes (for example LPI, HPI, CSS,
.. .) . Due to this fact it was difficult to review whether all boundary element failures were taken into account
while constructing fault trees for the front line or support systems. It was also difficult to check in this case
whether all equipment failures common to two or more front line systems were included in all relevant fault
trees.

list Questions arising out of this Issue

Please, provide additional information about:

1. Modelling of VF12(22,32)S04 and VF 12(22,32)806 failures in the LPI fault tree and not modelling,
for example VFll(21,31)S05 for TXl0(20,30) or VF13(23,33)S06 for TK fault trees.

2. Why TQ12-TRAIN-UM and TQ11-TRAIN-UM were included as basic events for TQn2 and TQnl
systems together? Please, explain how the unavailabilities values were calculated for these basic events.

3. Why some of these valves (TQ13(23,33)S026; TQ3OS07, S08, S09) listed in the table "Valve
Positions" for the TQn2 system cannot be found on the drawings or in the text description?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: VR - 002
TEMELIN (Phase I)

1. Essential service water valves VF12S04, VF22S04, and VF32S04 are the motor operated supply
isolation valves for the cooling water supplies to pumps TQ12D01, TQ22D01, and TQ32DO1 and
valves VF12S06, VF22S06, and VF32S06 are the manual return isolation valves for the same pumps.
As stated in Section 4.4.2.3.1, Item A, Point b of the "System Modeling Task Plan" (Task Plan 6T45),
blockage of normally open manual valves in operating systems is not considered. This is because if a
valve in a normally operating system were to transfer closed, this would be detected and the train
would be placed in maintenance. Therefore, the contribution from such failures is included in the
unavailability due to maintenance. The inclusion of manual return isolation valves VF12S06, VF22S06,
and VF32S06 is beyond the scope as defined in the Task Plan.

VF11S05, VF21S05, and VF31SO5 are the manual return isolation valves for TX pumps TX10D01,
TX20D01, and TX30D01. These valves are normally open and the VF system is continuously
operating. As stated in Section 4.4.2.3.1, Item A, Point b of the "System Modeling Task Plan" (Task
Plan 6T45), blockage of normally open manual valves in operating systems is not considered.

VF13S06, VF23S06, and VF33S06 are the manual return isolation valves for TK pumps TK21D01,
TK22D01, and TK23D01. These valves ire normally open and the VF system is continuously
operating. As stated in Section 4.4.2.3.1, Item A, Point b of the "System Modeling Task Plan" (Task
Plan 6T45), blockage of normally open manual valves in operating systems is not considered.

2. The basic events TQ12-TRAIN-UM and TQ11-TRAIN-UM represent the maintenance unavailability
for Division 1 of the low pressure injectioa/RHR and the containment spray system, respectively.
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These basic events represent all maintenance activities that would result in that train of the system
being unavailable. This includes maintenance on the pump and valves in the train that would require
the train to be isolated. There is no impact from TQ13-TRAIN-UM, full pressure injection train
maintenance, since the full pressure injection system takes suction only from tank TQ13B01. There is
no impact from TQ14-TRAIN-UM, high pressure injection train maintenance, since the train is
equipped with a suction isolation valve.

The unavailabilities for maintenance events TQ12-TRAIN-UMand TQ11-TRAIN-UM were calculated
as per Analysis File 6T43AF-3, Page 8. Essentially, the components for which maintenance would be
performed were identified and grouped, and a total unavailability calculated. The associated text
discusses the relationship between maintenance on the TQ11 and TQ12 systems.

3. Valves TQ13S026, TQ23S026, and TQ33S026 are in fact included on Ffgure 2.2-8 of the main report
as valves TQ13S26, TQ23S26, and TQ33S26, respectively. The "0" was dropped in the valve name
so that the component ID would fit in the 7 character component descriptor used in the basic event
name in the fault tree model.

The valves TQ3OSO7, TQ30S08, and TQ30S09 are in the containment sump fill line from the TB
system. These valves are closed during normal plant power operation and during plant shutdown and
startup. These valves were included in the valve position table for completeness and possible use in
the shutdown analysis.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: VR - 002

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

1..2. Resolved

3. The question is why these valves are not shown on the relevant drawings for the TQn2 system if these
positions were considered during TQn2 system analysis. These are valves common for two or more
systems, and as boundary elements it would be preferable to have them on all relevant system
drawings. '

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: VR - 003
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: All

Statement of Issue or Background Info

According to Table 4.0-1: "Front Line System to Support System Dependency Matrix" TQ11(21,31),
TQ12(22,32), and TQ13(23,33) depend on HVAC for successful operation.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Please, explain why transfers to HVAC fault tree were not included in the fault tree models for
TQ11(21,31); TQ12(22,32) and TQ13(23,33) systems.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: VR - 003
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

It is correct that the referenced documentation indicates that HVAC is required for the operation of the
TQ11(21,31), TA12(22,32) and TQ13(23,33) systems, and these were included in earlier versions of the fault
tree models. However, it has come to light that essential service water is piped directly to both the pump and
the motor. A sensitivity analysis was performed on the basis that the room HVAC is not required and the results
are included in the current model for review.

Models currently exist both with and without the HVAC requirement. Further investigation is underway
to assess the impact of this support system modeling assumption, i.e., to verify that the pumps will operate with
only the VF system cooling water supply. Following the completion of the investigation, the documentation will
be updated and the models finalized.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: VR - 003

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

The issue will be resolved after completion of the ongoing investigation.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: VR - 004
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: AM, A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

In Chapter 4.4.2.3 - "Fault Tree Development Guideline of System Modelling Task Plan" it is stated
that "Tank failures and failures in heat exchangers to transfer heat due tube obstruction and leaks will not be
considered". Regardless of this statement for some of the heat exchangers loss of function failure mode was
included in the fault trees but for others it was not. No explanation of the reasons for this modelling was given
in the fault tree description.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Why loss of function was modelled for TQ10W01 but not for TK22W01?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: VR - 004
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

TQ10W01 is the heat exchanger for Division 1 of the TQ systems (containment spray, low pressure
injection/RHR, and high pressure injection) and the failure of this heat exchanger would fail one train of three
systems. During normal unit operation, there is only flow on one side of the heat exchanger. Flow on the other
side occurs only when the pumps of the above systems are tested. Due to the fact that there is only periodic
flow on one side of the heat exchanger and that the heat exchanger is common to trains of three separate
systems, it was considered a potentially significant failure and was included in the fault tree model.

TK22W01 is the seal water cooler for charging pump TK22D01/TK22D02, and is cooled by the VF
system. This seal water cooler and its isolation valves are within the pump component boundary as shown in
Figure 4-4 of the System Modeling task Plan.

A discussion of the significance of the failure of heat exchanger TQ10(20,30)W01 has been added to
the fault tree model description.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: VR - 004

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

The answer is acceptable, issue resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: VR - 005
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

For some of the systems reviewed no interlocks were modelled in the relevant fault trees.

List Questions arising out of this Issue . : ; _ . : : - - ;

1. Please, comment on the modelling process for system interlocks.

2. Please, explain what kind of analyses have been performed describing pump behavior for the cases
when TQ12(22,32)D01 will be actuated by ESFAS signal, when TQ12(22,32)S02,S03 will be closed
by the same signal (according to the provided fault tree), TQ41(42,43)S04 is closed and pressure in
the RCS is still so high that TQ12D01 can not inject water to the primary circuit.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: VR - 005
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. The treatment of interlocks in the system modeling is discussed Li 2 Sections of the System Modeling
Task Plan (Task Plant 6T45). These two sections are summarized below.

Section 4.4.2.2, Stages of Development, Direct Dependencies: Interlocks are identified as one of the
significant interfaces to be modeled. The associated text states in part:

"If there are no physical elements which cross over the component limits, there will
not be any direct dependence or interaction with any other component. This treatment
is commonly applicable to all mechanical, electrical and instrumentation and control
systems and will identify ALL direct dependencies. "

Section 4.4.2.3.1, Fluid Systems, Dependent Failures, Intercomponent Dependencies (Type 3): The
associated text states in part:

'The final stage of the performance of the dependency analysis associated with the
development of the fault tree is to identify and model the intercomponent dependencies
in the various trains of a multitrain system. A specific dependency which particularly
needs to be modeled correctly, is the position-wise interlocking between components.
If a certain Valve A can change its status only when Valve B is in an "X" status, the
failure of Valve A to change status may occur, if the interlocking control circuit fails
or if Valve B fails to change to status "X". Both types of failures will be modeled as
Valve A failures."

Thus, interlocks are either included within the boundary of a component or they are directly included
in the fault tree model via the inclusion of the associated component's failure.

2. The ESFAS actuation signal starts the system pumps TQ12(22,32)DOl and opens the system injection
MOVs TQ12(22,32)S04. The pump test line isolation valves TQ12(22,32)S02,S03 are normally closed,
but receive a confirmatory close signal.

The injection valves TQ41(42,43)SO4 are opened at the same time that the system pumps are started.
If the pressure in the RCS is above the cutoff head of the pumps, pump protection is provided by a
permanently open mini-flow recirculation line.
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ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: VR - 005

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

1. See comments on RG-001

2. TQ41(42,43)S04 are not injection valves and they are not open at the same time at which pumps are
started. The issue is resolved by explanation of a permanently open mini flow recirculation line through
TQ41(42,43)S03 valves.

Short Description of importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: VR - 006
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A22

Statement of Issue or Background Info

In the Temelin PSA credit is taken for "feed and bleed" procedure. In the PORV fault tree description
there is no information about the possibility for the operation of these valves for steam - water conditions. For
some of the units with WWER type reactors use of pressurizer PORVs for feed and bleed was found not to be
possible.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Is there any information showing or proving Temelin pressurizer PORV equipment qualification for
operating in feed and bleed mode?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: VR - 006
TEMELIN (Phase I)

1. Accordingly to the supplier of the PORV "Modranska potrubni.a.s." the pressurizer PORV is to be
qualified for steam-water conditions as pressurizer SRVs are qualified for such conditions as well.
However the design documentation confirming this is not available yet at Temelin for the PSA team
as this will be delivered to CEZ-ETE when the system will be delivered as whole,

2. The VUJE analysis (F&B mode preliminary analysis) evaluated the possibility to use PORV at Temelin
for feed and bleed mode in terms of RCS conditions and flow rates.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: VR - 006

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved. The relevant design documentation should be provided to the PSA team when available.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: VR - 007
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: All

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Inclusion of common cause failure events in the fault tree models was supposed to be performed in
accordance with TEM-MEM-6T46-001 statbg that common cause failures should be included in system fault
trees at the highest level, through an OR gate directly under the TOP event and a separate common cause failure
event will be added for each common cause component group. The fault trees review showed that for some
systems there are some violations regarding the application of this approach (TK system, pressurizer system,
blowdown system RY10,20,30).

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Please explain:

1. Why common cause failure was not considered for RM41S11.RM42S11, RM43S11 for the GTBP102
fault tree for turbine bypass?

2. What does it mean "TK32S02 - common cause" in the basic event TK3-S02-LCV-CC (on page TK-2)
for the TK fault tree? It seems that this event does not appear anywhere else in this tree. Why common
cause failure was not modelled for TK40S06 and TK40S07 for example?

3. Is there any common cause failure event modelled for:

a) GPRV122 (page PRV1) fault tree?
b) GBDS112 (page BDS1) fault tree?

4. Obviously the VF23S14-MOV-SL basic event on page TK-10 (position 63) is not a CCF though the
same event appears on page TK-8 (position 63). Were any common cause failures considered or
modeled for motor operated valves of the VF system modelled as a part of the front line systems?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: VR - 007
TEMELIN (Phase I)

1R. Common cause for valves RM41S11, RM42S11, and RM43S11 is not modeled. The basic failure
events for these valves are RM41S11-MOV-SC, RM42S11-MOV-SC, and RM43S11-MOV-SC. The
failure mode modeled by these basic events is "Spurious Closure". Common cause failures are not
included for passive failures.

2. Basic event TK3-S02-LCV-CC is the common cause failure of the pressurizer level control valves
TK31SO2 and TK32SO2 as described in Appendix A, Section A.6.2.8, "Potential for Dependent
Failures".

Valves TK40S06 and TK40S07 are the motor operated isolation valves on the makeup and accumulator
fill lines. The valves are powered by non-safety grade buses 1LJ02 and 1LK02, and can only be
actuated manually (see Table A.6-1). These valves are open during plant operation and are not required
to change position for any of the events modeled. The failures included in the fault tree model are
TK40S06-MOV-SL and TK40S07-MOV-SL (Page TK-1, row 2, column 0 and row 2, column 1).
These events model only the spurious closure of these valves, and common cause passive failures have
not been modeled.
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3. The only components in the model subject to common cause failure were the relief valves. The basic
event YP2-S01-RV--CC33, "Common cause failure to open of relief valves YP22SO1 and YP23S01",
was included in the model (see Page PRV3, Row 2, Column 3, of the fault tree model). This is stated
in Section A.7.2.8, Potential for Dependent Failures.

The fault tree model for blowdown (top gate GBDSl 12) does not contain common cause failures. As
can be seen by the top gate logic, the failure to isolate any single steam generator is defined as failure.
Since single failure is system failure, there are no common cause contributors. This is stated in Section
A. 10.2.8, Potential Dependent Failures.

4. The basic event VF23S14-MOV-SL represents the spurious closure of the cooling water supply valve
from the VF system, and is a passive failure. The essential service water system includes all failures
that would impact flow through the supply and return headers of the system. Components such as
isolation valves, that could impact only one supported component or system, are included within the
boundary of the system that they impact. A single valve, such as VF23S14, could impact the
availability of several components, and thus appears multiple times in the fault tree model (as was
noted). With almost no exceptions, all of the component supply and isolation Valves to supported
equipment are normally open. All common cause valve failures in the VF system are included in the
VF system fault tree models.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: VR - 007

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

1 revised, 2 and 4 answers are acceptable, issues resolved. Item 3, the reviewer has overlooked the
CCF basic event for the PVR system, issue resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: VR - 008
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A25b

Statement of Issue or Background Info

In Chapter 5 of the main report background information was provided in order to describe the main
assumptions, data sources and the evaluation process used for estimating the fault tree basic event unavailability
values. The adopted approach seems to be consistent and well documented but some topics are not very well
explained. Therefore, please provide more information on the following topics:

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. Why on Page 5-6 it is written that " a CCF component group was considered to be significant if its
Fussell-Vesely importance measure was in excess of 2%" and on page 5-17 this value is referred to
as 0.01? What value was used for screening analyses?

2. Why were 6 hours considered as mission time evaluating the CCF value for DGs (p. 5-20)? It seems
that for all components of the running type a mission time of 24 hours was used for fault tree
evaluation (although this time is not listed in the summary of TEM.PRM file).

3. Basic events of type I "Repairable" were not found in Table 5-6: Summary of TEM.PRM parameter
file. Does this mean that "online repairable" components were found to be not important for the
Temelin PSA model or were their failures modelled using another basic event type?

4. CCF values were estimated (p. 5-20) for EFW and LFW pumps. One and the same value:

Q, = 1.3E-O2 = 5.13E-3 + 3.2E-4 * 24 h
(PSB-FS) (PSB-FR) (mission time)

was used for both systems assuming one and the same values for failure to start and run for all pumps.
Because of different plant-specific data vectors and alpha factors for these systems, different values for
pump CCF were obtained:

for EFW Qj0 ' = 1.2E-3
for LPIS Oj01 = 8.8E-4

What is the reason to include in TEM.PRM file, Table 5-6, only a PSB-CC- element with a
mean value of 1.3E-3? What value for TQ-2D01-PSB-CC33 was used in the PSA model calculations?
Were CCF values evaluated individually for other system pumps (TK, HPIS, VF, MFW)?

For example for TQ14(24, 34)DO1:

FS = 5.13E-3; FR (for 3 hours) = 9.60E-4 (p. FPI 1)

These values are different from the ones mentioned above for Q,, but CCF for TQ14(24,34)D01 pumps
is still the same 1.3E-3 (p. FPICC) - why?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: VR - 008
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. In fact a Fussell-Vesely importance measure of 0.01 was used as a screening value.
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2. The use of the 6 hour mission time as an "equivalent mission time" is done as a substitute for
performing an integral over time of the product of the failure to run at a specific time and the
probability of no recovery of offsite power at that time. This would be a more accurate assessment of
the frequency of the event "failure of the diesels to run and failure to recover offsite power within one
hour after the failure*. The mission time is typically found in the BED file and not the PRM file,
which documents only failure rates and probabilities.

3. As is typical for PSAs, repair of equipment during the mission is not taken credit for. If repair is taken
into account it appears as a recovery factor associated with a specific cut-set. It is only then that die
time available for repair can be determined.

4. The calculated values for the EFW and LPIS CCF events were incTuded in the actual TEM.PRM file.
In the report, Table 5-6, these values were not reproduced, supposedly for clarity. Perhaps this should
be revisited! The PSB-CC- value was used for all the other standby pumps. The EFW and LPIS
pumps were the only pumps that did not screen out using the criterion mentioned above in 1.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: VR - 008

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations) „,_„„„ -..,;..-.„—.,-..• — •

Answers are acceptable, resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: VR - 009
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

In RHR fault tree model preheating failures of the RHR system were supposed to cause system failure.
According to the "Summary of Results of Core Melt Frequency Analysis" these failure were found to be one
of the highest ranked component failure contributors to the core damage frequency. For units with WER-1000
reactors preheating of RHR system is usually not included in the emergency procedures.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Is there any additional Temelin plant specific information supplied by the vendor on this topic or the
assumption to model RHR preheating failure was used to be more conservative?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: VR - 009
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

The intent of preheating is to prevent thermal stress in the piping. The final emergency procedures for
Temelin will be developed by Westinghouse, and may not reflect standard VVER-1000 practice. However, the
operating procedures at the system level have been retained, and these procedures require preheating before
RHR operation can be established.

It was therefore conservatively assumed that preheating would be performed in most transient events,
as a normal cooldown using the secondary side of the plant would occur and sufficient time would then be
available for the operators to perform the preheating task. For the Loss of Offsite Power Transients (where
preheating cannot be performed due to the unavailability of non-safety grade power) and the LOCAs (where
injection would be immediately required) the preheating was not required.

Note that while the failure of preheating was the second highest component failure contributing to the
core damage frequency, its Fussell-Vesely Importance was only .03, and its Risk Achievement and Risk
Reduction were 9.52 and 1.038 respectively. The eight human errors contributed between .24 and .05 (F-V),
Risk Achievement ranged from 1.7 to 150.31, and Risk Reduction ranged from 1.33 to 1.05.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase I) Issue No.: VR - 009

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

The explanation is acceptable if preheating is connected only with human errors to realign the TQn2
system for preheating and thus to provide RHR, but not as a hardware failure due to thermal stress.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: VR - 010
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase I) PSA Area No.: A25a

Statement of Issue or Background Info
„ , , . , , : : ^ l z i ± : : . n ^

The process of reviewing different equipment failure data sources and choosing the most appropriate
one for each kind of equipment components is found to be very precise and well documented. The way for
accounting of equipment unavailability due to unscheduled maintenance is also very well documented in the
additional reports and is done to state-of-the-art standards. Some of the following questions could have better
explanation in the final report.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. Why were unscheduled maintenance unavailabilities not modelled for EFW system?

2. If unscheduled maintenance unavailabilities were modeled for TQ10S03, TQ20S03, TQ30S03,
TQ11 (21,31 )D02 equipment why other types of unavailabilities were not modeled for these elements
in the relevant fault trees?

3. It is appropriate to use for TK21(22,23)D01 booster pumps the same failure rate as for other MFW,
SW, ... system pumps?

4. In the fault tree created for the accumulators (ACCYT10.LGC) YT11(12,13,14) B01-ACC-LF events
were included as Type 2 events with 24 hours test period. Please, explain what kind of test are
performed every 24 hours for the accumulators? Are they not "on-line monitored" elements?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: VR - 010
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. The omission of unscheduled maintenance unavailabilities in the emergency feedwater system was
previously noted, and these contributors were added to the emergency feedwater system fault tree
models and the associated text was revised. However, the revised fault tree and text had not been
placed in Appendix A. 8 at the beginning of the review. These sections have since been updated in the
review copy, but the second set of fault trees has not been updated.

2. We agree with this comment. The operation of these valves should be included in tbe model. These
valves have no impact on the injection phase of operation. However, in the decay heat removal phase,
these valves are used to regulate the rate of heat removal. If the valves fail closed, the prescribed decay
heat removal rate of 3CP per hour would be exceeded, and if the valves fail open, the heat exchanger
would be bypassed and no heat would be removed.

3. Pumps for the Temelin project were grouped in the following manner. Two major categories of pumps
were used; motor-driven pumps and turbine-driven pumps. Motor-driven pumps were then sub-divided
into two categories; alternating pumps and standby pumps. Failure rates were estimated for each of
these groups.

No distinction was made based on the type of pump (centrifugal or positive displacement) but only
the type of driver (electric motor OT steam turbine) and the type of usage (alternating or standby).

on

4. The current model shows the accumulators included in the fault tree model as basic events such as
TY11B01-ACC-LF, a Type 2 event with a 24 hour test period. In fact, this is a continuously monitored
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system. A 24 hour mission time was conservatively assumed as the actual mission time for the
accumulators is extremely short.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: VR - 010

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Items 1., 2. and 4. are currently being resolved by model and documentation changes. For Item 3. the
answer is reasonable.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: VR - Oil
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A25b

Statement of Issue or Background Info

In the common cause failure probability analysis file information was provided on the way CCF
probabilities were evaluated for the CCF having Fussell-Vesely importance value greater than 0.01 in screening
analyses. A beta factor with the generally accepted value of 0.1 was adopted for all other components. No
information was found on combining CCF for pumps of different types in one single CCF basic event.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Please explain how the value of 2.34E-3 was evaluated for the CCF of MFWPs, FWs, Jet Pumps, and
circulation Pumps (basic event RL-MFW CC, on p. MFW-14, file MFWRL-o.LGC).

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: VR - Oil
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

We are unable to find the origin of this number at this time. One possible explanation is that it is
derived in some way from an annual occurrence of loss of feedwater pro-rated for one day. The fault tree
analyst will be consulted to obtain this answer.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: VR - Oil

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Will be resolved after retrieving the origin of the value and additional investigation if needed.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Imputations of the Issue
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Issue No.: VR - 012
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A21

Statement of Issue or Background Info

One of the important aspects of the system performance following a plant transient or LOCA is the
dependency between front line and support systems, and support systems and support systems. Matrices for
these dependencies at the system level for the Temelin NPP are shown in Tables 4.0-1 and 4.0-2 of Chapter
4.0 of the PSA main report. It seems that not all dependencies were included in these Tables.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

According to the Table 4.0-1 no front line system depends on QF41, VG, ICS support system and no
support system depends on VG and ICS systems. How were these systems taken into account in the event and
fault tree modelling (why, for example, the ICS fault tree was modelled, or are the dependency matrices not
completely correct)?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: VR - 012
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. QF41 is the non-essential service water system. This system was modeled to support the non-safety
grade emergency diesel generators 1GJ and 1GK. The dependency is shown in Table 4.0-2 on Page
31 and is described in Note E. QF41 was listed in Table 4.0-1 for completeness.

2. VG is the cooling water supply to the main feedwater and auxiliary feedwater pumps. Since these
secondary systems were not included in Table 4.0-1, the dependency is not shown. The fault tree
model is used to depict a support system to both main and auxiliary feedwater. The fault tree model
is included as a part of the auxiliary feedwater system.

3. The ICS is used to support the reactor coolant pump seals, and does not support any front line systems.
In the first version of the PSA the cooling of the seals and potential RCP seal LOCAs were directly
modeled. However, the pump manufacturer has stated that the RCP seals will remain intact for 24
hours without cooling and the model has been removed from the current version.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMEUN (Phase 1) Issue No.: VR - 012

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

The answer is acceptable. In the final report the dependency matrix tables should be correctly presented
including all frontline and support systems considered in the PSA study.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: AJS - 001
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A20

Statement of Issue or Background Info

There is a statement in the "Design Modifications of Temelin Nuclear Power Plant" (IAEA-WWER-
SC-117, Feb. 10, 1995) by J.L. Pelusi that states that preference is given to the turbtne-follow-reactor mode
of operation. Is this correct?

List Questions arising out of this Issue

We would like to establish how the operators interact with the plant for

a) normal
b) abnormal, and
c) emergency operating conditions.

Westinghouse plants operate in a reactor-follow-turbine mode and the plant does make contributions
to frequency control by turbine load changes. This does not appear to be the case here!

Please supply information on control system characteristics of the plant.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: AJS - 001
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. Our understanding is that the presentation at Vienna represents the current design thinking.

2. We have no details of the control system characteristic at the present time.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: AJS - 001

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Issue resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: AJS - 002
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A18, A20

Statement of Issue or Background Info

The ATWS initiator is a significant contributor to core damage frequency in PWRs. It appears with
the cut-back capabilities of this plant, the anticipated transient characteristics seems out of place.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. How do you define ATWS in this circumstance?

2. How do you consider that the operator reacts to this?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: AJS - 002
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. ATWS is defined as failure of 2 or more RCCA to insert into the core following occurrence of a
reactor protection trip signal (PRPS AND/OR DPS).

2. Enters E-0 on occurrence of the reactor protection trip signal.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: AJS - 002

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

From the discussions with Mike Evans, the contribution of the runback capability is to reduce the
overall ATWS initiator frequency by something of the order of 0.8 to 0.5. Mike might want to review the value
since I am relying on my memory as to his statement.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Issue resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: AJS - 003
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A18, A20

Statement of Issue or Background Info

The SGTR rupture event is the biggest contributor to CDF. It appears that the ground rules for operator
response to such events are different in this plant if compared to classical Westinghouse PWRs.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. Is this so?
2. If this is the case, could you elaborate on the operator actions?
3. What are the key signals that the operators would use to detect and coafinn the SGTR? Radiation

detectors play a key role in WOG procedures.
4. Is there an abnormal condition procedure corresponding to a SGTR leak?
5. The SGTR ESD indicates the possible use of the PORV for depressurization given certain equipment

failures. Have transient analyses been run to show the dependence on tube rupture size?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: AJS - 003
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. Yes.
2. The actions can be summarized as

Control PZR level
Isolate non-affected SG
Cooldown - Depressurize 60 °C/hr to below SG ADV setting using intact SG ADV
Isolate affected SG
Continue cooldown in long term.

3. Flow rate through TK system
Radiation detectors
Feedwater Flow
SG level

4. Yes.
5. Yes.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMEUN (Phase 1) Issue No.: AJS - 003

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The answers are accepted. I would have thought that level would only be affected after the main feed
system is shut down. During operation the control system should act to prevent large changes in level. Main
feed flow would be cut-back.

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Issue resolved.

Short Description of Importance, PriorUj or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: AJS - 004
ISSUE LIST- TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A20

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Westinghouse is providing an advanced I&C system and a new fuel design. Is the original Russian
design retained for the rod drive?

I am interested how the reactor control system functions and how the operator interfaces with this
system.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Please could you supply information on the rod drive system, how the rapid rod insertion system
functions and the degree of control of the operator over this system. Since this feature is not covered in the
standard WOG EOPs please explain under what circumstances it might be used? Entry into EOPs is by either
reactor trip or SI signal. Does this mean that the control feature might only be used to preclude entry to EOPs
and form part of the abnormal condition procedures?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: AJS - 004
TEMELIN (Phase I)

1. The signals which will result in actuation of the limiting system are listed in section 3.1.1 (Table 3.1.1-
3) of the report.

2. The operator follows procedures until reactor trip.

3. On occurrence of reactor trip signal operation will enter E-0.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: AJS - 004

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Answers accepted, issue resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: AJS - 005
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

The Diverse Protection System (DPS) has been chosen Tlecause of the computer based characteristics
of the Primary Reactor Protection System (PRPS), i.e. the feeling of uncertainty of moving to a completely new
process without the assurance of years of operation. However, it is felt that the main issue with digital based
systems is the potential unreliability of software coupled with the difficulty of locating software problems by
testing. Software does not suffer from age related unreliability for example.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

System specification deals with hardware aspects, please could you explain how the software diversity
aspects are dealt with apart from the use of ADA?

Are the programmers using die same algorithms, same organization, etc., as for the RPS system? Ff
this is the case, it could be that the system is not effectively diverse. Has Westinghouse and CEZ agreed on a

gram to "prove" the protection system?
mis is me case, u couia oe mac me system is nc
test program to "prove" the protection system?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: AJS - 005
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. The protection trip parameters are fixed by T/H and safety analysis, therefore the same algorithms are
used in both Primary and Diverse (nobody is questioning the necessity to scram on tow pressure etc.)

2. The DPS is there solely because of the inability to clearly establish the required software reliability,
therefore diversity of hardware and software for the two systems has been used.

3. A test program is being discussed between CEZ, SUJB and Westinghouse.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: AJS - 005

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Answers accepted. With respect to software reliability the problem is often with errors in the logic and
how the state may change evolving an untested branch or a branch untested in a specific way. Tuning is often
a way that the logic is entered in a slightly different way leading to failure. Hopefully in this case the systems
do not behave in this way!

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Issue resolved (see also the note regarding the new RPS computerized logic system in Section 1.1 of
the main text, annotation of the review team leader).

Short Description of Importance, PriorUr or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: AJS - 006
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase I) PSA Area No.: A26

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Section 6.0 discusses time dependent human interactions (His). For ATWS situations involving
Westinghouse PWRs, some of the His could be considered as time sensitive, but there are not many of these!

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. Are there any time sensitive His in this study?

2. If there are, what modelling methods are used?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: AJS - 006
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. At this time, no time critical actions have been identified. The ATWS analysis has not yet been
performed.

2. As stated on Page 6-18 of the report, the TRCs of NUREG/CR-4772 will be used.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMEUN (Phase 1) Issue No.: AJS - 006

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Answers are accepted, issue resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: AJS - 007
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase I) PSA Area No.: A20, All

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Clarification of Table 6-1, miscalibration basic events.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. The list seems to deal with single sensors. HEP X deals with one element which might be
redundant?

2. How many of the sensors are redundant?

3. For safety systems are they assumed to have zero dependency? I was not sure, given the state of
procedures, what the philosophy of dealing with channels is! Are they calibrated by different crews at
different times?

4. For the main feedwater system, what is SS under sensor column.

5. How is the information on main feedwater used? Sometimes conditions for using main feed on failure
of auxiliary feed, the problem is the plant condition requirements and not sensor miscalibration.

6. Table 6-1-ESFAS looks the wrong way around!

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: AJS - 007
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. As stated on Page 6-7, only tniscalibration of the whole group of channels of a given technical system
is included in the model.

2. See above.
3. See above. There is a discussion of what is known about the proposed calibration practice in Section

6 and Appendix D.
4. This is a speed sensor.
5. On further discussion with the reviewer, this question was deferred.
6. You are correct; the system and sensor information is reversed in the table.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: AJS - 007

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Answers accepted, issues resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: AJS - 008
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A26

Statement of Issue or Background Info

For Tree 1: Availability of information. HEART is used. HEART is quite good when it conies to
performance shaping factors but not so good for probability estimates.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. Why was HEART selected for Item (b) of the tree?

2. With respect to Item (c) was this to increase the conservatism of the numbers rather than a comment
on the training?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: AJS - 008
TEMELIN (Phase I)

1. The task envisioned here is a directed search for alternate information. The HEART value for a
general category of activity was selected because it was not clear that any of the tables in THERP were
applicable.

2. The intention here is not to make a comment on the quality of the training as such, but rather the
question is asked to identify those scenarios where the training is either not performed or is performed
infrequently.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMEUN (Phase I) Issue No.: AJS - 008

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Answers accepted, issues resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: AJS - 009
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A26

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Tree 2: The biggest contribution to operator error appears to be due to "poor" display in combination
with "high" work load. It seems from my rather poor understanding of COMPRO that this is either the standard
condition or it never exists.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

In the design of COMPRO has Westinghouse evaluated the impact of workload on how their displays
should be arranged? Also with their structured approach, can work load be high? Work load may be defined
by the rate of working of the user together with the rate of change of plant state.

I realize that you have very little really useful data on the human factors functioning of COMPRO, but
the working of COMPRO could easily affect the characterizing of the decision trees. I am sure I am just
confirming your own views.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.; AJS - 009
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

You are correct in surmising that,when the details of how COMPRO will be programmed and how it
will be used are known, the structure of the decision trees might need to be changed. In a sense, however, the
"workload" PSF can be regarded as a surrogate for stress, which would arise even if COMPRO is structured
to lead through the indications in an optimal way. Branch (b) has been used for those situations where the
operators may have to use supplementary information to support their decisions and when the stress level is high
because of multiple failures, leading to a high workload, e.g., the failure of all feedwater.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: AJS - 009

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

At present the resolution is speculative. I would expect this to be better resolved once the crew is
exposed to training sessions on the simulator. The statement is accepted as it stands.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: AJS - 010
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A20

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Analysis of Pre-Accident Human Failure Events section could be improved in understandability. The
main conclusion is that these events are only really of any great impact if they are considered common cause
contributors. This fact needs to be deduced, it should be made more clear.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

PSA TEAM RESPONSE
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

This editorial comment is valid.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase1)

Issue

Issue

No.:

No.:

A/S-

AJS-

010

010

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Issue resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: AJS - Oil
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A20

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Section 6.4.2.4.1. General Principles This is very interesting but it could be edited to be more
directly specific to this application. Also one needs to have the ASEP document to really appreciate the
significance of the statements.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

PSA TEAM RESPONSE
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

This editorial comment is noted.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1)

Issue

Issue

No.:

No.:

AJS

AJS

-on

-on

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Answer accepted, issue resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: AJS - 012
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A20

Statement of Issue or Background Info

The details of COMPRO and its use impact heavily on the analysts ability to model the control room
crew responding to accidents. For example in Tree 5 the concept of "long list" and "short list" as defined by
Swain in the THERP methodology may have no meaning, depending how information is displayed to the user.
Verification of a step taken or not taken may be just a change of color of a few elements. The error mechanism
for this is different to that of the "long" and "short" list. However, it is difficult to suggest changes because of
the uncertainty in the actual design and operation of COMPRO.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

It is suggested that the whole issue of the detailed construction of the decision trees be reviewed once
the details of COMPRO, the procedures and crew operations are fixed.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: AJS- 012
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

As stated in the response to comment AJS-009, we believe that it is possible and even likely that the
structure of the decision trees will change when the details of COMPRO and its usage become known. While
it can be argued that the concept of short list and long list is not directly applicable to the COMPRO situation,
the argument can be made that the longer the procedure, the more likely it becomes that an error will be made.
This is the rationale behind the choice of value for the (trivial) decision tree No. 5.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: AJS - 012

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Answer accepted, issue resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: AJS - 013
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A20

Statement of Issue or Background Info

From discussions with the human reliability analyst, the statements associated with the actuation phase
(Location 6-28) are not just associated with the board operator but with the person using COMPRO. The board
operator is not likely to be under "extremely high stress" since he may not be aware of the situation, whereas
the COMPRO user may very well be aware, both of the accident and its potential consequences.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Would you confirm that my understanding of the position is correct?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: AJS - 013
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

a w-
You are conect in stating that the assessment of the stress level is associated with the crew as a whole

and not with any specific member of the crew. It may well be that the board operators' stress levels could be
different from that of the procedure reader. However, it is hard to imagine that the sense of urgency of the
procedure reader would not have an impact on the other crew members.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: AJS - 013

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Answer accepted, issue resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: AJS - 014
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A20, A26

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Error factors for normal plant "backups" of 3 are reasonable based on the fact that these are well
practiced processes. However, again because of the uncertainty in the use of COMPRO, it is not clear that 3
is an acceptable number. If the process of confirming safety actions following reactor trip or SI action, then 3
is alright, however, if the process is more random depending on the event then may be 10 ought to be used.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: AJS - 014
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

The choice of error factor will not impact the result once the point estimate for the HEPs has been
chosen.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: AJS - 014

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Answer accepted, issue resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: AJS - 015
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A20, A26

Statement of Issue or Background Info

One of the objectives is to produce a living PSA. This implies that there should be a clear technological
transfer between NUS and CEZ. To help this process, I would suggest the following editorial improvements
to be made:

Definitions of the branches of the decision trees
Some explanation of the top headings
Support for the probability numbers (source ref. If the source reference is an EPRI document, may be
you should use the primary source or state expert judgement)

In addition it would be most useful to indicate how to extrapolate the decision tree approach to new
situations, which are likely to arise because of a better understanding of COMPRO, the Westinghouse EOPs
as modified for Temelin usage and the workings of the crew. Since COMPRO, crew interactions are likely to
be different to the model constructed at present, tests carried out on the simulator could better describe the likely
interactions.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: AJS - 015
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

Technology transfer was indeed a goal of this project. Both a member of the CEZ PSA team, Mr.
KuCera, and Mr. Holy from Rei were involved in both developing the decision trees for Temelin and La
applying them. Therefore they should be well equipped to modify the trees later should that become desirable.
I agree that the documentation could be a little clearer, and this will be done as resources allow.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: AJS - 015

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Answer accepted, issue resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: EP - 001
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Priority concept regarding main and emergency control rooms (MCR and ECR)

One potential cause for the failure of system and component actuations may be incorrect or inadvertent
actuations (or switching off) of components in the MCR or ECR due to operator error or local control
equipment failure (e.g. failure of control switches). From the available documentation it is not visible whether
and how priorities are assured for the controls from MCR and ECR.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Please explain the priority concept between MCR and ECR and how this priority is implemented in
some detail:

Function of the priority elements
Information regarding in what level of the control logic the priorities are implemented (individual
component, group of components)
How are erroneous actuations (deactivations) signaled and where
Are the priority elements grouped in cabinets
Test intervals of the controls in the MCR and ECR.

Are failures of the priority elements considered in the system analysis?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: EP - 001
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

We do not have any of this information at the time of the review as we have not seen the final design
for the main and emergency control rooms.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: EP - 001

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

This information is very important for the evaluation of related operator actions and it should be taken
into account when carrying out the more detailed analysis. Among others the following failure modes should
be considered:

Erroneous constant signal 'open' or 'closed' from the other control room due to mechanical or
electrical switch failure

Voltage surge into the control logic and its influence on the priority logic.

Short Description of Importance, Priorin or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: EP - 002
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19, All

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Redundancies and spatial separation

Due to the three train structure of safety systems of the 4 loop plant it might be that in one electric
distribution room the distribution equipment for 2 safety related systems is installed (e.g. steam dump stations
to the atmosphere, BRU-A, or primary coolant circuits).

This could represent an important source for CCF due to HVAC failure or internal area events.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Please explain the concept of spatial separation of the electrical supplies and how it is reflected in the
system models.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: EP - 002
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

The current concept for electrical separation is that equipment supplied from the three emergency bus
bars is spatially separated. —

In performing the area analysis we have identified all the divisions of safety related power in any given
fire area so that, at the screening level, it can be assumed that an environmentally impacting event will fail all
divisions in that area.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: EP - 002

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Modelling of the 6.3 kV and 0.4 kV power supplies appears to be correct. Modelling of the power
supplies to the control logic should be carried out according to the final specifications (when available):

Cabinet layout drawings
Detailed cable routings

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: EP - 003
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase I) PSA Area No.: A19, All

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Electrical load distribution, protection devices and concept in the electrical supply

The three emergency power supply buses supply safety related equipment which relate to the individual
primary coolant circuits (instrumentation related to coolant loops, BRU-As). For system modelling the electrical
switchgear equipment including related breakers and protection devices ('fuses') are considered to be a part of
the corresponding components. However, due to the above mentioned three train to four loop structure at
Temelin, the modelling of the related equipment should be checked regarding supply selection and load
distribution for the different sequences.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Please explain equipment selection, load distribution and protection concept and how this is reflected
in the system models for the equipment and supplies described above.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: EP - 003
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

The basic selection of electrical power supply for safety related power supplies to components in four
loops is as follows: For pumps the valves are supplied from the same supply as the pump. For ADV any 1 of
the 3 supplies.

These arrangements are shown in the dependency matrix in Table 4.0-1 of the main report.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: EP - 003

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

In the discussions with the PSA team it was realized, that the component designations were mixed up
in the dependency matrix, Table 4.01-1. The dependencies in this dependency matrix should be checked
regarding electric power supply for drives and control logic.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Recommendation:

For BRU-A the dependencies on electric power supplies for drives and control logic should be checked
(including emergency power case conditions) and the dependency matrices should be corrected if
necessary

The combination of SGTR and stuck open valves in BRU-A should be checked after establishment of
a more realistic model of the control of BRU-A
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GRS recommended backfitting of block valves upstreams of BRU-A valves for the Stendal NPP, see
excerpt from related recommendation list:

"R 6.3-12" Room A 820 of the surrounding outer building, which houses the atmospheric steam-
dump stations BRU-A and the steam-generator safety valves, must be designed to
withstand external impacts and, if basic safety of the main-steam and feedwater lines
is not ensured, must be divided into sections.

R 6.3-13" Remote-controlled isolation valves with emergency-power supply must be installed
upstream of theL BRU-A"...

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: EP - 004
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

FTA, FMEA and FBA (Functional Block Analyses) for the reactor protection systems (PRPS,
DPS)

It appears that FTAs, FMEAs and FBAs have been (or will be) conducted for the new reactor
protection system I&C. It appears necessary for theses analyses to specify the boundary of the systems
considered, to specify the interfaces to the analog part of the signal channels and component control with regard
to failure mechanisms. The reliability of such complex systems like the PRPS and DPS should be demonstrated
for different sequences and conditions such as signal dynamics (signal stability) due to process parameter
variations.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Which models are used for the integrated consideration of hard- and software:

Failure catalog for hard- and software failures

Interface for the analog parts (conventional parts of the signal channels and of the component actuation
channels)

Cable routing up to the A/D conversion device (spatial and functional separation of cable routing)

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: EP - 004
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

The models to be used for modelling the failure of the control and protection systems will contain the
following events:

Failure of the detector. This basic event will include the detector and analog signal processor paths
between them, and analogue to digital device.

Failure of calibration of sensor/analog part of the system and common cause miscalibration failures.

Failure of the various hardware elements of the processing algorithm. The data will be based on
information provided for card performance.

Common cause failures of the various hardware elements.

Common cause failure of the software within a computer (processor) and between processors.

Failure of the data highway.

The external events analysis will include impact of spatial events (fire & flood, etc.) on the spatial
layout of the system.
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ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: EP - 004

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

When considering consequential failures potential voltage surge should be taken into account which
could enter via the elements used to multiplex and decouple the common sensor signals for PRPS and DPS (if
such effects are not precluded by design). Signal buses between cabinets and rooms should be modelled based
on detailed routing schemes (when available). _. ...

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: EP - 005
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19, A21

Statement of Issue or Background Info

CCF potential of sensors

In the impulse lines of the pressure/pressure difference sensors mechanical isolation valves for isolating
leaks in the impulse line are usually installed in the standard WWER-1000 plants. These valves are not equipped
with a position indication and close automatically if there is a pressure difference in the impulse line section
between the containment and the transmitter room. Known failures of these valves are plugging and blocking
of the globe or ball of the valve. These valves are tested and flushed with a test pump, a manual procedure
which can also induce failures.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

If this kind of equipment is installed at Temelin, these kind of failures should be modelled for the
related sensor channels.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: EP - 005
TEMELIN (Phase I)

Noted. Common failures of multiple channels due to such components should be included in the
instrumentation fault trees.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase I) Issue No.: EP - 005

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: EP - 006
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase I) PSA Area No.: A19, A21

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Modelling of interlocks and of automatic operating mode change of components

A component is a unit which usually has some individual own functions within a larger frame process.
This individual function may include actuation and priority equipment but usually not auxiliary systems (like
seal water) supplies and equipment protection. The charging pumps have several trip limit values and a complex
operational switchover logic. For this, for example, the following failure possibilities exist:

wrong setpoints for the trip limits (like a calibration error)
wrong status signal for the reserve pumps (not announced)

No modelling of these items is visible in the system fault tree.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

If failures due to the equipment described above are included within the pump boundary, please explain
the related assumptions.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: EP - 006
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

As referenced in the response to issue VR - 005 the basic system evaluation process requires the
drawing of an imaginary boundary around components. This results in the inclusion of such items as a single
pressure sensor associated with initiation of a pump being included in the boundary of pump. The reason for
this is that we know the data for pump failing to start includes failure from such causes.

The system modeler is required to identify all tests and maintenance activities associated with a system.

As we know that there are activities which will result in failure of more than one component of a given
type in a multiple train system, common cause failure is modeled to include all causes not explicitly modeled
(for example miscalibration of all pump breakers). Miscalibration of instruments is explicitly included (for
example in TQ system HEP1-MN01-TQX3, miscalibration of flow sensors). For cross system dependencies on
actuation signals the miscalibration of groups of sensors is included in the system fault trees as similar basic
events.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: EP - 006

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Ansyrers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Later it would make sense to model equipment protection (e.g. for pumps) explicitly in order to make
identification of potential dependencies easier.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: EP - 007
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Modelling of accumulators

The isolation valves of the accumulators get a closing signal at low accumulator level (minimal level)
to avoid Nitrogen inflow to the coolant circuit. The test interval for the related measuring system is one year
and a diverse signal is probably not installed or envisaged. Failures of this system including CCF failures should
be considered, looking to mechanisms such as:

calibration error

signal device failure (max. signal)

plugging of impulse lines

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Have these failures been considered, and with what assumptions?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: EP - 007
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

As the failure of any ONE accumulator discharge to close is failure to isolate, in accordance with
modelling procedure no common cause basic event is included in the fault tree model.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase I) Issue No.: EP - 007

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Instrumentation and logic should be checked for potential CCF events and should be modelled in the
fault trees if necessary.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue



Issue No.: EP - 008
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A18

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Small leak (primary to secondary) in an SG tube including tube rupture

No instrumentation or criteria to detect the affected SG seem to appear in the analyses.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

What assumptions were taken when modelling detection and identification of the affected SG?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: EP - 008
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

Based on the multiplicity of instrumentation available in the control room, the performance of
instrumentation has not been explicitly modeled in the fault trees. However in the event tree there is a single
operator action associated with correctly identifying and isolating the steam generator in which the tube rupture
has occurred. This implicitly includes the operators ability to interpret the information available to him.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase I) Issue No.: EP - 008

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

From the answer of the PSA team it appears that only operator actions were considered which were
assessed in the framework of human reliability assessment. The reliability of the required instrumentation can
only be assessed on the basis of the related procedures and sequence analysis.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: EP - 009
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A22

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Consequential failures

Consequential failures may happen for electric or I&C systems. According to the sequence of events
in each sequence and according to the timing of the events, consequences of previous events have to be
considered. If for example sensor/transmitters of a protection system are damaged by the impact of a leak, this
should be taken into account later when a function requesting the damaged equipment is considered.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

How are the following consequential failures considered:

failures due to a leak in the transmitter room

failures due to a leak inside of the containment (RTD - resistance type temperature sensors)

consequential failures of AC supply after failure to connect to the second unit (short circuit, short to
ground, wrong connections in the switchgear of the supplied unit)

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: EP - 009
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. Leakage leading to loss of more than a single component or instrumentation channel is treated as an
area (or "external") event and covered in the next phase of the analysis. Specific failures related to this
question are considered in the fire analysis and the internal flooding analysis.

2. Leaks inside containment are treated as loss of coolant accidents and the environmental impact of leaks
is taken into account.

3. Failures of power due to grounding of bus bars following a loss of offsite power are treated as random
failure of bus bars or breakers required to cross connect the two units.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: EP - 009

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

To Item 3.: When connecting an (unpowered) bus to the neighboring unit, consequential failures are
possible. Consideration of such failures should include human errors and breaker failure. Other switchgear
equipment could be affected by a short-circuit in one bus.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: EP - 010
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19f A21

Statement of Issue or Background Info

The design of the power supplies to the following safety related equipment is still underway:

Drives of the scram- and control rods;
Motor control centers (motor control switchgears) of components controlled by the ESFAS;

Ventilation of the electronic equipment rooms, switchgear rooms and instrumentation rooms.

Therefore it appears that these power supplies are not implemented yet in the system models.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Can you comment regarding the impact of these not modelled supplies on the preliminary results?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: EP - 010
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. Failure of the supply to the control rods would result in an inadvertent reactor trip, which is a specific
initiating event.

2. The power supplies to all motor control centers (and components) which receive an ESFAS signal are
modelled in the fault trees, and the impact of failure shown in the results.

3. Ventilation to the switchgear rooms is modelled in the fault trees and the impact of failures shown in
the results.

4. If the ventilation to the ESFAS equipment is installed on a train basis as for other areas the common
failure of such equipment will be dominated by common cause failure of the VF system and/or fans,
which is already a dominant contributor to switchgear/EP failure.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMEUN (Phase 1) Issue No.: EP - 010

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

1. Among the potential problems in the electric power supply, input of outside voltage should be also
considered. This could result in not releasing the control rods. Exclusion of such effects is only
possible based on the final and detailed design information.

2. Power supply for the control of electrical drives also contains protection devices and fuses which
represent a potential CCF source:

Erroneous installation/calibration of thermoprotection switches (for example)
Mistakes in fuses (or similarly for automatic overpower protection devices)

Such events could also cause consequential failures (selection errors).

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: EP - Oil
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: AI9, All

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Emergency power supply, sequenced connection of required equipment (load sequencing)

In order to provide reliable startup of DGs, a load sequencing program is used in the WWER-1000
plants. Actuation of the program is connected with the voltage measuring devices for the emergency power
buses. In case of emergency power conditions (loss of voltage on the emergency buses) the supplied equipment
is first disconnected (as well as the normal power supply to the emergency power bus), and after startup of the
DGs, the necessary equipment is connected again to the buses in a sequenced way.

list Questions arising out of this Issue

How is this load sequencing depicted in the system models (including the control logic)?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: EP - Oil
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

Only common mode failure of each sequencer and common cause failure of all three sequencers are
modelled at the present time. The failure are included in the diesel generator fault tree so that the common
mode failure of a sequencer has the same effect as failure of the diesel generator to connect to the bus bar.
Successful operation of the sequencers but failure of the individual component elements are within the boundary
of the individual component failures.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: EP - Oil

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

The load sequencing program performs the connection between electrical signals (loss of voltage, time
delays) and the technological criteria (requests for components). In order to detect potential CCF sources for
the unavailability of components and to detect also potential consequential failures, modelling of the load
sequencing system including the sensing and logic level seems to be necessary. It is recommended to envisage
extension of fault trees in that respect.

Short Description of Importance, Prioritj or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: EP - 012
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase I) PSA Area No.: A18

Statement of Issue or Background Info

The Diverse Reactor Trip automatically trips the reactor and turbine for the condition:

'Low hot leg subcooling (high hot leg temperature) in any two loops (Functional Design Report of DPS,
TEM-DOC-013)'

List Questions arising out of this Issue

On which physical background (accident analysis?) is this criterium based? How is this signal generated
(with time delays?). Is this signal deactivated for startup?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: EP - 012
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

The low hot leg subcooling margin is designed to protect against the following initiating events:

Loss of external power
Turbine trip
Station Blackout
Loss of Feedwater
Feedwater Line Break.

Westinghouse accident analysis identifies the requirements for this trip in transient thermal hydraulic
analysis for FSAR, Chap. 15 (Temelin PBZ Accident Analysis, Chapter 15, TEM-DOC-LICEN-029).

Details of the time occurrence of the signal are dependent on the initiator. The time delay in the
channel is 2 seconds, and the set point is 5 °C.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMEUN (Phase 1) Issue No.: EP - 012

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved. The evaluation of this criterium has to be done in sequence analysis.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: JS - 001
ISSUE LIST - TEMEUN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A13, A15, A17

Statement of Issue or Background Info

It is noted in Section 3.1.1.1 that the initiating events were combined into groups on the basis of similar
plant response, similar equipment lost From the initiator, or similar success criteria for accident mitigation. All
initiating events in each group should have the same functional impacts on the PSA success criteria and the
boundary conditions for the system analyses.

Initiating Event Group Tl : IAEA Category 1.4 - Feedwater flow reduction due to control malfunction
or loss of flow path

The PSA includes models for Main Feedwater (MFW) and Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW). These systems
share common inlet lines, flow control valves, and isolation valves for each steam generator. The models for
Initiating Event Group Tl are based on the assumption that feedwater flow is initially available to all four steam
generators.

Some feedwater control system malfunctions and spurious isolation signals may disable all MFW and
AFW flow to one or more steam generators. Other control system malfunctions may disable one or more of
the normal feedwater flow control valves. According to the definition of this category, it includes events that
are caused by disruption of feedwater flow to one or more steam generators. (Category 1.4 includes events
when feedwater remains available to at least one steam generator. Events that disrupt feedwater flow to all steam
generators are typically assigned to Category 3.1.) Event Category 1.4 is often evaluated as a separate initiating
event group for "Partial Loss of Feedwater" with appropriate impacts on the availability of MFW and AFW.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

It is optimistic to assume that MFW and AFW are initially available to all four steam generators during
these events. Please explain why IAEA Category 1.4 is included in Initiating Event Group Tl and why it is not
evaluated as a separate initiating event group.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 001
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

It is agreed that modelling feedwater to one SG or loss of flow path to one SG is possibly non
conservative. A sensitivity analysis has been performed to show that this is a very small conservatism, as the
common cause failure models assume a similar value for loss of 2 or 3 MFW pumps and 3/4 value failures.

In the final model the IE will be modified to include failure of flow to a single SG from the MFW or
loss of a FW pump as separate initiators.

The results of the sensitivity analysis are attached (see Attachment to Issue JS-OO1). The importance
analysis shows the relative contribution of each initiator.
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ATTACHMENT TO ISSUE JS-OO1 (1)

SENSITIVITY STUDY
FOR INCLUDING FEEDWATER FLOW REDUCTION AS A SEPARATE INITIATOR

Initiators

Tl 2.5/year
Inadvertent closure of MSIV 0.17/year
Loss of feedwater flow to one SG 0.75/year

Sequences

SEQUENCE CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY

Original (Tl) Revised (T1D)

T1S06 (Loss of MFW, AFW & failure of F&B) 6.15E-7 6.81E-7

T1S04 (Loss of MFW, AFW and LH injection/RHR) 5.89E-7 5.15E-7

Cutset Analysis

See attached cutsets for sequence T1DS06

See attached importance analysis for T1DS06

It should be noted that the decrease in the value for T1S04 also includes the update in the human
reliability analysis.
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ATTACHMENT TO ISSUE JS-001 (2)

MUPRA 2.2ax Licensed to CEZ-ETE Page 1

FILE : T1DS06.NGP Thu Apr 27 10:25:09 1995

T«o event unavailabitity = 6.813E-007

ic Event Data f i l e referenced = TEH.BED

..jrtier of cut sets in equation * 132

Longest cut set (# of events) = 5

Largest cutoff value used in AND steps » 1.0006-009

1 2.9174E-008 TX33001-PSB-CC RH11-23-FCV-CC Tl

HEP3-E0P-FBT

2 2.9174E-00S TX33001-PSB-CC RH01 FCV-CC T1

HEP3-EOP-FBT

3 2.9174E-008 TX33001-PSB-CC BM09 FCV-CC T1

HEP3-E0P-FBT .

4 2.9174E-008 TX33001-PSB-CC RH65-67-FCV-CC T1

HEP3-EOP-FST

5 1.7816E-008 TX33O01-PSB-CC RM01 FCV-CC T1

YP21S01-RV--FC

6 1.7816E-008 TX33O01-PSB-CC RM09 FCV-CC T1

YP21S01-RV--FC

7 1.7816E-008 TX33D01-PSB-CC RH11-23-FCV-CC T1

YP21S01-RV--FC

1.7816E-008 TX33001-PS8-CC RH65-67-FCV-CC T1

YP21S01-RV--FC

9 1.3127E-008 TX33S04-M0V-CC RH01----FCV-CC T1

HEP3-E0P-FBT

10 1.3127E-008 TX88S25-FCV-CC RH01 FCV-CC Tl

HEP3-E0P-FBT

11 1.3127E-008 TX33S04-H0V-CC RH09 FCV-CC II

HEP3-E0P-FBT

12 1.3127E-008 TX88S25-FCV-CC RH09 FCV-CC Tl

HEP3-EOP-FBT

13 1.3127E-008 TX33S04-HOV-CC RK65-67-FCV-CC Tl

HEP3-E0P-FBT

H 1.3127E-008 TX88S25-FCV-CC RH65-67-FCV-CC Tl

HEP3-E0P-FBT

15 1.3127E-008 TX33S04-H0V-CC RM11-23-FCV-CC Tl

HEP3-E0P-FBT

16 1.3127E-008 TX88S25-FCV-CC RH11-23-FCV-CC Tl

HEP3-EOP-FBT

U 8.7533E-009 TX33001-PS8-CC RM09 FCV-CC RL27S11-HOV-T1U ( *

HEP3-E0P-FBT '"

.8 8.7533E-009 TX33001-PS8-CC RM65-67-FCV-CC RL27511-MOV-T11E

HEP3-E0P-FBT

19 8.7533E-009 TX33O01-PS8-CC RM01 FCV-CC RL27S11-HOV-T1IE

HEP3-E0P-FBT

20 8.7533E-009 TX33001-PS8-CC RM11-23-FCV-CC RL27S11-MOV-T11E

HEP3-EOP-FBT

21 8.7529E-009 UV05D01-FAM-CC33 RM65-67-FCV-CC Tl

HEP3-EOP-FBT
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ATTACHMENT TO ISSUE JS-001 (3)

NUPRA 2.2ax Licensed to CEZ-ETE Page 2

FILE : T1DS06.MGP Thu Apr 27 10:25:09 1995

8.7529E-009 UV05001-FAM-CC33 RH01 FCV-CC T1

HEP3-EOP-FBT

23 8.7529E-009 UV05D01-FAH-CC33 RH11-23-FCV-CC T1

HEP3-E0P-FBT

24 8.7529E-009 UV05D01-FAM-CC33 RH09 FCV-CC Tl

HEP3-E0P-FBT

25 8.0166E-009 TX88S25-FCV-CC RM11-23-FCV-CC Tl

YP21S01-RV--FC

26 8.0166E-009 TX88S25-FCV-CC RM65-67-FCV-CC Tl

YP21S01-RV--FC

27 8.0166E-009 TX33S04-H0V-CC RM01 FCV-CC Tl

YP21S01-RV--FC

28 8.0166E-009 TX33S04-H0V-CC RH09 FCV-CC Tl

YP21SO1-RV-FC

29 8.0166E-009 TX88S25-FCV-CC RM09 FCV-CC T1

YP21S01-RV--FC

30 8.0166E-009 TX33S04-HOV-CC RH65-67-FCV-CC Tl

YP21S01-RV--FC

31 8.0166E-009 TX33S04-H0V-CC RM11-23-FCV-CC Tl

YP21S01-RV--FC

J 8.0166E-009 TX88S25-FCV-CC RH01 FCV-CC Tl

YP21S01-RV--FC

33 7.7618E-009 TX33O01-PSB-CC H-1CJ01 RL12O01-TRB-FR

Tl HEP3-EOP-FBT

34 7.7618E-009 TX33001-PSB-CC H-1CJ01 RL12002-TRB-FR

Tl KEP3-E0P-FBT

35 5.3454E-009 TX33001-PSB-CC RH09 FCV-CC RL27S11-HOV-T1IE

YP21S01-RV--FC

36 5.345AE-0O9 TX33001-PSB-CC RH65-67-FCV-CC RL27S11-HOV-THE

YP21SO1-RV--FC

37 5.3454E-OO9 TX33001-PSB-CC RH01 FCV-CC RL27S11-HOV-T1IE

YP21S01-RV--FC

38 5.3454E-0O9 TX33O01-PSB-CC RH11-23-FCV-CC RI27S11-MOV-T1IE

YP21S01-RV--FC

39 5.3452E-0O9 UV05001-FAN-CC33 RH01 FCV-CC Tl

YP21S01-RV--FC

40 5.3452E-0O9 UV05001-FAN-CC33 RH65-67-FCV-CC Tl

YP21S01-RV--FC

5.3452E-0O9 UV05001-FAH-CC33 RH11-23-FCV-CC Tl

. YP21SO1-RV--FC

42 5.3452E-0O9 UV0S001-FAM-CC33 RH09 FCV-CC Tl

YP21SO1-RV--FC

43 4.7400E-0O9 TX33001-PSB-CC H-1CJ01 RL12O01-TRB-FR

Tl YP21S01-RV--FC

44 4.7400E-0O9 TX13001-PSB-CC H-1CJ01 RL12O02-TRB-FR

Tl YP21S01-RV--FC
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ATTACHMENT TO ISSUE JS-OO1 (4)

4-Nl A-L-*-f/I Ppft

R? EVENT HAHE POINT EST. F-V IMPORT RSK ACMT URTH RISK RED URTH

eV jggggg NUPRA 2.2ax ggceggegeeecggeeggeccgegecggegegeegge CEZ-ETE Me€e5Sge« •

1 T1 2.500E+000 7.820E-001 6.53 4.587 13

2 HEP3-EOP-FBT 1.801E-002 6.059E-001 34.03 2.537

3 TX33D01-PSB-CC 1.200E-003 4.686E-001 391.01 1.882
4 YP21S01-RV--FC 1.100E-002 3.456E-001 32.08 1.528

5 RH65-67-FCV-CC 5.400E-004 2.208E-001 409.69 1.283

6 RH11-23-FCV-CC 5.400E-004 2.208E-001 409.69 1.283

7 RH01 FCV-CC 5.400E-004 2.208E-001 409.69 1.2S3

8 RH09---FCV-CC 5.400E-OO4 2.208E-001 409.69 1.283

9 RL27S11-HOV-T1IE 7.500E-001 1.993E-001 1.07 1.249 X «F
10 TX33S04-HOV-CC 5.400E-004 1.929E-001 358.05 1.239
11 TX88S25-FCV-CC 5.400E-004 1.929E-001 358.05 1.239

12 UV05D01-FAH-CC33 3.600E-004 1.186E-001 330.32 1.135

13 H-1CJ01 1.270E-003 9.790E-002 77.99 1.109

14 RL12002-TRB-FR 1.131E-001 5.839E-002 1.46 1.062

15 RL12001-TRB-FR 1.1316-001 5.839E-002 1.46 1.062

16 YP21S02-SOV-FC 2.000E-003 3.613E-002 19.03 1.037

17 M-1CJ03 4.190E-004 1.887E-002 46.02 1.019

• S1V-1-FC-IE_ 1.700E-001 1.876E-002 1.09 1.019 Ic

. .eeeeeeeeeeee^eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

Description <Reactor trip >

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

PgUp,PgDn,,,Home,End - F1 Resort - ESC Menu
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ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 001

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The PSA team has agreed to evaluate Loss of Feedwater Flow to one Steam Generator and Loss of
one Main Feedwater Pump as separate initiating events for the final quantification. These events will not be
included in the Tl Transient initiating event group.

The sensitivity analyses conclude that the combined effects from these initiators will not cause a
significant change in the PSA results. This conclusion is reasonable, considering the current common cause
failure models. However, it is important to evaluate these events as separate initiators and to correctly account
for their specific impacts on subsequent plant response.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Important for correct treatment of plant-specific impacts and dependencies.

Minor impact on PSA numerical results.
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Issue No.: JS - 002
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A13, A15, A17

Statement of Issue or Background Info

It is noted in Section 3.1.1.1 that the initiating events were combined into groups on the basis of similar
plant response, similar equipment lost from the initiator, or similar success criteria for accident mitigation. All
initiating events in each group should have the same functional impacts on the PSA success criteria and the
boundary conditions for the system analyses.

Initiating Event Group Tl: IAEA Category 1.14 - Loss of intermediate cooling to RCPs

The PSA team noted that the reactor coolant pump (RCP) manufacturer has provided documentation
that the pump seals will not fail within 24 hours after loss of all seal cooling. However, there are indications
that this assessment applies only if the RCPs are stationary.

The models for Initiating Event Group Tl are based on the assumption that normal. RCP seal cooling
is initially available, and there is no requirement that the RCPs must be tripped to prevent seal damage.

Some PSAs have identified important dependencies on power supplies, instrumentation and control
signals, and emergency operating instructions that apply after loss of intermediate cooling. Many PSAs evaluate
these events as a separate initiating event group. If all RCPs trip successfully, subsequent plant response is
similar to that for Initiating Event Tl. If one or more RCPs fails to trip, subsequent plant response follows the
models for a Small LOCA or a Medium LOCA.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. What signals are available to automatically trip the RCPs for each of the following failures? What is
the impact on the RCP seals if the RCP remains running?

a. Loss of normal seal injection flow and loss of high pressure alternate cooling to the seals
b. Loss of cooling for the pump motor
c. Loss of cooling for the pump bearing lube oil

2. Please explain why IAEA Category 1.14 was assigned to Initiating Event Group Tl and why it is not
evaluated as a separate initiating event group.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS-002
TEMELIN (Phase I)

1. Following automatic signals YDF11, 21, 31, 41 B03, VB04 are available for trip of RCPs YD 10, 20,
30, 40D01, respectively:

1. Seal water outlet pressure S 0.284 MPa (above atmospheric), with delay of 15 seconds;

2. Seal water outlet pressure ^ 0.049 MPa (above atmospheric), 2 out of 3, with delay of 15
seconds;

3. RCP motor top bearing temperature S 80°C, 2 out of 3;

4. RCP motor bottom bearing temperature ^ 80°C, 2 out of 3;
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5. Lube oil temperature in inlet to the RCP 2: 4 P C ;

6. Autonomous cooling circuit temperature S 150°C, with delay of 30 minutes.

No EOPs concerning RCPs are available at the time of the analysis, however we assume that in case
of a RCP trip failure the operator has sufficient amount of information to recognize this event and that
he has sufficient time and possibilities to trip the RCP manually.

Enclosed (see IAEA translation from Russian below, which replaces the original document provided
to the review team) is the mentioned document from Russian research institute ENERGONASOS
CKBM confirming that test of not-running RCP has been performed and proved that the RCP seals
remained tight within 24 hours.

Scientific-Technical Centre Fax: 8-10-42334 27-94
"Energonasos CKBM" NPP Temelin, Czech Republic
195272, Sankt-Petersburg Mr. Vita
Krasnogwardiejskaja Ploshchad d.3 Fax: 8-10-422231-57-83
Phone: 252-15-66 Prague, Czech Republic
Fax: 224-34-07 Transenergoservis

Mr. Valemy
24.01.1995, No. 301

Dear Sirs,

Following your request, we inform you, that the experimental reactor coolant pump
GCN-195M was indeed tested on the stand of CKBM under the following conditions. The pump was
switched off for 24 hours without supply of sealing and cooling water in the intermediate cooling
system, and with the valve in the controlled leakages system being closed. The leak tightness of the
pump was maintained during the whole test period. However, during the test the maximum leakages
through the end stage of the sealing (50 l/h) were not created and the environmental conditions were
not fully simulated.

In view of the information given above we believe it worthwhile to conduct the tests again
during 24 hours without supply of cooling and sealing water in the intermediate cooling system with
simulation of all NPP parameters so as to determine the leak-tightness and operability of the pump
GCN-195M. The price of the tests in the stand of CKBM is about USD. Please let me know

your decision on the subject.

Respectfully yours,

Director of Scientific Technical Centre CKBM Energonasos

V.C. Chehovich

2. Based on the above assumption, the IAEA Category 1.14 event was assigned to the Group Tl .

References: PS20 - Primarni okruh, popisy funkci, EGP Praha 6/1994.
Doc. No. 4101-6-940228, pages 32,33.
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ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 002

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Several automatic signals may trip the RCPs after loss of intermediate cooling. The PSA team has noted
that no specific Emergency Operating Procedures concerning the RCPs are currently available. However, it is
certainly reasonable to account for operator actions to trip the pumps manually if the automatic signals fail.

No information has been provided to estimate the amount of time that is available for operator actions before
the seals are damaged if an RCP remains running after loss of intermediate cooling. Some failures (e.g., failure
of the pump circuit breaker to open) require local operator actions to trip the affected pumps at the switchgear.
Analyses for some U.S. and Western European plants with similar RCP seal designs have concluded that the
following types of scenarios may be important contributors to seal failure and a consequential LOCA.

Failure of any one of the four RCP circuit breakers to open, AND
Failure of the operators to locally open the circuit breaker before the seals are damaged

Some PSAs have also shown that failures of the automatic trip signals are important during sequences
that are initiated by loss of DC power or loss of room cooling. Other PSAs have identified important impacts
from external events, such as fires that disable automatic and manual trip circuits.

The consequential impacts from an RCP seal failure at Temelin are not very important if only intermediate
cooling is lost. None of the important LOCA mitigation systems depends on intermediate cooling. Therefore,
it is not expected that the core damage frequency from a Loss of Intermediate Cooling initiating event will be
very significant. However, the consequences from an RCP seal failure may be much more severe during event
sequences that involve partial or total loss of Essential Service Water, partial or total loss of Essential AC
power, etc.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

The PSA does not include any contribution from RCP seal LOCAs. These LOCAs are possible at
Temelin if any one of the four RCPs remains running after loss of intermediate cooling.

It is recommended that the PSA should include RCP seal LOCAs as a consequential event for all
transient initiators and for all plant-specific support system initiators. The seal LOCA models should be based
on the requirement that all four RCPs must be tripped to prevent seal damage after loss of intermediate cooling.
The models should account for the automatic trip signals, failures of the pump circuit breakers, and operator
actions to trip the pumps locally. Reasonable estimates should be made for the time to seal damage if an RCP
remains running after loss of cooling.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This issue is important to account for the consequential impacts from support system failures and to
identify possibly unique dependencies in the Temelin plant design.

The numerical significance of RCP seal LOCAs depends on the reliability of the seal cooling support
systems, the dependence of LOCA mitigation systems on common support systems, and the amount of time that
is available for operator actions before the seals are damaged. It is very difficult to estimate the total
contribution from these effects without a comprehensive analysis through the PSA models.
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Issue No.: JS - 003
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A13, A15, A17

Statement of Issue or Background Info

It is noted in Section 3.1.1.1 that the initiating events were combined into groups on the basis of similar
plant response, similar equipment lost from the initiator, or similar success criteria for accident mitigation. All
initiating events in each group should have the same functional impacts on the PSA success criteria and the
boundary conditions for the system analyses.

Initiating Event Group Tl: IAEA Category 1.16 - Reactor scram due to small disturbance

Category 1.16 includes reactor scrams that are caused by "other" events, by events that are not clearly
identified in the available documentation, or by events that do not apply directly to any of the other categories.
The documentation in Section 3.1.1.2.1 indicates that this category of events has been excluded from
consideration in the PSA.

Many of the plants in the IAEA database are equipped with limitation and runback systems that are
functionally similar to those at Temelin. All of the events that are reported in Category 1.16 are reactor scrams.
Therefore, the runback systems have not been effective to prevent a scram for these events. The precise reasons
for this ineffectiveness are often not known. However, Category 1.16 includes relevant historical evidence to
estimate the frequency of these "other" scram events.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

It seems quite optimistic to exclude Category 1.16 from Initiating Event Group Tl . The frequency for
Initiating Event Group Tl is not derived directly from the IAEA database. Therefore, the number of events in
Category 1.16 does not have a direct impact on the current initiating event frequency or the PSA results.
However, it seems relevant to conceptually include Category 1.16 as a functional contributor to this initiating
event group. Please explain why IAEA Category 1.16 was excluded from Initiating Event Group T l .

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 003
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

We will put Category 1.16 - "Reactor scram due to small disturbances" as a functional contributor back
to the Initiating Event Group Tl to include reactor scrams caused by "other" events that are not clearly
identified or that do not apply directly to any of other IAEA categories.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 003

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

IAEA Category 1.16 will be included in die Tl Transient initiating event group.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved.
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Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Inclusion of IAEA Category 1.16 is important for functional completeness of the Tl Transient initiating
event group. However, it will not have a measurable impact on the PSA results, based on the current methods
for estimating the Tl Transient initiating event frequency.
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Issue No.: JS - 004
ISSUE LIST - TEMEUN (Phase I) PSA Area No.: AI3, A15, A17

Statement of Issue or Background Info

It is noted in Section 3.1.1.1 that the initiating events were combined into groups on the basis of similar
plant response, similar equipment lost from the initiator, or similar success criteria for accident mitigation. All
initiating events in each group should have the same functional impacts on the PSA success criteria and the
boundary conditions for the system analyses.

Initiating Event Group Tl or T3: IAEA Category 2.1 - Failure of pressurizer spray

It is noted in Section 3.1.1.2.2 that this category is not considered as a possible initiating event for the
PSA. The documentation indicates that the pressurizer heaters and level control system will prevent a reactor
trip or runback during spurious operation of the pressurizer sprays. This is quite unusual. The pressurizer sprays
at most plants have sufficient capacity to prevent an overpressure transient during any malfunction that turns
on all of the beaters. However, the reverse is typically not true. In other words, the pressurizer heaters do not
typically have sufficient capacity to prevent a rapid pressure reduction if the sprays come on.

If spurious operation of the sprays will cause a reactor trip, IAEA Category 2.1 should be included
in Initiating Event Group Tl . If spurious operation of the sprays will cause a runback without a reactor trip,
Category 2.1 should be included in Initiating Event Group T3.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Do the pressurizer beaters have sufficient capacity to prevent a pressure reduction if the pressurizer
sprays are open?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 004
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

The IAEA Category 2 . 1 - Failure of pressurizer spray has been considered as a failure of sprays not
as a spurious operation of these. The statement is correct. Temelin pressurizer heaters have not sufficient
capability to prevent neither reactor runback by limitation system nor following reactor trip in case of
pressurizer spurious operation. The pressurizer spray spurious operation will cause first reactor runback and,
when continued, reactor trip by PRPS/DPS from low RCS pressure setpoint. Therefore IAEA category 2.1 -
Failure of pressurizer spray will be included into Initiating Event Group Tl .

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 004

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

IAEA Category 2.1 will be included in the Tl Transient initiating event group.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved.
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Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Inclusion of IAEA Category 2.1 is important for functional completeness of the Tl Transient initiating
event group. However, it will not have a measurable impact on the PSA results, based on the current methods
for estimating the Tl Transient initiating event frequency.
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Issue No.: JS - 005
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase I) PSA Area No.: A13, A15, A17

Statement of Issue or Background Info

It is noted in Section 3.1.1.1 that the initiating events were combined into groups on the basis of similar
plant response, similar equipment lost from the initiator, or similar success criteria for accident mitigation. AH
initiating events in each group should have the same functional impacts on the PSA success criteria and the
boundary conditions for the system analyses.

IAEA Category 2.6 - Inadvertent bypass to condenser

It is noted in Section 3.1.1.2.2 that this category is not considered as a possible initiating event for the
PSA. The documentation indicates that these events are mitigated by normal operation of the turbine control
system and that they do not cause a reactor trip or a runback.

Temelin has six condenser steam dump valves with a total bypass capacity of approximately 60 % of
full rated steam flow. Therefore, each valve can relieve approximately 10% of full rated steam flow.

The review team did not have detailed information about the turbine, feedwater, and reactor control
systems. If one or more steam dump valves opens spuriously, the turbine control systems at many plants will
automatically open the turbine control valves to compensate for the reduced pressure in the turbine steam chest.
These turbine control systems are designed to maintain constant pressure in the steam chest, corresponding to
a desired generator load demand setpoint. If steam inlet pressure falls, the control system opens the turbine
control valves to allow more steam into the turbine. When the turbine control valves open, total steam flow
increases. The feedwater control system then increases feedwater flow to maintain constant steam generator
levels. The resulting increase in steam flow and feedwater flow causes a corresponding increase in reactor
power.

If the Temelin turbine controls operate in this manner, it seems likely that spurious opening of one or
more steam dump valves will cause either a runback demand or a reactor trip from high reactor power. If this
is the case, these events should be included in a separate initiating event group to account for the consequential
impacts from possible excessive cooldown, isolation of the main steam lines, and isolation of all feedwater
supplies after a reactor trip.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. Please explain bow each of the following control systems or functions will respond after spurious
opening of one or more turbine bypass valves. Assume that the generator electrical load demand is set
for steady-state full power operation.

a. Main turbine control valves
b. Main feedwater control
c. Reactor power

2. If one turbine bypass valve remains stuck open after a reactor trip, will the resulting cooldown be
severe enough to initiate the main steam line isolation signals and the feedwater isolation signals?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 005
TEMELIN (Phase I)

Agreed. The statement is correct.
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la. Spurious opening of one of six turbine bypass valves (600 t/h each) will release the steam to the
condenser. Due to the inadvertent steam dump and increasing steam flow from SGs the main steam line
header pressure will be decreasing. The turbine control valves will automatically open to allow more
steam into the turbine as well as feedwater control system then increases feedwater flow to maintain
SGs level. This results in corresponding increasing of reactor power up to 104% Nnom where reactor
control and limitation system will respond to maintain reactor power at this level. The pressure in
steam line header will then decrease to the level setpoint 5.1 Mpa for turbine trip (turbine stop valves
closure) which in fact leads to reactor runback to 40 % of reactor nominal power by the limitation
system.

lb. Spurious opening of more then one of six turbine bypass valves will lead to the reactor trip by reactor
protection as described in item lc. Steam line header pressure drop which will actuate MSIVs closure
signal if the turbine bypass valves remain open. The steam dump to condenser is isolated due to the
MSIVs closure and MFW is lost.

lc. The Westinghouse safety analyses (TEM-DOC-LTCEN-029, rev.l) show that even based on
conservative analysis assumptions reactor trip is not encountered for 1 turbine bypass valve (600 t/h)
inadvertent opening. For 2 and more turbine bypass valves opening (flow rate greater than 900 t/hr)
the reactor protection is challenged and reactor is tripped from one of following trips: high neutron
flux, low pressurizer pressure, overtemperature AT.

The spurious opening of one turbine bypass valve will be assigned to T2 IE group. The spurious
opening of more than one turbine bypass valves will be assigned to T5 IE group.

2. Yes. It is modelled in the event trees.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 005

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

It is reasonable to include spurious opening of more than one turbine bypass valve in the T5 Transient
initiating event group.

It does not seem reasonable to include spurious opening of one turbine bypass valve in the T2 Transient
initiating event group. The T2 Transient event models are based on the assumption that these events are caused
by a main generator trip. If the limitation system (Top Event LS) is successful, the T2 Transient event tree
includes an independent model for operation of the turbine bypass valves (Top Event TB). However, if the
initiating event is caused by a stuck-open bypass valve, different boundary conditions and success criteria apply
for Top Event TB and for subsequent Top Event OD. If Top Event LS fails, the sequence is transferred to the
Tl Transient event tree. The Tl Transient event tree does not include any models for the turbine bypass valves
or requirements for main steam line isolation during excessive cooldown events.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Spurious opening of two or more bypass valves will be included as a contribution to TS Transient
initiating events. It is recommended that spurious opening of one turbine bypass valve should be evaluated as
a separate initiating event to correctly account for the unique impacts from this failure.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Important to correctly account for plant-specific impacts and dependencies.

Inclusion of the frequency for spurious opening of two or more bypass valves may result in a
significant increase in the frequency of T5 Transients.
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Issue No.: JS - 006
ISSUE LIST - TEMEUN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A13, A1S, A17

Statement of Issue or Background Info

It is noted in Section 3.1.1.1 that the initiating events were combined into groups on the basis of similar
plant response, similar equipment lost from the initiator, or similar success criteria for accident mitigation. All
initiating events in each group should have the same functional impacts on the PSA success criteria and the
boundary conditions for the system analyses.

IAEA Category 3.3 - Feedwater line rupture that can be isolated by separation of one SG and
compensated by reserve feedwater pump

IAEA Category 3.4 - Feedwater line rupture that can be isolated by separation of one SG and cannot
be compensated by reserve feedwater pump

It is noted in Section 3.1.1.2.3 that these categories are not considered as possible initiating events for
the PSA. The documentation indicates that there are no feedwater line locations at Temelin that can be isolated
in time to prevent a reactor trip. Therefore, if these feedwater line breaks occur at Temelin, they will lead
directly to a reactor trip and an initiating event for the PSA. It seems that the events in both of these categories
should be included in Initiating Event Group TS.

list Questions arising out of this Issue

Please explain why IAEA Categories 3.3 and 3.4 have been excluded from the PSA.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 006
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

Agreed - should be included in TS.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase I) Issue No.: JS - 006

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

IAEA Categories 3.3 and 3.4 will be included in the TS Transient initiating event group.

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Inclusion of IAEA Categories 3.3 and 3.4 is important for functional completeness of the TS Transient
initiating event group. However, they will not have a measurable impact on the PSA results, based on the
current methods for estimating the TS Transient initiating event frequency.
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Issue No.: JS - 007
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase I) PSA Area No.: AI3, AJ5, A17

Statement of Issue or Background Info

It is noted in Section 3.1.1.1 that the initiating events were combined into groups on the basis of similar
plant response, similar equipment lost from the initiator, or similar success criteria for accident mitigation. All
initiating events in each group should have the same functional impacts on the PSA success criteria and the
boundary conditions for the system analyses.

Spurious containment isolation signal

It is noted in Section 3.1.1.3 that Spurious Containment Isolation events are assigned to Initiating Event
Group T4. It is noted in Section 3.1.1.8 that Spurious Containment Isolation events are assigned to Initiating
Event Group Tl. These assignments are contradictory.

The models for Initiating Event Group T4 are based on the assumption that Main Feedwater (MFW)
is not available. The models also assume that Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) is available if the deaerator tank is
connected to the condenser hotwell or to an alternate source of suction water.

The models for Initiating Event Group Tl are based on the assumption that the initiating event has no
direct impact on continued availability of MFW or AFW.

The MFW and AFW systems share common inlet lines, flow control valves, and isolation valves for
each steam generator. Therefore, if a Spurious Containment Isolation event closes the feedwater isolation valves,
it seems likely that this event will disable both MFW and AFW.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Please list all valves that are closed by each containment isolation signal. For each valve, list the
system, train, or function that is disabled when the valve is closed.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 007
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

List of isolation valves that change position at containment isolation signals:

1. ISOLATION VALVES RECEIVING SIGNAL:

The difference between saturation temperature of coolant and actual coolant temperature in any loop

At<10°C

OR

Pressure in containment is p>30 kPa.

(Three independent actuating signals: TQS01, TQS02, TQS03)
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Valve
identification

1RY11S001

1RY11S0O2

1RYI1S006

1RY1IS007

1RY12S00J

1RY12SOO2

1RY12S006

1RY12SOO7

1RY13SO0I

IRY13S002

1RY13S006

1RY13S0O7

1RY14S0OI

1RY14S0Q2

1RY14S006

1RY14S007

1RY3OS0O1

1RY3OSOO2

1TFIOSOOI

ITF10S002

1TFI0S003

ITF20S001

1TF20S0O2

1TF20SOO3

ITGUSOOt

1TG1IS003

ITGHS004

1TG1IS006

1TGI2S0O2

ITG12SO03

1TG12S004

1TG12S005

ITG13S00I

ITG13S003

1TG13SOO4

Room

GA405/5

A414/4

GA4O5/5

A4I4/4

GA4O5/5

A414/4

GA4O5/5

A414/4

GA405/5

A4U/4

GA405/5

A414/4

GA4O5/5

A414/4

GA4O5/5

A414/4

GA4O5/S

A4I4/4

A337

A337

GA310

GA310

A337

A337

A327/1

GA306/I

GA306/1

A327/2

A327/I

GA306/2

GA306/2

A327/2

A327/1

GA3O6/3

GA3O6/3

System/line

SG blowdown line

SG blowdown line

SG blowdown line

SG blowdown line

SG blowdown line

SG blowdown line

SG blowdown line

SG blowdown line

SG blowdown line

SG slowdown line

SG blowdown line

SG blowdown line

SG blowdown line

SG blowdown line

SG blowdown line

SG blowdown line

SG drain line

SG drain line

Intermediate cooling system line ouuide of the containment

Intermediate cooling system line ouuide of the containment

Intermediate cooling system line inside the containment

Intermediate cooling system line inside the containment

Intermediate cooling system line outside of the containment

Intermediate cooling system line outside of the containment

Fuel storage pool cooling system line to the pool

Fuel storage pool cooling system line to the pool

Fuel storage pool cooling system line from the pool

Fuel storage pool cooling system line from the pool

Fuel storage pool cooling system line to the pool

Fuel storage pool cooling system line to the pool

Fuel storage pool cooling system line from the pool

Fuel storage pool cooling system line from the pool

Fuel storage pool cooling system line to the pool

Fuel storage pool cooling system line to the pool

Fuel storage pool cooling system line from the pool

Operation
position 1

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Closed

Closed

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Opea

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

DBA
position 1

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Signal

TQS01

TQSQ2

TQS01

TQSO2

TQSO1

TQSO2

TQS01

TQSO2

TQS01

TQS02

TQS01

TQSO2

TQS01

TQSQ2

TQSOt

TQS02

TQS03

TQS02

TQS01

TQS01

TQS02

TQS03

TQS01

TQS03

TQS03

TQS01

TQSO2

TQS03

TQS03

TQS02

TQS03

TQS01

TQS01
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Valve
identification

1TG13SOO5

ITG20S001

ITG2OSOQ3

ITG21S001

ITG21S003

1TH10S007

1THIOS008

1TH10SOW

1TH20S001

1TH20S0Q2

1TH20S0O3

1TK40S001

1TK40S0Q2

1TK40S003

1TK50S001

1TK50S002

1TK50S003

1TK60S001

1TK6OS0O2

1TK6OS0O3

1TK80S001

1TK80S0O2

1TK8OSOO3

1TN30S001

ITN30S0O2

1TN30S0O3

1TP10S00!

1TP10S002

1TPIOS0O3

1TP1OSO05

1TP10S006

1TP10S007

ITP15SOO1

1TP15S0O2

1TP15SOO3

ITP20S001

Room

A327/2

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA3O6/3

A328

A328

GA306/3

GA306/3

A328

A328

A328

A328

GA306/3

A328

A328

GA306/3

GA306/3

A328

A328

GA306/3

A328

A328

A414/4

A414/4

GA405/4

A414/2

A414/2

GA504/1

GA504/1

A414/2

A414/2

A306/1

A328

A328

A414/2

System/line

Fuel ilorsge pool cooling system line from the pool

Filling line of fuel itorage pool from TM system

Filling line of fuel itorage pool from TM system

Draining line of fuel storage pool to TM system

Draining line of fuel storage pool to TM system

Draining line of distillate from RCP «eal last stage

Line of distillate to RCP seal last stage

Line of distillate to RCP seal last stage

Draining line of distillate from RCP seal last stage

Draining line of distillate from RCP seal lu t stage

Line of distillate to RCP seal lu t stage

Primary system charging line

Primary system charging line

Primary system charging line

Sealing water line to RCP

Sealing water line to RCP

Sealing water line to RCP

Sealing water line from RCP

Sealing water line from RCP

Sealing water line from RCP

Letdown line from RCS

Letdown line from RCS

Letdown line from RCS

Distillate line to containment

Distillate line to containment

Distillate line to containment

Nitrogen line to RCS equipment

Nitrogen line to RCS equipment

Nitrogen line to RCS equipment

Nitrogen line to RCS equipment

Nitrogen line to RCS equipment

Nitrogen line to RCS equipment

Venting line from organised leakages cooler

Venting line from organised leakages cooler

Venting line from organised leakages cooler

Nitrogen line to pressurizer

Operation
position

Open

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

DBA
position

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Open

Open

Open

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Signal

TQSQ2

TQS02

TQS01

TQS02

TQSOI

?

TQS02

TQSOI

TQSOI

TQS02

?

delete

delete

delete

TQS03

TQS02

TQSOI

TQSOI

TQS02

TQS03

TQSOI

TQS02

TQS03

TQS03

TQS02

TQSOI

TQSOI

TQS02

TQS03

TQS03

TQS02

TQSOI

TQSOI

TQS02

TQS03

TQSOI
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Valve
identification

ITP20S003

1TP60S001

1TP6OSOO3

1TP60S004

1TP60S005

1TP60S006

1TP80S060

1TP8OSO62

1TP90S001

1TP90SO02

1TP90S003

ITQ50S001

1TQ50S002

1TQ50S003

1TQ50S004

1TU00S001

1TU00S002

1TUOOS004

1TU00S005

1TU00S007

ITU00S008

1TU00SO23

1TU00SQ24

1TU0OSO25

1TU0OSO26

1TU00SO27

I Room

GA504/1

A414/2

GA5O4/1

GA3O6/3

A328

A328

A414/2

GA307/1

A414/2

GA406

GA406

A123/1

A123/1

A327/I

GA306/1

GA3O8

A414/4

GA308

A414/4

GA308

A414/4

A121

GAI01

A121

GA10I

A121

System/line

1
Nitrogen line to pressurizer

Nitrogen line to accumulators

Nitrogen line to accumulators

Venting line from accumulators

Venting line from accumulators

Venting line from accumulators

Support air line to containment

Support air line to containment

Containment testing air line

Containment testing air line

Drain valve on air line to containment

Sump (GA 201) heating line

Sump (GA 201) heating line

Sump (GA 201) heating line

Sump (GA 201) heating line

Hot distillate line to reactor building

Hot distillate line to reactor building

Acid deactivating solution to reactor building

Acid deactivating solution to reactor building

Alkaline deactivating solution to reactor building

Alkaline deactivating solution lo reactor building

Heat distillate line to equipment hatch

Heat distillate line to equipment hatch

Acid deactivating solution to equipment hatch

Acid deactivating solution to equipment hatch

Alkaline deactivating solution to equipment hatch

Operation
position

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Open

Open

Open

Open

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

MA 1
position ]

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed
locked

Closed
locked

Closed
locked

Closed
locked

Closed
locked

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed
locked

Closed
locked

Closed
locked

Closed
locked

doted
locked

Closed
locked

Closed
locked

Closed
locked

Closed
locked

Closed
locked

Closed
locked

Signal

TQS03

TQS01

TQS03

TQS01

TQSO2

TQS03

No

No

No

No

No

TQS01

TQS02

TQS03

TQS01

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No
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Valve
identification

1TU00SQ28

1TU12S007

1TU12S008

1TU12S009

1TU12S010

1TV10S002

1TV10S004

1TV10S008

1TV10S009

1TV10S013

1TV10S015

1TV10S018

1TV10SQ20

1TV10S023

1TV10SQ25

1TV1OSO28

1TV10SQ30

1TV10S033

1TV10S034

1TV10S038

1TV10S039

1TV10S043

1TV10S044

1TV10S048

1TV10S049

1TV1OSO53

ITV10S054

1TV10S056

1TV10S058

ITV10S059

1TVI0S061

1TV10S062

1TV10S063

Room

GA101

GA405/1

A414/2

A4I4/2

GA4O5/1

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA3O6/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA30673

A328

System/line

Alkaline deactivating solution to equipment hatch

Steam line to deactivation pools

Steam line to deactivation pools

Distillate drain fine from deactivation pools

Distillate drain line from deactivation pools

Sample line from venting of pressurizer

Sample line from venting of pressurizer

Sampling line from relief tank

Sampling line from relief tank

Sampling line from accumulator 0 1

Sampling line from accumulator 0 1

Sampling line from accumulator 0 2

Sampling line from accumulator 0 2

Sampling line from accumulator 0 3

Sampling line from accumulator 0 3

Sampling line from accumulator 0 4

Sampling line from accumulator 0 4

Sampling line from filter 02 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

Sampling line from filter 02 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

Sampling line from filter #1 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

Sampling line from filter #1 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

Sampling line from filter 04 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

Sampling line from filter 04 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

Sampling line from filter 03 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

Sampling line from filter 13 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

Sampling line from filter 02 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

Sampling line from filter 02 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

Sampling line from filter 0\ of TC system (coolant loop purification)

Sampling line from filter 0\ of TC system (coolant loop purification)

Sampling line from filler 04 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

Sampling line from filter 04 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

Sampling line from filter 03 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

Sampling line from filter 03 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

Operation
position

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

DBA
position

Closed
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Signal

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No
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Valve
identification

1TV20SOG5

1TV20S027

1TV20S031

ITV20S032

1TV2OS035

1TV2OSO36

1TV2OSQ38

ITV2OS039

1TV2OSO4O

ITV20SO41

1TV20SO53

ITV20S054

ITV3OSOO3

1TV3OS004

1TV3OSOO5

1TV40S0Q3

1TV40S004

ITV40SO05

1TV50SOB

1TV5OSOO4

ITV50S005

1TV6OS0O2

1TV60S003

ITV60S012

ITV60S013

1TV6OSO22

ITV60S023

1TV60S032

1TV60S033

1TV60SO42

1TV60S043

1TY10S001

1TY10S002

1TY10S003

1 1
Room1 1

GA306/3

A328

A123/3

A123/2

A123/1

A327/2

A327/2

A123/3

A123/2

A123/I

A327/1

A327/1

GA306/3

A328

A328

GA306/3

A328

A328

GA3O6/3

A328

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

A328

A328

GA306/3

System/line

Sampling line from concentrated boric acid tank

Sampling line from concentrated boric acid tank

Sampling line #1 from sump

Sampling line #2 from lump

Sampling line #3 from «ump

Sampling line from concentrated boric acid tank

Sampling line from concentrated boric acid tank

Sampling line #1 from «ump

Sampling line #2 from aump

Sampling line #3 from lump

Sampling line from concentrated boric acid tank

Sampling line from concentrated boric acid tank

Sampling line #1 from reactor

Sampling line 11 from reactor

Sampling line #1 from reactor

Sampling line H2 from reactor

Sampling line HI from reactor

Sampling line #2 from reactor

Sampling line from presiurizer

Sampling line from prewurizer

Sampling line from pressurizer

Sampling line from filter! # 1-4 of TC system

Sampling line from filter* t 1-4 of TC system

Sampling line from filter #1 of TC system to automatic radiation
control

Sampling line from filter #1 of TC system

Sampling line from filter #2 of TC system to automatic radiation
control

Sampling line from filter 12 of TC system

Sampling line from filter #3 of TC system to automatic radiation
control

Sampling line from filter #3 of TC system

Sampling line from filter #4 of TC system to automatic radiation
control

Sampling line from filter 04 of TC system

Organised leakages drain line from RCS

Organised leakages drain line from RCS

Organised leakages drain line from RCS

Operation
position

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

DBA
position

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Open

Closed

Closed

Open

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Cloud

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Signal

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No
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Valve
identification

1TY20S003

1TY20S005

ITZ01S002

1TZ01S004

1TZ20S003

1TZ20S005

1TZ20S007

1TZ2IS003

1TZ21S004

1TZ30S001

1TZ30S002

1TZ30S003

1TZ30S004

ITZ30S005

ITZ30S006

ITZ40S001

1TZ40S003

IJZ40S006

1UE20S011

1UE20S012

1UJ11S012

1UJ2IS012

IUJ31S012

1UR10S001

1UR10S002

IUTI0S015

1UT10S016

1UT3OSOO5

1UT30S006

IUX11S03I

Room

A328

GA30673

A107

CA101

AO27/I

AO26

AO24

A328

GA306/3

A123/3

A123/2

A123/1

A123/1

A123/2

A123/3

A328

A 029

A123/3

A328

GA306V3

A826/1.2

A826/1.2

A826/1.2

GA306/3

A328

A333

GA101

A114/4

GA405

A6I3/1

System/line

Venting line of RCP support cooling circuit

Venting line of RCP support cooling circuit

Line from monte-jui TZ00B02 to equipment hatch

Line from monte-jus TZ00B02 to equipment hatch

Room drainage line from equipment hatch

Room drainage line from equipment hatch

Room! drainage line from equipment hatch

Rooml drainage line

Rooml drainage line

Drainage line from tump GA201

Drainage line from sump GA201

Drainage line from sump GA201

Drainage line from tump GA201

Drainage line from nimp GA201

Drainage line from jump GA20I

Drainage line from containment

Drainage line from containment

Drainage line from containment

RCS pressure test line

RCS pressure test line

Fire water line to containment

Fire water line to containment

Fire water line to containment

Collected boric acid leakages line from containment

Collected boric acid leakages line from containment

HP air line to air-operated HSIVs

HP air line to air-operated HSIVs

HP air line to air-operated HSIVs

HP air Tine to air-operated HSFVt

Cooled water line to containment

Operation
position |

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Open

Open

Open

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

DBA Signal
position I

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed,
locked

Closed,
locked

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed
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Valve
identification

1UX11S033

1UX12S031

IUXI2SQ33

1VB10S001

1VB1OSOQ2

1VBIOS003

1VB20S001

1VB20S002

1VB20S0O3

1VB30S001

1VB30S003

1VB4OSO01

1VB40S003

1VF1OSOO1

IVF10S004

1VF20S001

1VF20S0O4

JVF30S002

1VF30S0O4

1VF40S001

JVF4OSOO3

IVF50S00I

1VF50S0O2

1VF6OS0O1

IVF60S0Q2

1YB55SOO1

1YB5SSOO3

1YB56S001

IYB56SOO3

1YD5OSOO4

1YD5OS0O5

1YD50S006

IYD50S0O7

IYD5OSOO8

1YD50S009

Room

GA405/1

A6I3/1

GA405/1

A414/2

A414/2

GA504/1

GASO4/I

A414/2

A414/2

A121

GA10I

GAI01

A121

A327/1

GA3O7/1

A327/1

GA307/2

A327/2

GA307/3

GA307/1

A327/3

GA307/2

A327/2

GA307/3

A327/3

AV612

GA502/2

AV613/1

GA5O4/1

A328

A328

A328

GA3H

A328

A328

System/line

1
Cooled water line to containment

Cooled water line from containment

Cooled water line from containment

Unimportant service water line to RCP motor coolers

Unimportant service water line to RCP motor coolers

Unimportant service water line to RCP motor coolers

Drainage line of service water

Drainage line of service water

Drainage line of service water

Unimportant service water line to HVAC system TL 14
i

Unimportant service water line to HVAC system TL 14

Unimportant service water line to HVAC system TL 14

Unimportant service water line to HVAC system TL 14

Service cooling water line to containment

Service cooling water line to containment

Service cooling water line to containment

Service cooling water line to containment

Service cooling water line to containment

Service cooling water line to containment

Service cooling water line from containment

Service cooling water line from containment

Service cooling water line from containment

Service cooling water line from containment

Service cooling water line from containment

Service cooling water line from containment

Common sampling line from higher level for SG level measuring
system

Common sampling line from higher level for SG level measuring
system

Common sampling line from lower level for SG level measuring system

Common sampling line from lower level for SG level measuring system

Oil line to RCP

Oil line to RCP

Oil line to RCP

Oil drain line from RCP

Oil drain line from RCP

Oil drain line from RCP

Operation
position |

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

DBA Signal
position I

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

dosed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed
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Valve
identification

IYD60S004

1YD60S005

1YD60S006

1YD60S007

1YD60S008

1YD60S009

Room

A328

A328

GA311

GA311

A328

A328

System/line

Oil line to RCP

Oil line to RCP

Oil line to RCP

Oil drain line from RCP

Oil drain line from RCP

Oil drain line from RCP

Operation
position

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

DBA Signal
position I

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

2. ISOLATION VALVES RECEIVING SIGNAL:

The difference between saturation temperature of coolant and actual coolant temperature in any loop
At<10°C

OR

Pressure in containment is .3 kPa.

Valve Room
identification ||

1XQ22S004

1XQ22S005

1XQ22S001

1XQ22S002

1TL42S00I

ITL42S0O2

ITL42S003

1TL22S007

1TL22S008

1TL22S009

1XQ20S003

1XQ20S004

GA603/1

AV8I4/2

GA603/1

AV814/2

A9I3/A

A9I3/A

GA6O3/1

A909

A909

GA603/3

GA603/1

A326

System/line

Radiation control

Radiation control

Radiation control

Radiation control

HVAC

HVAC

HVAC

HVAC

HVAC

HVAC

Radiation control

Radiation control

Operation
position

?

7

7

7

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

7

7

DBA
position

7

7

7

7

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

7

7

Signal

TLS01

TLS03

TLS01

TLS03

TLS03

TLS02

TQL01

TLS03

TLS02

TLS01

TLS01

TLS03
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3. ISOLATION VALVES CLOSED MANUALLY FROM CONTROL ROOM

Valve
identification

1TX42S001

1TX42S0Q2

1TX44S001

ITX44SOO2

1TX4IS001

ITX41S0Q2

1TX43S001

1TX43S002

Room I

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

System/line

Main feedwater line

Main feedwater line

Main feedwater line

Main feedwater line

Main feedwater tine

Main feedwater line

Main feedwater line

Main feedwater line

Operation
position 1

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

DBA
position 1

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Signal

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

4. MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVES

Valve
identification

1TX6QS006

1TX8OSOO6

1TX5OSO06

1TX7GS006

Room

AS20

A 820

A 820

A820

System/line

HSP/ on SG steam line to header

HSIV on SG iteam line to header

HSIV on SG tteam line to header

HSIV on SG steam line to header

Operation position

Open

Open

Open

Open

DBA position

Open

Open

Open

Open

Signal

IYBS03
2YBS03
3YBS03

1YBS03
2YBS03
3YBSO3

1VBS03
2YBS03
3YBSO3

1YBS03
2YBS03
3YBSO3
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ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 007

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

A brief review of the tabulated containment isolation valves indicates that spurious containment isolation
signals have the following impacts on systems and functions in the PSA models.

Loss of Intermediate Cooling (TF) to the Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCPs)
Loss of Charging (TK)
Loss of RCP Seal Injection (TK)

It was not possible to completely determine the impacts from some other potentially important lines
during this brief review.

Nonessential Service Water (VB) to the RCP motor coolers (No specific isolation signals listed)
Service Water (VF) to containment loads (No specific isolation signals listed)
Nitrogen system (TP)
High Pressure Air system (UT)
Chilled Water system (UX)

Please refer to Issue JS-002. It seems evident from the tabulated valves that a spurious containment
isolation signal will disable all RCP cooling, RCP seal injection flow, and normal charging flow. These
combined failures may have an important impact on consequential RCP seal LOCA scenarios.

The tabulated list of valves includes Nonessential Service Water (VB) lines to the RCP motor coolers.
It is noted that valves 1VB10S001, 1VB10S002, and lVBiOSObi are normally open. These dependencies are
not identified in any of the PSA report documentation that was provided for this review.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

1. The PSA team should review all lines that are affected by a spurious containment isolation signal and
clearly document the combined impacts on all PSA systems and functions.

2. Spurious Containment Isolation should be evaluated as a separate initiating event to account for these
plant-specific dependencies.

3. If the Nonessential Service Water (VB) system supplies cooling for the RCP motors, the PSA team
should identify all other loads that are cooled by this system. Loss of Nonessential Service Water
should be evaluated as a separate initiating event. These dependencies should also be included in the
models for consequential RCP seal LOCA scenarios.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

It is not possible to determine the potential significance of Spurious Containment Isolation events or
Loss of Nonessential Service Water events without additional information about the impacts from these failures.
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Issue No.: JS - 008
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A13, A15, A17

Statement of Issue or Background Info

It is noted in Section 3.1.1.1 that the initiating events were combined into groups on the basis of similar
plant response, similar equipment lost from the initiator, or similar success criteria for accident mitigation. All
initiating events in each group should have the same functional impacts on the PSA success criteria and the
boundary conditions for the system analyses.

Initiating Event Group T2

It is noted that the events in this group have the following impacts on plant response.

The main generator is not available.

Offsite power is available from the 400kV grid and the 1 lOkV grid.
A plant runback signal is initiated.
Main Feedwater (MFW) and Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) are not affected by the initiating event.

The main condenser heat sink is not affected by the initiating event.

Section 3.1.1.8 indicates that this group contains the following plant-specific initiating event

1.13 Failure of substation transformer 1AT, 1BT1, 1BT2

Each of these transformer failures has a unique functional impact on the electric power system. These
impacts are not consistent with the assumptions for Initiating Event Group T2.

Failure of Transformer 1 AT disables the normal 400kV offsite power supply to 6kV Buses BA, BB,
BC, and BD.

Failure of Transformer 1BT1 disables the normal 400kV offsite power supply to 6kV Buses BA and
BB.

Failure of Transformer 1BT2 disables the normal 400kV offsite power supply to 6kV Buses BC and
BD.

Each of these failures should be evaluated as a separate initiating event to account for their unique
plant-specific impacts.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Please explain why failures of transformers 1AT, 1BT1, and 1BT2 are not evaluated as separate
initiating events.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 008
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

Agreed - a sensitivity analysis has been performed to include failure of these transformers and buses
negligible impact on results.
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ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 008

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The PSA team has agreed to evaluate the following failures as separate initiating events.

Failure of Transformer 1 AT
Failure of Transformer 1BT1
Failure of Transformer 1BT2

The sensitivity analysis has concluded that these events are not very important to the PSA results. This
conclusion seems reasonable, considering the various power supply options and possible recovery actions that
are evaluated in the electric power system models.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

It is recommended that the PSA team should carefully reexamine the assumptions about electric power
recovery options and diesel generator operating mission times when these initiating events are quantified for the
final results. It is not possible to quickly restore power through a failed transformer. The nominal 6-hour diesel
generator operating mission time is based on specific assumptions about the ability to recover offsite power after
a Loss of Offsite Power initiating event. Therefore, it may be necessary for the diesel generators to operate for
the entire 24-hour PSA mission time if a transformer fails and power cannot be restored from an alternate
supply.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Important for correct treatment of plant-specific impacts and dependencies.

Probably not very significant for the final PSA results.
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Issue No.: JS - 009
ISSUE UST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A13, A15, A17

Statement of Issue or Background Info

It is noted in Section 3.1.1.1 that the initiating events were combined into groups on the basis of similar
plant response, similar equipment lost from the initiator, or similar success criteria for accident mitigation. All
initiating events in each group should have the same functional impacts on the PSA success criteria and the
boundary conditions for the system analyses.

Initiating Event Group T3

It is noted that the events in this group have the following impacts on plant response:

The main generator is disconnected from the 400kV grid.
The main generator remains available to supply house loads.
Offsite power is available from the 400kV grid and the 1 lOkV grid.
A plant runback signal is initiated.
Main Feedwater (MFW) and Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) are not affected by the initiating
event.
The main condenser heat sink is not affected by the initiating event.

Section 3.1.1.8 indicates that this group contains the following specific initiating events.

Failure of 400kV line
1.12 Loss of one 6kV busbar - 1BBA
2.3 Loss of one feedwater pump
2.S Loss of one condensate pump
11.2 Failure of 380V bus LK02
11.2 Failure of 380V bus LJ02

Each of these failures has a unique functional impact on the electric power system, MFW, and AFW.
These impacts are not consistent with the assumptions for Initiating Event Group T3.

If the plant runback is not successful, loss of the 400kV transmission line disables the normal 400kV
offsite power supply to 6kV Buses BA, BB, BC, and BD.

Loss of power at 6kV Bus BA disables all non-safety equipment that is powered from this bus and its
connected 380V buses. Loss of power at 6kV Bus BA also disables the normal power supply to 6kV
BusBV.

Loss of one MFW pump leaves only one normally-running pump and one standby pump available to
supply MFW. The models for Initiating Event Group T3 include credit for all three MFW pumps.

Loss of one condensate pump partially disables makeup flow from the main condenser horwell to the
deaerator tank. This may affect long-term reliability of flow from the MFW and AFW pumps.

Loss of power at 380V Buses LJ02 and LK02 disables all equipment that is powered from each bus.

Each of these failures should be evaluated as a separate initiating event to account for their unique
plant-specific impacts.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. Please explain why each of these failures has not been evaluated as a separate initiating event.
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2. Please provide a list of all equipment that is powered from each 6kV bus and its connected 380V
buses. This list should include equipment from all systems that are modeled in the PSA and all systems
that are normally required to support full-power operation. Summarize the functional impacts from loss
of power at each bus, including the effect on plant power operation, runback demand, reactor trip, and
all PSA equipment that is deenergized.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

Issue No.: JS - 009

1. They have been evaluated and impact was small.
2. This has been done in the FMEA - contact L. Kucera for assignment

LIST OF MOTOR DRIVEN PUMPS SUPPLIED FROM 6kV BUSES

Component

SD11D01

UP10D01

YD10D01

RN21D01,D02

RB51D01

VBOlDOl

RM51D01

RM52D01

YD20D01

UP10D02

RN22D01

VC01D01

RN22D02

UP10D03

RM53D01

YD30D01

SD12D01

VB01D02

RB51D02

TK22D02

YD40D01

VC01D02

RN23DO1.DO2

Description

Water Jet Pump

Offsite Heating Circulation Pump

RCP

LP Feedheater Drain Pump

Separator Drain Pump

Non-important SW Pump

Main Condensate Pump

Main Condensate Pump

RCP

Offsite Heating Circulation Pump

LP Feedheater Drain Pump

Circulation Cooling Water Pump

LP Feedheater Drain Pump

Offsite Heating Circulation Pump

Main Condensate Pump

RCP

Water Jet Pump

Non-important SW Pump

Separator Drain Pump

Charging Pump

RCP

Circulation Cooling Water Pump

LP Feedheater Drain Pump

Supply bus

BA

BA

BA

BA

BA

BA

BA

BB

BB

BB

BB

BB

BC

BC

BC

BC

BC

[BC

BD

BD

BD

BD

BD
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Component

SD13D01

RM54D01

UP10D04

RM55D01

TK21D02

7QF41DO1

RL16D01

7QF41D02

RL17D01

RM55D02

TK23D02

TQ13D01

TX10D01

VF10DO1.DO2

TQ12DO1

TQ11D01

TQ21DO1

TQ22DO1

VF20D01.D02

TX20D01

TQ23D01

TX30D01

VF3ODO1.DO2

TQ31D01

TQ33DO1

TQ32D01

Description

Water Jet Pump

Main Condensate Pump

Offsite Heating Circulation Pump

Auxiliary Condensate Pump

Charging Pump

Non-safety DG SW Pump

Auxiliary FW Pump

Non-safety DG SW Pump

Auxiliary FW Pump

Auxiliary Condensate Pump

Charging Pump

High Head Injection Pump

Emergency FW Pump

Important SW Pumps

Low Head Injection Pump

Spray pump

Spray pump

Low Head Injection Pump

Important SW Pumps

Emergency FW Pump

High Head Injection Pump

Emergency FW Pump

Important SW Pumps

Spray pump

High Head Injection Pump

Low Head Injection Pump

Supply bus

BD

BD

BD

BJ

BJ

BJ

BJ

BK

BK

BK

BK

BV

BV

BV

BV

BV

BW

BW

BW

BW

BW

BX

BX

BX

BX

BX

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 009

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The PSA team noted that these events have been evaluated, and their numerical impacts are small.
However, the numerical impacts from many other initiating events are also quite small (e.g., Large LOCAs).
These other events are evaluated as separate initiators because they introduce unique combinations of success
criteria and boundary conditions into the PSA models. These same considerations apply for specific support
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system failures. For example, each loss of power event introduces unique success criteria and boundary
conditions that are determined by its combined impacts in the PSA models. The PSA may finally conclude that
these failures are numerically insignificant, compared with other initiating events. However, this conclusion
should be based on a detailed and comprehensive analysis. It should not be a presumption for prior
simplification. These initiating events should not be combined into a single homogeneous group that does not
correctly account for their unique plant-specific impacts. This is especially true for the T3 Transient initiating
event group because T3 Transients are evaluated in the PSA with the assumption that all buses are initially
energized from their normal power supplies.

Loss of power at each 6.3kV Bus BA, BB, BC, or BD will initiate a runback demand on loss of flow
from the respective RCP. These power failures also have the following impacts on equipment and systems that
are modeled in the PSA. (These lists do not include possible additional impacts from loss of power at the 380V
buses that are supplied from each 6.3kV bus. There was not sufficient time during this review to thoroughly
examine the 380V bus loads.) If the plant runback fails, the resulting reactor trip is an initiating event for the
PSA. Subsequent plant response depends on the impacts from the particular power failure.

BusBA

Nonessential Service Water Pump VB01D01 Impact unknown - refer to Issue JS-007
Main Condensate Pump RM51D01 Affects Main Feedwater
Normal Power Supply to Bus BJ Electric Power model (no recovery)
Normal Power Supply to Bus BV Electric Power model (no recovery)

BusBB

Circulating Water Pump VC01D01 Affects Main Condenser
Main Condensate Pump RM52D01 Affects Main Feedwater
Normal Power Supply to Bus BW Electric Power model (no recovery)

BusBC

Nonessential Service Water Pump VB01D02 Impact unknown - refer to Issue JS-007
Main Condensate Pump RM53D01 Affects Main Feedwater
Normal Power Supply to Bus BK Electric Power model (no recovery)
Normal Power Supply to Bus BX Electric Power model (no recovery)

BusBD

Circulating Water Pump VC01D02 Affects Main Condenser
Main Condensate Pump RM54D01 Affects Main Feedwater
Charging Pump TK22D02 Affects TK System

It is not clear whether loss of power at 6.3kV Bus BJ, BK, BV, BW, or BX will cause a reactor trip
or a runback demand. (Loss of power at Bus BJ disables normally-running Charging Pump TK21D02.) This
determination requires a more thorough examination of the 380V loads that are associated with each of these
buses.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

1. Loss of 400kV Offsite Power should be evaluated as a separate initiating event for the PSA. The
functional impacts from Loss of 400kV Offsite Power are not as severe as the impacts from T6
Transients. However, the initiating event frequency may be much higher than the frequency for
combined Loss of 400kV and 1 lOkV Offsite Power.

2. It is recommended that the PSA team should examine all loads from each 6.3kV bus and its associated
380V buses and determine whether a power failure will cause a reactor trip or a runback demand.
This examination should be clearly documented for each bus.
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3. Each relevant electric power failure (i.e., each event that causes a trip or a runback demand) should
be evaluated as a separate initiating event to correctly account for its plant-specific dependencies. It
is recommended that the PSA team should carefully reexamine the assumptions about electric power
recovery options and diesel generator operating mission times when these initiating events are
quantified for the final results. It is not possible to quickly restore power to (or through) equipment
that has failed. The nominal 6-hour diesel generator operating mission time is based on specific
assumptions about the ability to recover offsite power after a Loss of Offsite Power initiating event.
Therefore, it may be necessary for the diesel generators to operate for the entire 24-hour PSA mission
time if a particular bus power supply fails and power cannot be restored from an alternate source.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Important to correctly account for plant-specific impacts and dependencies.

It is difficult to determine the numerical significance of these events without a more detailed evaluation
of their impacts, including appropriate revisions to the electric power recovery models and diesel generator
operating mission times.
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Issue No.: JS - 010
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A16, A34

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Section 3.1.1.4.2 describes the LOCA safety analyses that were used as a basis for the PSA success
criteria. The first paragraph in the description for the accumulator line break (279 mm) implies that this event
is a Large LOCA. The first paragraph in the description for the pressurizer surge line break (350 mm) also
implies that the accumulator line break is a Large LOCA. However, the Westinghouse analyses and the final
LOCA initiating event groups include the accumulator line in the Medium LOCA category. This discrepancy
should be resolved.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Is the accumulator line break a Large LOCA or a Medium LOCA?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 010
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

We agree. There is a mistake in the first paragraph of the Report section 3.1.1.4.2. Accumulator surge
line break (279 mm) is accordingly to safety analyses and final IE grouping a Medium LOCA by definition.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 010

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The accumulator line break is a Medium LOCA.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Insignificant impact on PSA results. Clarification of documentation for S2 LOCA and S3 LOCA
initiating event groups.
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Issue No.: JS - Oil
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A13, A15, A17

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Support Systems FMEA

The analysis and identification of potential support system initiating events is incomplete. In particular,
no detailed analyses have been performed to examine the impacts from failures of the following systems:

AC and DC power supplies for the rod control system.

AC and DC power supplies for the turbine-generator control systems.

AC and DC power supplies for the plant limitation and runback control systems.

AC and DC power supplies for the reactor protection and safeguards actuation (ESFAS) systems,
including associated instrumentation power supplies.

Room cooling and HVAC.

Several PSAs have identified significant risk contributions from failures of these support systems.
Specific DC power failures are often important because they affect instrumentation, protection, and control
circuits for the turbine-generator, reactor, safeguards, and major PSA equipment circuit breakers. Room cooling
and HVAC may be particularly important for locations that contain solid-state electronics, digital processing
equipment, instrumentation, and controls.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Please explain when and how each of these potential support system initiators will be included in the
PSA.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - Oil
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

Electric Power

As stated in the analysis file 6T44AF.01, Section 5.0, information on these power supplies was not
available at the time of performing the initiating event task, and therefore the FMEA for these power supplies
has not yet been performed. The FMEA will be performed when the design is finalized.

Room Cooling & HVAC

In the current plant arrangement failure of room cooling and HVAC, as determined in the FMEA,
failures of a single systems do not cause and initiating event. As in the case of electric power to I&C &
protection no information on these areas was available when the analysis was performed and therefore this still
has to be done.
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ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - Oil

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

These AC power, DC power, and HVAC dependencies have not been included in the FMEA. The PSA
team has indicated that these dependencies will be added to the PSA models and will be examined for potential
initiating events when the appropriate design information becomes available.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

The PSA will not be complete until these dependencies are included in the models.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This issue is very important for completion of the PSA.

It is very difficult to determine the numerical significance of these dependencies without the required
design information. Many contemporary PSAs have identified very significant risk contributions from failures
of DC power. Room cooling failures have also been very important at some plants that have large amounts of
solid state digital equipment. However, these conclusions depend very strongly on the plant-specific design.
The PSA must determine their importance at Temelin, based on a comprehensive analysis of the plant-specific
design.
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ISSUE LIST - TEMEUN (Phase 1)
Issue No.: JS - 012
PSA Area No.: A13, A1S, A17

Statement of Issue or Background Info

It is noted that failure of Instrument Air will not cause a reactor trip or a plant runback. This is quite
unusual.

List Questions arising out of Ms Issue

Please list all systems, components, and functions that are controlled by Instrument Air. This list should
include all air-operated components in the PSA systems and all other systems that are required to support normal
full-power operation.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE
TEMEUN (Phase 1)

Issue No.: JS - 012

LIST OF AIR OPERATED ISOLATION VALVES

Valre
identification

1RY11S001

1RY11S002

1RY11S006

1RY11S007

1RY12S001

1RY12S002

1RY12S006

1RY12S007

1RY13S001

1RY13S002

1RY13S006

1RY13S007

1RY14S001

1RY14S002

1RYI4S006

1RY14S007

1TF10S0O1

1TF10S002

Room

GA405/5

A414/4

GA405/5

A4I4/4

GA405/5

A414/4

GA405/5

A414/4

GA405/5

A414/4

GA405/5

A414/4

GA405/5

A414/4

GA405/5

A414/4

A337

A337

Name

HSIV on SG blowdown line

HSIV on SG blowdown line

HSIV on SG blowdown line

HSIV on SG blowdown line

HSIV on SG blowdown line

HSIV on SG blowdown line

HSIV on SG blowdown line

HSIV on SG blowdown line

HSIV on SG blowdown line

HSIV on SG blowdown line

HSIV on SG blowdown line

HSIV on SG blowdown line

HSIV on SG blowdown line

HSIV on SG blowdown line

HSIV on SG blowdown line

HSIV on SG blowdown line

HSIV on inserted cooling system line to heat exchangers in the containment

HSIV on inserted cooling system line to heat exchangers in the containment
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Valve
identification

1TF10S003

1TF20S001

1TF20S002

1TF20S0O3

1TG11S001

1TG11SOO3

1TG11S004

1TG11S006

1TG12S002

1TG12S003

1TG12S004

1TG12S005

1TG13SOO1

1TG13S003

1TG13SOO4

1TG13SOO5

1TG20S001

1TG20S003

1TG21S001

1TG21SOO3

1TH10S007

1TH10S008

1TH10S009

1TH20S001

1TH20S002

1TH20SOO3

1TK40S001

1TK40S002

1TK40S003

1TK50S001

1TK50S002

1TK50S003

1TK60S001

Room

GA310

GA310

A337

A337

A327/1

GA306/1

GA306/1

A327/2

A327/1

GA306/2

GA306/2

A327/2

A327/1

GA306/3

GA3O6/3

A327/2

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

A328

GA306/3

GA30673

A328

A328

A328

A328

GA30673

A328

A328

GA3O6/3

GA306/3

Name

HSIV on inserted cooling system line to heat exchangers in the containment

HSIV on inserted cooling system line from heat exchangers in the containment

HSIV on inserted cooling system line from heat exchangers in the containment

HSIV on inserted cooling system line from heat exchangers in the containment

HSIV on fuel storage pool cooling system line to the pool

HSIV on fuel storage pool cooling system line to the pool

HSIV on fuel storage pool cooling system line from the pool

HSIV on fuel storage pool cooling system line from the pool

HSIV on fuel storage pool cooling system line to the pool

HSIV on fuel storage pool cooling system line to the pool

HSIV on fuel storage pool cooling system line from the pool

HSIV on fuel storage pool cooling system line from the pool

HSIV on fuel storage pool cooling system line to the pool

HSIV on fuel storage pool cooling system line to the pool

HSIV on fuel storage pool cooling system line from the pool

HSIV on fuel storage pool cooling system line from the pool

HSIV on filling line of fuel storage pool from TM system

HSIV on filling line of fuel storage pool from TM system

HSIV on draining line of fuel storage pool to TM system

HSIV on draining line of fuel storage pool to TM system

HSIV on draining line of distillate from RCP seal last stage

HSIV on line of distillate to RCP seal last stage

HSIV on line of distillate to RCP seal last stage

HSIV on draining line of distillate from RCP seal last stage

HSIV on draining line of distillate from RCP seal last stage

HSIV on line of distillate to RCP seal last stage

HSIV on primary system charging line

HSIV on primary system charging line

HSFV on primary system charging line

HSIV on sealing water line to RCP

HSIV on sealing water line to RCP

HSIV on sealing water line to RCP

HSIV on sealing water line from RCP
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Valve
identification

1TK60S002

1TK60S003

1TK80S001

1TK80S002

1TK80S003

1TN30S001

1TN30S002

1TN30S003

1TP10S001

1TP10S002

1TP10S003

1TP1OSOO5

1TP10S006

1TP10S007

1TP15S001

1TP15S002

1TP15SOO3

1TP2OSOO1

1TP2OSOO3

1TP6OS001

1TP6OSOO3

1TP60S004

1TP60S005

1TP60S006

1TQ5OSOO1

ITQ50SOO2

1TQ5OSOO3

1TQ50S0O4

1TV10S002

1TV10S004

1TV10S008

1TV10S009

1TV10S013

Room

A328

A328

GA306/3

A328

A328

A414/4

A414/4

GA405/4

A414/2

A414/2

GA504/1

GA504/1

A414/2

A414/2

A306/1

A328

A328

A414/2

GA504/1

A414/2

GA504/1

GA3O673

A328

A328

A123/1

A123/1

A327/1

GA306/1

GA306/3

A328

GA3O6/3

A328

GA306/3

Name

HSIV on sealing water line from RCP

HSIV on sealing water line from RCP

HSIV on letdown line from RCS

HSIV on letdown line from RCS

HSIV on bleeding line from RCS

HSIV on distillate line to containment

HSIV on distillate line to containment

HSIV on distillate line to containment

HSIV on nitrogen line to RCS equipment

HSIV on nitrogen line to RCS equipment

HSIV on nitrogen line to RCS equipment

HSIV on nitrogen line to RCS equipment

HSIV on nitrogen line to RCS equipment

HSIV on nitrogen line to RCS equipment

HSIV on venting line from organised leakages cooler

HSIV on venting line from organised leakages cooler

HSIV on venting line from organised leakages cooler

HSIV on nitrogen line to pressurizer

HSIV on nitrogen line to pressurizer

HSIV on nitrogen line to accumulators

HSIV on nitrogen line to accumulators

HSIV on venting line from accumulators

HSIV on venting line from accumulators

HSIV on venting line from accumulators

HSIV on sump (GA 201) heating line

HSIV on sump (GA 201) heating line

HSIV on sump (GA 201) heating line

HSIV on sump (GA 201) heating line

IV on sample line from venting of pressurizer

IV on sampling line from venting of pressurizer

IV on sampling line from relief tank

IV on sampling line from relief tank

IV on sampling line from accumulator # 1
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Valve
identification

1TV10S015

1TV10S018

1TV10S020

1TV10S023

1TV10S025

1TV10S028

1TV10S030

1TV1OSO33

1TV10S034

1TV1OSO38

1TV10S039

1TV10S043

1TV10S044

1TV10S048

1TV10S049

1TV1OSO53

1TV10S054

1TV10S056

1TV10S058

1TV10S059

1TV10S061

1TV10S062

1TV10S063

1TV20S025

1TV20S027

1TV2OSO31

1TV20S032

1TV20S035

1TV20S036

1TV2OSO38

1TV20S039

1TV20S040

1TV20S041

Room

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA3O6/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA3O6/3

A328

GA3O6/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

A123/3

A123/2

A123/1

A327/2

A327/2

A123/3

A123/2

A123/1

Name

IV on sampling line from accumulator # 1

IV on sampling line from accumulator # 2

IV on sampling line from accumulator # 2

IV on sampling line from accumulator # 3

IV on sampling line from accumulator # 3

IV on sampling line from accumulator ft 4

IV on sampling line from accumulator M 4

IV on sampling line from filter Wl of TC system (coolant loop purification)

IV on sampling line from filter #2 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

IV on sampling line from filter #1 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

IV on sampling line from filter #1 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

IV on sampling line from filter #4 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

IV on sampling line from filter #4 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

IV on sampling line from filter #3 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

IV on sampling line from filter #3 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

IV on sampling line from filter #2 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

IV on sampling line from filter #2 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

IV on sampling line from filter #1 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

IV on sampling line from filter #1 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

IV on sampling line from filter #4 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

IV on sampling line from filter #4 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

IV on sampling line from filter #3 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

IV on sampling line from filter #3 of TC system (coolant loop purification)

IV on sampling line from concentrated boric acid tank

IV on sampling line from concentrated boric acid tank

IV on sampling line #1 from sump

IV on sampling line Wl from sump

IV on sampling line #3 from sump

IV on sampling line from concentrated boric acid tank

IV on sampling line from concentrated boric acid tank

IV on sampling line #1 from sump

IV on sampling line Wl from sump

IV on sampling line #3 from sump
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Valve
identification

1TV20S053

1TV20S054

1TV30S0O3

1TV3OSOO4

1TV3OSOO5

1TV40S003

1TV40S004

1TV40S005

1TV50S003

1TV50S004

1TV50S005

1TV60S002

1TV60S003

1TV60S012

1TV60S013

1TV60S022

1TV6OSO23

1TV60S032

1TV60S033

1TV60S042

1TV60S043

1TV91S101

1TV91S201

1TV91S202

1TV91S301

1TV91S302

1TV91S401

1TV91S402

1TY10S001

1TY10S002

1TY10S0O3

1TY2OS0O3

1TY20S005

Room

A327/1

A327/1

GA306/3

A328

A328

GA3O6/3

A328

A328

GA3O6/3

A328

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA30673

GA306/3

A328

GA30673

A328

GA3O6/3

A328

A328

A328

GA306/3

A328

GA306/3

Name

IV on sampling line from concentrated boric acid tank

IV on sampling line from concentrated boric acid tank

IV on sampling line #1 from reactor

IV on sampling line #1 from reactor

IV on sampling line #1 from reactor

IV on sampling line Wl from reactor

IV on sampling line Wl from reactor

IV on sampling line Wl from reactor

IV on sampling line from pressurizer

IV on sampling line from pressurizer

IV on sampling line from pressurizer

HSIV on sampling line from filters # 1-4 of TC system

HSIV on sampling line from filters # 1-4 of TC system

HSIV on sampling line from filter #1 of TC system to automatic radiation control

HSIV on sampling line from filter #1 of TC system

HSIV on sampling line from filter Wl of TC system to automatic radiation control

HSIV on sampling line from filter Wl of TC system

HSIV on sampling line from filter #3 of TC system to automatic radiation control

HSIV on sampling line from filter W3 of TC system

HSIV on sampling line from filter #4 of TC system to automatic radiation control

HSIV on sampling line from filter #4 of TC system

QUICK C.V.IN SG4 TO EXPERIM.SAMPLING

QUICK C.V.IN SG4 TO EXPERIM.SAMPLING

QUICK C.V.IN SG4 TO EXPERIM.SAMPLING

QUICK C.V.IN SG4 TO EXPERIM.SAMPLING

QUICK C.V.IN SG4 TO EXPERIM.SAMPLING

QUICK C.V.IN SG4 TO EXPERIM.SAMPLING

QUICK C.V.IN SG4 TO EXPERIM.SAMPLING

HSIV on organised leakages drain line from RCS

HSIV on organised leakages drain line from RCS

HSIV on organised leakages drain line from RCS

HSIV on venting line of RCP support cooling circuit

HSIV on venting line of RCP support cooling circuit
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Valve
identification

1TZ01S002

1TZ01S004

1TZ2OSOO3

1TZ20S005

1TZ20S007

1TZ21S003

1TZ21S004

1TZ30S001

1TZ30S002

1TZ3OSOO3

1TZ40S001

1TZ40S003

1TZ40S006

1UT10S015

1UT10S016

1UT30S005

1UT30S006

1UX11S031

1UX11SO33

1UX12S031

1UX12S033

1VB10S001

1VB10S002

1VB1OSOO3

1VB20S001

1VB20S002

1VB2OSOO3

1VB30S001

1VB3OS0O3

1VB40S001

1VB40S003

1VF1OS0O1

1VF10S0O4

Room

A107

GA101

A027/1

A026

A024

A328

GA306/3

A123/3

A123/2

A123/1

A328

A029

A123/3

A333

GA101

A114/4

GA405

A613/1

GA405/1

A613/1

GA405/1

A414/2

A414/2

GA504/1

GA504/1

A414/2

A414/2

A121

GA101

GA101

A121

A327/1

GA3O7/1

Name

HSIV on line from monte-jus TZ00B02 to equipment hatch

HSIV on line from monte-jus TZ00B02 to equipment hatch

HSIV on special drainage line from equipment hatch

HSIV on special drainage line from equipment hatch

HSIV on special drainage line from equipment hatch

HSIV from V.KOM.(?) to sump (GA201)

HSIV from V.KOM.(?) to sump (GA201)

IV on drainage line from sump GA201

IV on drainage line from sump GA201

IV on drainage line from sump GA201

HSIV on drainage line from containment

HSIV on drainage line from containment

HSIV on drainage line from containment

HSIV on HP air line to air-operated HSIVs

HSIV on HP air line to air-operated HSIVs

HSIV on HP air line to air-operated HSIVs

HSIV on HP air line to air-operated HSIVs

High-speed gate valve on cooled water line to containment

High-speed gate valve on cooled water line to containment

High-speed gate valve on cooled water line from containment

High-speed gate valve on cooled water line from containment

HSIV on service water line to RCP motor coolers

HSIV on service water line to RCP motor coolers

HSIV on service water line to RCP motor coolers

HSIV on drainage line of service water

HSIV on drainage line of service water

HSIV on drainage line of service water

HSIV on service water line to HVAC system TL 14

HSIV on service water line to HVAC system TL 14

HSIV on service water line from HVAC system TL 14

HSIV on service water line from HVAC system TL 14

HSIV on component cooling water line to containment

HSIV on component cooling water line to containment
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Valve
identification

1VF20S001

1VF20S004

1VF3OS0O2

1VF30S004

1VF40S001

1VF40S003

1VF50S001

1VF50S002

1VF60S001

1VF6OSCX)2

1XQ2OSOO3

1XQ22SOO1

1XQ22S002

1XQ22S004

IXQ22S005

1YB55SOO1

1YB55S003

1YB56S001

1YB56S003

1YD10S004

1YD10S006

1YD20S004

1YD20S006

1YD30S004

1YD3OSOO6

1YD40S004

1YD40S006

1YD50S004

1YD50S005

1YD50S006

1YD50S007

1YD5OSOO8

IYD50S009

Room

A327/1

GA307/2

A327/2

GA307/3

GA307/1

A327/3

GA307/2

A327/2

GA3O7/3

A327/3

GA30671

GA603/1

AV814/2

GA603/1

AV814/2

AV612

GA502/2

AV613/1

GA504/1

GA311

GA311

GA311

GA311

GA311

GA311

GA311

GA311

A328

A328

A328

GA311

A328

A328

Name

HSIV on component cooling water line to containment

HSIV on component cooling water line to containment

HSIV on component cooling water line to containment

HSIV on component cooling water line to containment

HSIV on component cooling water line from containment

HSIV on component cooling water line from containment

HSIV on component cooling water line from containment

HSIV on component cooling water line from containment

HSIV on component cooling water line from containment

HSIV on component cooling water line from containment

QUICK-ACTING PNEUMATICALLY OPERATED VALVE

QUICK-ACTING PNEUMATICALLY OPERATED VALVE

QUICK-ACTING PNEUMATICALLY OPERATED VALVE

QUICK-ACTING PNEUMATICALLY OPERATED VALVE

QUICK-ACTING PNEUMATICALLY OPERATED VALVE

HSIV on common sampling line from higher level for SG level measuring system

HSIV on common sampling line from higher level for SG level measuring system

HSIV on common sampling line from lower level for SG level measuring system

HSIV on common sampling line from lower level for SG level measuring system

QUICK-ACT.VAL.IN RCP OIL INLET (YD10D01)

QUICK-ACT.VAL.IN RCP OIL INLET (YD 10D01)

QUICK-ACT.VAL.IN RCP OIL INLET (YD20D01)

QUICK-ACT. VAL.IN RCP OIL INLET (YD20D01)

QUICK-ACT.VAL.IN RCP OIL INLET (YD30D01)

QUICK-ACT.VAL.IN RCP OIL INLET (YD30D01)

QUICK-ACT.VAL.IN RCP OIL INLET (YD40D01)

QUICK-ACT.VAL.IN RCP OIL INLET (YD40D01)

HSIV on oil line to RCP

HSIV on oil line to RCP

HSIV on oil line to RCP

HSIV on oil drain line from RCP

HSIV on oil drain line from RCP

HSIV on oil drain line from RCP
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Valve
identification

1YD60S004

1YD60S005

1YD60S006

1YD60S007

1YD60S008

1YD60S009

1YP11S002

IYP12S002

Room

A328

A328

GA311

GA311

A328

A328

GA4O3

GA403

Name

HSIV on oil line to RCP

HSW on oil line to RCP

HSIV on oil line to RCP

HSIV on oil drain line from RCP

HSIV on oil drain line from RCP

HSIV on oil drain line from RCP

QUICK-ACT. VAL.IN PRESSURIZER INJECTION

QUICK-ACT.VAL.IN PRESSURIZER INJECTION

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 012

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The PSA team has provided a detailed list of air-operated containment isolation valves. Loss of
Instrument Air to these valves seems to have the same functional impacts as Spurious Containment Isolation.
Please refer to Issue JS-OO7 for a discussion of these impacts.

The supplied list of air-operated valves does not include any control valves for normally operating
systems (e.g., flow control, level control, pressure control, etc.). Many plants use air-operated valves for these
normal control functions.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

1. The PSA team should examine all normally operating systems and determine which additional functions
(if any) depend on air-operated valves. These impacts should be included in the assessment of Loss of
Instrument Air initiating events.

2. If there are no other air-operated valves at Temelin, Loss of Instrument Air should be evaluated as a
separate initiating event, consistently with the models for Spurious Containment Isolation.

3. A plant-specific analysis should be performed to determine the frequency of Loss of Instrument Air
initiating events, based on the actual system design. This analysis should carefully consider the impacts
from any installed air accumulators, expected leakage from the system, and possible recovery actions
before air pressure decreases sufficiently to cause valves to change positions. (In other words, the
analyses should not assume that accumulators maintain air pressure indefinitely. The accumulators
simply determine the available recovery time window, depending on their volume, expected equipment
demands, and normal leakage from the system.)

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

It is not possible to determine the potential significance of Loss of Instrument Air events without
additional information about the impacts from these failures.
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WRITTEN EXPLANATION TO ISSUE JS-012 GIVEN BY THE PSA TEAM

At Temelin the loss of instrument air cannot have the same functional impact as a spurious containment
isolation signal because, as stated in the support system FMEA (Failure Mode and Effects Analysis), the loss
of air will not cause valves to change position, and therefore containment isolation does not occur. The valves
maintain their current position in this case as well as in the case of loss of power supply. In addition, air
accumulators at each valve provide sufficient air for two opening and closing operations in case of loss of
instrument air. There are no air operated valves for normally operating systems at Temelin (see plant specific
FMEA). Therefore, no such valves show up in the list of air operated valves for Temelin.
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Issue No.: JS - 013
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A13, A1S, A17

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Failure of Important Service Water Trains VFIO and VF20 disables all cooling for the Intermediate
Cooling Water System TF. Trains VFIO and VF20 also provide cooling for two of the three trains of most plant
safety systems. It is noted in Section 3.1.1.6 that failure of VFIO and VF20 is included in the frequency for
the Loss of Intermediate Cooling Water initiating event.

No plant-specific analyses were performed to quantify the frequency for the Loss of TF initiating event.
Please refer to Issue JS-OO2 for other questions about the functional impacts from this initiator.

Loss of cooling from Trains VFIO and VF20 disables many other PSA components in addition to the
TF cooling loads. Therefore, the functional impacts from Loss of VFIO and VF20 are much more severe than
the impacts from Loss of TF. It is not correct to include Loss of VFIO and VF20 in the same initiating event
group with Loss of TF.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Please explain why Loss of VFIO and VF20 was not evaluated as a separate initiating event.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 013
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

SENSITIVITY OF RESULTS TO INCLUSION
OF LOSS OF TRAINS VFIO, VF20 AS AN INITIATING EVENT

Initiating Event

The event TV2 is defined as a loss of both trains of VFIO, VF20 and therefore all event tree functions
will be modelled with failure of these trains.

The frequency of the initiator chosen is 4E-3 /yr (the upper bound value in the IAEA initiator list for
loss of service water). This compares with the value used for loss of all trains of 2.4E-S /yr, and is therefore
an upper bound.

The initiator is treated as a Tl as it will lead to a rector trip.

Sequence Analysis

The information given in the attachment shows that the core damage frequency from this initiator is 1.8E-7 /yr
(about 0.4 %) compared with < 1E-9 for loss of all VF pumps. However the initiator event frequency chosen
is over 100 times higher.

Cutset Analysis

The cut set for the dominant sequence are attached.

Conclusion

The initiator will be retained in the model.
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ATTACHMENT TO ISSUE JS-013 (1)

NUPRA 2 . 2 M CEZ-ETE Page
FILE : NUL Fri Apr 28 10:34:36 1995

» F • 5.06E-005
SEQUENCES > 100.OOX GROUPED BY INITIATOR

T9

XI
X2
S2

ss
S4

T1
T4A

V

T6

T7

T10

T5A

T9A

SI

»
7

IS

TV

TS

TS8

Sum * 1.73E-005
Sum « 6.82E-006

Sum - 5.30E-006

Sum « 3.91E-006

Sum > 2.93E-006
Sum » 2.70E-006

Sum * 1.93E-006

Sum - 1.86E-006

Sum * 1.70E-006

Sum = 1.57E-006

Sum • 1.30E-006

Sum * 1.19E-006

Sum - 7.18E-007

Sum - 5.93E-007

Sum • 2.70E-007

Sum • 1.90E-007

Sum « 1.81E-007

Sum = 1.ME-007

Sum - 1.43E-010

Sum * O.OOE+000

Sum = O.OOE+000

34. IX
13.5X
10.5X
7;7X
5.8X
5.3X
3.8X
3.7X
3.4X
3.IX
2.6X
2.4X
1.4X

1.2X

0.5X
0.4X

0.4X — ^ > |

0.3X

O.OX

O.OX

O.OX
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ATTACHMENT TO ISSUE JS-013 (2)

NUPRA 2.2a*
FILE : NUL

SEQUENCES

T9S02
X1S13

X2S02
T9S14

52S04

S4S13

VS01
S5S04
S2S02 '
S5S07

X1SO4

T7S09

T1S09
TAAS09

T4AS06

T1S06

T6S05
T10S06

X2S09
S4S29
T9AS04

T6S36

T5AS04

T1S04
T1OSO5

T5AS02
T6S54

X9S10

SI SOI

T9S09

T7S06
X2S10

T10S04

X2S18

X1S03
T4AS04

T9AS02

T6S07

SSS09

T10S09

S2S03

S3S04

T5S05
S3S11 ""

— TV2S09

T5S03

— — TV2S04

S5S05

T7SO4

X1S15

1.
5.

CMF * !
Fri

CEZ-ETE Page
Apr 28 10:34:22 1995

5.O6E-0O5
> O.OOX SORTED BY FREQUENCY

33E-00S
37E-006

4.286-006

3.386-00*
2.37E-0O6

2.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1
8.
8
8.
7
6

5
5
4
4

4

3

3

3
3
2

2

2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

1
1

1

20E-006
706-006
47E-006
446-006
276-006
16E-006

01E-006

776-007

71E-007

20E-007

066-007

96E-007

226-007

14E-007

51E-007

47E-007
32E-0O7

786-007

496-007
396-007

.28E-007

.85E-007

.726-007

.706-007

.S6E-007

.47E-007

.256-007

.186-007

.17E-007

.816-007
•71E-007

.466-007

.186-007

.126-007

.106-007

9.50E-008

8
8

.706-008

.626-008
OOE-008

7
7
7
5
4
4

.686-008

T476-dO8
.196-008

.646-008

.576-008

.546-008

26.
10.

3X
6X

8.5X
6.
4.
4.
3.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

1

1.
0
0

0

0

0

0
0

7X
7X
4X
4X
9X

ex
5%
3X
OX
7X
7X
6X
4X
4X
OX
OX
9X
9X

9X

7X
7X
7X
6X

0.6X
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

.5X

.5X

.SX

.5X

.4X

.4X

.4X

.4X
0.3X
0

0

0

0

•3X
-2X
.2X
.2X

0.2X

0

0

.2X

.2X
0.2X

0

0

0

0
0

.2X

.IX

.1X

.IX
• 1X

0.1X

T9-O2
X1-0F-D3

X2-O3
T9-0F-02

S2-ACC

S4-D1-O2-CS^

V
S5-D3-01-D2
S2-02
S5-01-01

XI-02-01

T7-M-L-FB-D2-CS

T1-H-L-FB-D2-CS

T4A-H2-L-FB-02-CS

T4A-H2-L-FB

T1-H-L-FB
T6-FT-M2-L-03

T10-M-L-FB

X2-OF-D3

S4-01-FR1
T9A-O2

T6-FT-OC-U2-NO-M2-L-FB

T5A-FB

TI-M-l-03

T1D-M-L-D3-CS

T5A-D3
T6-FT-0C-AC-U2-N0

T9-01-M2

Si

T9-D1-O4

T7-H-L-FB

X2-OF-O3

T10-M-L-03
X2-O1-O4

XI-02-03
T4A-H2-L-03
T9A-D3

T6-FT-M2-L-FB

S5-O1-01-D2

T1D-M-L-FB-D2-CS

S2-D2-CS

S3-01-P2-CS

T5-L-FB
S3-D1-M2-D2-CS

TV2-M-L-FB-D2-CS

T5-L-D3

TV2-H-L-D3

S5-03-D1-D2-CS

T7-H-L-03

XI-OF-02-03
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ATTACHMENT TO ISSUE JS-013 (3)

NUPRA 2.2ax Licensed to CEZ-ETE Page 1

Fri Apr 28 10:32:14 1995

Lity • 7.682E-008

tfasic Event Dst* f i l e referenced • TEH.BED

Umber of cut sets fn equation ' * 31

Longest cut set ( f of events) » 5

Largest cutoff value used in AND steps • 2.662E-010

1 1.0367E-008 VF30S18-H0V-UM RM65-67-FCV-CC TV2
Z 1.0367E-008 VF30S18-MOV-UM RH01 FCV-CC TV2
3 1.0367E-008 VF30S18-K0V-UN RM09 FCV-CC TV2

4 1.0367E-008 VF30S18-MOV-UK RM11-23-FCV-CC TV2

5 3.7583E-009 K-1BX RM65-67-FCV-CC TV2
6 3.7583E-009 M-1BX RM01 FCV-CC TV2
7 3.7583E-009 M-1BX RH09 FCV-CC TV2

8 3.7583E-009 M-1BX RM11-23-FCV-CC TV2

9 2.7S82E-009 VF30S18-HOV-UN RL12D02-TRB-FR H-1CJ01

7V2
10 2.7582E-009 VF30S1S-MOV-UN RL12001-TRB-FR H-1CJ01

TV2
11 1.9545E-009 1EEX SEQ-LF T6-1N-2A-H0URS HEP3-XCON-USU

TV2
12 1.42WE-009 T6-1M-24-HOURS 1CX EDC-FS HEP3-XC0H-USU

TV2

13 1.0163E-009 1EEX SEQ-LF T6-IH-24-H0URS 1GK EDG-FS
TV2

U 9.9992E-010 H-1BX RL12001-TRB-FR M-1CJ01
TV2

15 9.9992E-010 M-1BX RL12002-TRB-FR H-1CJ01
TV2

16 9.0997E-010 VF30S18-HOV-UM M-1CJ03 RL12002-TRB-FR
TV2

17 9.0997E-010 VF30S18-M0V-UM H-1CJ03 RL12001-TRB-FR
TV2

18 7.4070E-010 T6-IN-24-HOURS 1GX EOC-FS 1GK EDG-FS
TV2

19 7.2815E-010 T6-IN-24-HOURS 1GX EDG-FR HEP3-XCOK-USU
TV2

20 7,TK11E-010 1EEX-—SEQ-LF T6-IM-24-HOURS VB8SS13-MOV-FC

• TV2

5.1953E-010 1EEX SEQ-LF T6-IM-24-H0URS 1GK EDG-FR
TV2

22 5.17A3E-010 TX30S04-HOV-FC RL12001-TRB-FR H-1CJ01

TV2 HEP3-E0P-VFX

23 5.1743E-010 TX30S04-MOV-FC RL12D02-TRB-FR M-1CJ01
TV2 HEP3-EOP-VFX

24 S.1316E-010 T6-IN-24-H0URS 1GX EDG-FS VB8SS13-MOV-FC
TV2

25 3.78&4E-010 T6-IM-24-H0URS 1GX EDG-FS 1GK : :—EDG-FIl
TV2
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ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMEL1N (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 013

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Loss of VF10 and VF20 will be evaluated as a separate initiating event.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

It is recommended that the final initiating event frequency for Loss of VF10 and VF20 should not be
derived from the IAEA generic database. This frequency should be quantified in the same manner as the
frequency for the Loss of VF Cooling System initiating event, based on the actual Temelin plant-specific design.
It is expected that the plant-specific initiating event frequency will be lower than the estimate from the IAEA
database.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Important for evaluation of plant-specific impacts and dependencies.

Probably not very important to the final PSA numerical results.
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Issue No.: JS - 014
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A13, A15, A17

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Section 3.1.1.7 lists several possible initiating events and the corresponding reactor protection system
trip functions.

List Questions arising out of Ms Issue

1. It is noted that the High Flux trip function applies for uncontrolled withdrawal of one rod. However,
the discussion of IAEA Category 1.17 in Section 3.1.1.2.1 indicates that this condition will not cause
an initiating event. Will uncontrolled withdrawal of one rod cause an initiating event?

2. It is noted that the RCP Motor Undervoltage trip function applies for RCP pump seizure events. If
voltage is measured at the RCP bus, the low voltage condition will not occur when the RCP circuit
breaker opens. Where is the voltage measured for this trip function?

3. It is noted that the Loss of Primary Line Subcooling Margin trip function applies for steam line break
events. A steam line break causes a cooldown and an increase in the primary system subcooling
margin. What is the correct trip function for steam line breaks?

4. It is noted that the Overtemperature at High Neutron Flux (Power Range) trip function applies for loss
of all feedwater heaters. These events reduce average feedwater temperature. Please explain how this
trip function applies for loss of feedwater heating.

5. It is noted that inadvertent operation of the limitation system is not considered as a potential initiating
event. This event is included in the general category of administrative shutdowns. What is the
maximum rate of automatic rod insertion from the limitation system? Why is this event considered to
be functionally the same as a normal controlled plant shutdown? Why is this event not included in
Initiating Event Group Tl?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 014
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

This analysis will be repeated when final information on ATWS and protection system is available from
Westinghouse.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 014

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The analysis of these potential initiating events and their corresponding reactor protection system trip
functions is not complete. This analysis will be completed when the necessary design information becomes
available.
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Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

The analysis of these potential initiating events is incomplete.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This issue is important for completeness of the examination of possible initiating events.

However, it is not expected that any of these potential initiating events will be numerically significant
contributors to risk.
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Issue No.: JS - 015
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A24

Statement of Issue or Background Info

The Loss of Offsite Power (LOSP) initiating event frequency is derived from U.S. generic data. The
initiating event frequency distribution has the following characteristics.

5th Percentite: 0.027 event / year
Median: 0.080 event / year
95th Percentile: 0.240 event / year
Mean: 0.100 event / year

The experience in the United States shows substantial plant-to-plant variability in the frequency of
LOSP events. The frequency at some plants is nearly once per year. Other plants have never lost offsite power
in almost 30 years of operation.

It is noted in Section 5.4.1.2.1.1 that the estimated frequency of LOSP events from the Balakovo and
Kalinin experience is 0.28 event / year, and the estimated frequency from the Dukovany experience is 0.11
event / year.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. There is substantial plant-to-plant variability in the U.S. experience. There is also a general belief that
the local grid at Temelin may be less reliable than the grid at an "average" U.S. site. Considering these
factors, why was the U.S. generic mean LOSP frequency assigned as the mean value for the Temelin
LOSP frequency?

2. The current LOSP initiating event frequency distribution assigns less than 5% probability that the
Balakovo and Kalinin experience may apply to Temelin. Why doesn't the LOSP initiating event
uncertainty distribution include a greater probability that this experience may apply?

3. Why isn't the Temelin LOSP initiating event frequency based on actual historical experience data from
the transmission grid in the region surrounding the site?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 015
TEMEUN (Phase 1)

1. We agree that there is a substantial plant-to-plant variability in the LOSP frequency at US sites. The
variability can often be traced to site specific factors, and the plants with the higher frequencies can
be identified as having particularly detrimental site specific factors such as the propensity for extreme
weather, location at the end of a transmission system, etc. The site at Temelin does not appear to have
any of the characteristics that would lead one to believe that the site is at the high end of the spectrum.
The team is not aware of the source of the "general belief that the local grid at Temelin may be less
reliable than the grid at the "average" US site". However, since the average US value is weighted to
the high end by the inclusion in the data of the sites with the higher frequencies, the average was
considered to be an appropriate estimate, and potentially even conservative. Furthermore, the only data
available to the team from the Czech grid was the experience of Dukovany, which supports an estimate
in the range of 0.1 /year.
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2. The Russian grid is believed to be of a lower density and lower stability than that of the Czech
Republic. Therefore the Kalinin and Balakovo experience was judged to be very much at the upper end
of the range of possible values as noted by the reviewer.

3. Unfortunately, the team was unable to identify a source of historical data on the reliability of the Czech
grid. However, recently a study has been performed by EGP in Prague, that apparently supports the
figure of 0.1/year. We have not yet had the opportunity to review this report.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 015

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The review questions and the PSA team response for this issue illustrate the importance of expert
evaluation and interpretation of the Loss of Offsite Power experience data. The responses indicate that the PSA
team is confident that the assigned uncertainty distribution provides a reasonable estimate for the frequency of
Loss of Offsite Power events at Temelin. It is very unfortunate that the PSA team was not able to obtain actual
historical experience data from the transmission grid in the region surrounding the site.

Extension of the uncertainty distribution to include a higher probability that the Balakovo and Kalinin
experience might apply at Temelin will not make a very large numerical difference in the estimated mean
frequency for Loss of Offsite Power. Therefore, it is concluded that the estimated frequency is a reasonable
compromise, based on the lack of actual relevant experience data.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

The unreviewed study from EGP may contain relevant data to support the current estimated initiating
event frequency. However, if the estimates in this study are not based on clearly documented data from actual
power failures, it is recommended that the PSA team should continue their efforts to obtain actual experience
data from the Czech grid in the region surrounding the site.

In the absence of any better data, the current estimate is a reasonable compromise.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Small changes in the Loss of Offsite Power initiating event frequency will not have a significant impact
on the PSA results.
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Issue No.: JS - 016
ISSUE UST - TEMEUN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A24

Statement of Issue or Background Info

The T5 Transient initiating event frequency is derived from generic data for a Medium LOCA. This
frequency presumes that all TS transients are caused only by pipe ruptures. However, it is possible that
malfunctions in the feedwater flow control circuits, the steam generator level control circuits, or the feedwater
isolation logic may cause spurious signals that disable Main Feedwater (MFW) and Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW).
These events may occur more frequently than pipe ruptures, and they should be included in the initiating event
frequency for Transient TS.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

How does the TS Transient initiating event frequency account for spurious control signals and spurious
isolation signals that disable MFW and AFW?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 016
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

The T5 initiating event was intended to capture failure of both MFW and AFW. The flow paths for
the AFW system can be controlled manually, independently of the MFW system. Therefore, the failure
mechanisms identified would require not only malfunctions in control systems, but also failures of the operators
to control the AFW system. Thus what is included in TS are events resulting from causes for which the
operators would not be able to maintain AFW flow. It is in this sense that the frequency for the TS category
is assessed to be reasonable.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 016

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The PSA team response indicates that control system malfunctions have not been included in the
frequency of TS Transients because the operators can manually control AFW after the automatic controls fail.
Therefore, the PSA team response implies that control system malfunctions should be included in the frequency
of T4 Transients.

Unfortunately, the PSA models for the AFW system do not require that the operators must manually
control AFW flow. Operator recovery actions are included in the AFW model only after independent failures
of automatic control signals. These signal failures are quantified independently from the T4 Transient
Therefore, if control system malfunctions are included in the T4 Transient initiating event group, the PSA
models will provide an optimistic estimate for AFW availability after these events.

If the automatic control systems malfunction, the PSA team has noted that the operators must control
AFW manually to prevent combined loss of MFW and AFW. This requirement for manual control is not
included in the PSA analyses for any of the current transient initiating events.
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Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

It is recommended that the PSA team should account for the impacts from control system malfunctions
by either of the following methods.

Include the frequency of control system malfunctions in the T5 Transient initiating event group. This
will provide results that are conservative because the PSA models for TS Transients do not include the
possibility for AFW recovery actions.

Develop a separate initiating event to account for control system malfunctions. Revise the success
criteria and models for the AFW system to require that the operators must control AFW manually
during these events.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This issue is important for correct treatment of plant-specific impacts and dependencies.

It is not likely that these events will result in a very large increase in the current core damage
frequency, even if they are assigned to the TS Transient initiating event group.
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Issue No.: JS - 017
ISSUE LIST - TEMEUN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A24

Statement of Issue or Background Info

The Balakovo and Kalinin experience for IAEA initiating event Category 8.4 (Small LOCA) is 0.20
event / year. All of these events are assigned to Category 8.4.1 (Small RCS Leakage).

The Temelin S4 LOCA (Small LOCA) initiating event mean frequency is 0.011 event / year. This
frequency is derived from the Ringhals 2 PSA database. The Temelin S5 LOCA (Very Small LOCA) initiating
event mean frequency is 0.075 event / year. This frequency is derived from NUREG/CR-3862. The sum of the
S4 LOCA and SS LOCA frequencies is 0.086 event / year. This frequency is approximately 2.3 times lower
than the total Small LOCA frequency from Balakovo and Kalinin.

List Questions arising out of Ms Issue

1. Why is the total frequency for S4 LOCAs and SS LOCAs significantly lower than the total frequency
of Small LOCAs from the Balakovo and Kalinin experience?

2. Are the events in IAEA Category 8.4.1 large enough to require automatic safeguards actuation? In
other words, do the events in IAEA Category 8.4.1 apply to Temelin PSA initiating event category S4
LOCA or S5 LOCA?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 017
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. One of the major problems with the use of the data sources at the disposal of the team was interpreting
what was in those sources, many of which were tables of numbers with no explanation of how those
numbers were obtained. This was the case with the Balakovo and Kalinin data. The use of the Kalinin
and Balakovo was tempered in the case of LOCAs by the evidence from PRIS, which does not support
as high a value for small LOCA frequency as would the B+K data taken at its face value. Given this
evidence it was decided to adopt an intermediate value between the estimate from the B+K data and
that from ASEP. Although it is not stated in the report, the value chosen for the SS category is higher
than the highest value quoted in IAEA-TECDOC-719.

2. Our understanding of the 8.4.1 category is that it applies to SS, i.e., it does not require automatic
safeguards injection.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 017

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

It is certainly true that IAEA initiating event Categories 8.4 and 8.4.1 are not defined very precisely.
It is also true that it is not possible to easily determine what criteria were used to assign the Balakovo and
Kalinin events to Category 8.4.1. However, this problem is inherent in virtually all generic databases, including
those cited in the PSA team response.

It is not known why the PSA team decided to use the Balakovo and Kalinin experience directly foT
some initiating events (e.g., T2 Transients and T7 Transients) but were reluctant to use this experience for S4
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LOCAs and S5 LOCAs. The method that was used to estimate these LOCA frequencies seems to be a departure
from the general rules that are summarized in report Section 5.4.1.2.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

It is recommended that the total frequency of S4 LOCAs and S5 LOCAs should be derived from the
Balakovo and Kalinin experience. Other generic data sources may be used to apportion this frequency between
the S4 and S5 categories, but the total frequency should be consistent with the observed experience from similar
plants.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This issue is important for consistency in assessment of the initiating event frequencies. If most of the
total frequency is assigned to the S5 LOCA category, it is not expected that the revised analyses will result in
a significant increase in the core damage frequency.
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Issue No.: JS - 018
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: AI3, A17, A24

Statement of Issue or Background Info

The T6 Transient initiating event category accounts for Loss of Offsite Power initiating events. These
events disable all 400kV and HOkV offsite power supplies. The PSA team noted that all plant loads are
normally powered from the main generator. If the main generator trips, the loads are supplied from the 400kV
grid. Loss of 400kV power during plant operation initiates a runback from loss of generator load.

Based on these observations, it seems that two different types of initiating events should be evaluated
for offsite power failures:

Loss of only 400kV offsite power
Loss of 400kV and 1 lOkV offsite power

Each of these conditions should have a different initiating event frequency and a different mean duration
for offsite power recovery.

List Questions vising out of this Issue

How does the PSA account for the initiating event frequency, system impacts, and recovery models
for a loss of 400kV offsite power?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 018
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. Initiating event frequencies for loss of (400 KV. Loss of 100 KV) is in T3 (see Issue JS - 009.
Initiating event frequency for loss of (400 KV. Loss of 100 KV) is the T6 initiating event frequency.

2. Treatment of 400 KV loss as a single power supply initiator is discussed in Issue JS - 009.
3. Treatment of total loss of offsite power (and recovery) is modelled in the T6 event tree. The

dependency of systems on each of the safety and non safety buses is included in each function model.
The dependency of each bus on supplies from offsite, onsite and diesel generators is included in each
function model.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 018

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Issue JS-009 discusses separate treatment of individual electric power failure initiating events.
Therefore, resolution of the models for Loss of 400kV Offsite Power is covered under that issue.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolution of the models for Loss of 400kV Offsite Power is covered under Issue JS-009.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Important for correct treatment of plant-specific impacts and dependencies.
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Issue No.: JS - 019
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A13, A17, A24

Statement of Issue or Background Info

The Interfacing Systems LOCA (ISLOCA) initiating event analysis considers the following three
potential ISLOCA pathways:

Reactor Coolant Pump cooling system ruptures
Low Pressure Injection / RHR System injection lines (TQ12/22/32)
Low Pressure Injection / RHR System letdown lines (TQ40)

Some PSAs have included two other pathways in the general category of ISLOCA events.

High Pressure Injection System injection lines (TQ13/23/33)
Loss of all normal charging flow (TK40) and failure to isolate letdown flow (TKOO)

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. What is the design pressure rating for the High Pressure Injection System piping outside the
containment?

2. Does the High Pressure Injection System piping contain any relief valves with setpoints that are lower
than 15.7 MPa?

3. How does the PSA account for possible ISLOCAs that are caused by loss of all normal charging flow
and failure to isolate letdown flow?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 019
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. The pipeline section (designator TQ13, 23, 33Z07) from HPI pump to the containment wall, including
one check valve, drain line, flowmeter, and orifice, has a design operating pressure of 13.3 MPa and
a testing pressure of 18.4 MPa.

2. No relief valves are on the HPI pipelines.

3. The RCS letdown line is equipped with two flow control trains TK871, TK82, each with one stop
MOV TK81, 82 SOI and one flow control valve TK81, 82 S02. The control valves are manufactured
by BABCOCK-WILCOX and are fitted with system of orifices that reduce full RCS pressure of 15.7
MPa to about 1.6 MPa that is required for RCS coolant purification system (TE). After the flow
control trains there are three independent pneumatic isolation valves TK80S01, S02, S03 each of which
receives a totally independent containment isolation signal. Each isolation valve is driven by HP air
contained in air tank at the valve so that loss of HP instrument air cannot cause failure to isolate.
Therefore, ISLOCA through charging system could be caused by concurrent loss of normal charging
flow, failure of three independent pneumatic isolation valves to close and failure of one out of two stop
valves TK81, 82 SOI to close. All above valves can be closed manually by the operator from the main
control room.

Because of very long time for recovery, the likelihood of this occurring was considered to be low
enough not to contribute significantly to core damage frequency.
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References: HPI Final Design Documentation: Dopracovani SOV PP/t, PS 23, DPS 1.23A, Havarijni
systemy mimo ochrannou obalku, potrubi vysokeho tlaku, III. etapa; KSB 12/1989, Doc. No.
4-17-121-0353, page I.

TK system P&ID, consultation with TK system engineer.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMEL1N (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 019

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Based on the PSA team response, it is reasonable to exclude the HPI injection lines from the ISLOCA
analyses.

The PSA team response also provides reasonable justification for omission of possible ISLOCA events
that are caused by loss of all normal charging flow and failure to isolate the letdown line. Detailed analyses of
similar letdown line configurations that include multiple pneumatic isolation valves have concluded that the
likelihood of continued releases outside the containment is extremely low. (This is not necessarily true for plants
that have only motor-operated isolation valves in locations that are not readily accessible.)

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This issue is resolved.
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Issue No.: JS - 020
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase I) PSA Area No.: A24

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Each Low Pressure Injection line contains two series motor-operated valves in a bypass line around
each check valve. (For example, valves TQ22S20 and TQ22S21 are located in the bypass line around check
valve TQ22S19.) The Interfacing Systems LOCA (ISLOCA) initiating event analysis accounts for failures of
each check valve. However, the bypass lines are not included in the ISLOCA analysis.

list Questions arising out of this Issue

1. What is the size of each bypass line?

2. How is the position of each motor-operated bypass valve verified during plant power operation?

3. Why were the bypass lines excluded from the ISLOCA analyses?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 020
TEMELIN (Phase I)

1. The bypass lines are 18 or IS mm. lines.

2. We do not have information on this, although we believe that all MOVs on safety related systems will
have indication in the control room.

3. The bypass lines were excluded because of the size of the lines and also because creating a path
through the valves would require two failures, which could be combinations of stuck open, rupture,
and inadvertently left open. It was judged that a sudden leak through the two valves across the pressure
retaining check valve would not produce the shock postulated for the second check valve, and that for
this case the conditional probability of failure would be much lower than 0.1. Based on such semi-
quantitative arguments we believe we have captured the most significant contributions to ISLOCA.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 020

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The bypass lines were excluded from the ISLOCA analyses, based on a combination of qualitative and
"semi-quantitative" evaluations. However, the total frequency of ISLOCA initiating events is quite small.
Therefore, it is very difficult to estimate the potential importance of the bypass flow paths without a more
careful evaluation of the possible contributing causes and failure modes.

The bypass lines are rather small, but they are large enough to cause a significant loss of coolant if the
downstream piping fails. The size of the line does not affect the initiating event frequency. It determines the
amount of time that is available for possible recovery actions after the failure occurs. It seems likely that it is
easier to recover from the impacts of these bypass valve failures, compared with catastrophic ruptures of
multiple check valves in the main lines. However, the total ISLOCA frequency through the bypass lines may
also by much higher than the estimated frequency for check valve ruptures. This is especially true if indication
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lights are the only available method to check the bypass valve positions and if no other tests are performed to
functionally verify the status of each valve.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

It is recommended that the PSA team should perform a simplified quantitative analysis to demonstrate
their assertion that the ISLOCA frequency is completely dominated by the failures that are included in the
current model.

Short Description of Importance, Priority01'implications o/thelsme *

Important for completeness of the ISLOCA analyses.

This issue is not likely to be very important for the final PSA results. Even if the frequency of
ISLOCA events through the bypass lines is higher than expected, it is likely that a reasonable model for possible
mitigation and recovery actions will show that these failures are not important contributors to risk.
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Issue No.: JS - 021
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A24

Statement of Issue or Background Info

The Interfacing Systems LOCA (ISLOCA) initiating event analysis for the Low Pressure Injection
System injection lines includes full credit for pressure instruments that are installed between the check valves.
It is noted that these instruments will detect leakage through each upstream check valve.

The ISLOCA initiating event analysis for the Low Pressure Injection / RHR System letdown lines
includes full credit for a drain line that is installed upstream from valves TQ40S03 and TQ40S04. It is noted
that this drain line will detect leakage through upstream valves TQ40S01, TQ40S02, and TQ40S05.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. Do the injection line pressure instruments provide alarms in the Main Control Room? How are the
operators alerted to high pressure between the check valves? What Emergency Operating Procedures
apply if high pressure is detected?

2. How is the status of valve TQ40S06 verified during plant power operation? What alarms are provided
in the Main Control Room from the drain line or the drain tank? What Emergency Operating
Procedures apply if drain flow or high level in the drain tank is detected?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 021
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

The information requested in this issue is not yet available. The analysis was performed under the
assumption that there would be, as expected, alarmsjind corresponding alarm response procedures. These
assumptions could be relaxed to perform sensitivity studies to demonstrate the significance of having such
guidance for the operators. The documentation should stress these assumptions more clearly.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 021

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The ISLOCA analysis is based on the assumption that alarms will be available in the Main Control
Room from all identified pressure instruments and drain lines. It has also been assumed that the Emergency
Operating Procedures will provide appropriate guidance for response to these alarms. The current analyses may
be quite optimistic if these assumptions are not valid.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

The ISLOCA analyses will not be complete until the final design information and Emergency Operating
Procedures become available.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

The ISLOCA initiating event frequency may be substantially higher if the assumptions about these
alarms are not valid. This could result in a measurable increase in core damage frequency, based on the current
models for ISLOCA events.
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Issue No.: JS - 022
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A24

Statement of Issue or Background Info

The Interfacing Systems LOCA (ISLOCA) initiating event analyses for the Low Pressure Injection
System injection lines are based on the same functional valve configuration for each line. However, the actual
valve configurations are different.

Path from YA10 cold leg to Pump TQ12 discharge:
TQ12S09 - TQ12S08 - TQ12S06 (no) - TQ12S04 (nc) - LP Piping

Path from Accumulator 14 cold leg to Pump TQ22 discharge:
YT14S04 - TQ22S07 - TQ22S06 (no) - TQ22S19 - TQ12S04 (nc) - LP Piping

Each injection line from Trains TQ22 and TQ32 includes one additional check valve in the piping from
the accumulator to the reactor coolant system. It does not seem that the ISLOCA analyses have accounted for
the accumulator check valves.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Why were the accumulator check valves omitted from the ISLOCA analyses for Low Pressure Injection
Trains TQ22 and TQ32 injection lines?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 022
TEMELIN (Phase I)

The reviewer is correct in noting that the accumulator check valves were omitted for the LPI trains
TQ22 and 32. This omission will be corrected and should result in a reduction in the ISLOCA frequency.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 022

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The accumulator check valves will be added to the ISLOCA models.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved. The accumulator check valves will be added to the ISLOCA models.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Addition of the check valves will result in a small reduction in the ISLOCA initiating event frequency.
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Issue No.: JS - 023
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A24

Statement of Issue or Background Info

The Interfacing Systems LOCA (ISLOCA) initiating event analyses for the Low Pressure Injection
System / RHR letdown lines include only one flow path through valve TQ41S05. In fact, there are three
separate flow paths through valves TQ41S05, TQ42S05, and TQ43S05.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Why were the flow paths through valves TQ42S05 and TQ43S05 omitted from the ISLOCA analyses?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 023
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

This was a slip. In fact, the text in Appendix C correctly identified the three contributions. This will
be corrected in a revision of the analysis and will result in an increase of the frequency.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 023

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The additional lines will be added to the ISLOCA models.

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved. The additional lines will be added to the ISLOCA models.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
Addition of these lines will result in a moderate increase in the ISLOCA initiating event frequency.
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Issue No.: JS - 024
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A24, A25a

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Section C.3.1.1 of the Interfacing Systems LOCA (ISLOCA) initiating event analysis notes that the
"excessive leakage (gross reverse leak)" and "disk rupture" failure modes are combined into a composite "disk
rupture" failure mode that is used for the Temelin ISLOCA analyses (i.e., failure mode "R"). Therefore, the
frequency of failure mode "R" should include the combined frequency for "excessive leakage" and "disk
rupture" events.

The ISLOCA models and the data analysis for failure mode "R" are based only on catastrophic "disk
rupture" events. The models and data do not account for "excessive leakage" events. The frequency for failure
mode "R" is derived from the following distribution:

5th Percentile: 2.70E-07 event / year
Median: 2.65E-06 event / year
95th Percentile: 2.60E-05 event / year
Mean: 6.95E-06 event / year

The upper bound of this uncertainty distribution is derived from the French data for "Valve rupture
or serious leakage (MOV, AOV, manual)". The lower bound is based on the mean frequency for Reactor Vessel
Rupture initiating events.

The mean frequency for failure mode "R" is approximately 71 times smaller than the Large LOCA
initiating event frequency.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. Why do the ISLOCA initiating event frequency analyses omit consideration of the "excessive leakage"
failure mode?

2. Please explain how the frequency distribution for failure mode "R" is consistent with the initiating
event frequency estimates for Large LOCAs and Medium LOCAs.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 024
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. As we are sure the reviewer knows, the data in the area of valve rupture/gross leakage is extremely
sparse, and is subject to alternative interpretations. We have adopted one model of how failures occur.
The reviewer has another. The excessive leakage failure mode was not omitted from consideration. It
would be better to describe our treatment of it as follows. If the gross leakage were to result in an
unrevealed failure state of the valve, it is considered to be included in the SO failure mode
contribution. This is reasonable because data for this failure mode is collated on a failure mode basis,
not on the basis of cause. In the case that a leak could be detected as it developed, e.g., by temperature
or pressure signals, the development of the leak would have to be extremely rapid if no action could
be taken by the operators to terminate the leak, by shutting down the plant, for example. Such a rapidly
developing leak is surely equivalent to a rupture. In addition, we did not consider that we could see
a mechanism for a rapidly developing leak. There really should be no flow unless the downstream
valves were leaking through. Furthermore, the model we use for the failure of the downstream valves,
i.e., a shock model, is less appropriate for a slowly developing leak. Consequently we believe we have
identified the most significant contributions.
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2. The LOCA frequency is For the plant as a whole. The R event is applicable to a single valve, of which
there are many more than one per plant. While it is not clear how many valves should be postulated
to be in the appropriate population, it is certainly more than 10 per plant, so that the "discrepancy"
between the LOCA frequency and the rupture rate is not as great as at first sight. We suggest that the
evidence upon which the valve rupture rate is based is somewhat stronger than that for the larger
LOCAs because of the larger population of valves compared with that of reactor vessels. The LOCA
frequencies are more in the nature of consensus, almost folklore values, based on poor statistics, but
very little analysis. The "true" values may well be much lower. Therefore the fact that there is an
apparent inconsistency should not be a major concern.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase I) Issue No.: JS - 024

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

1. The PSA team's response correctly identifies this issue as a matter of interpretation of the relevant
failure modes and supporting data for the ISLOCA analyses. It is the reviewer's experience that most
ISLOCA analyses have included "excessive leakage" as a contribution with an estimated failure rate
that is considerably higher than the frequency of failure mode "R".

It is certainly reasonable to use the consequential shock model for failures of downstream valves only
after catastrophic rupture of an upstream valve. These types of cascaded shocks are extremely unlikely
for "excessive leakage" failure events. However, it is not evident why the current analyses (i.e., the
combination of a low frequency for failure mode "R" with a relatively high frequency for cascaded
shock failure mode "DR") truly bound the total frequency for ISLOCA events.

Consider the following example calculations.

ISLOCA, = R * (DR + R + L + SO) * (DR + R + L + SO)

ISLOCA2 = L * (R + L + SO) * (R + L + SO)

Variable L accounts for the "excessive leakage" failure mode. Variables R, DR, and SO are the same
as those used in the current ISLOCA analyses. The PSA team's assertion is correct only if the product
R*DR*DR is much larger than the total value for ISLOCAj.

2. The PSA team's explanation for the difference between the frequency of failure mode "R" and the
LOCA initiating event frequencies is reasonable. Although it is possible to challenge the bases for the
upper and lower bounds of the uncertainty distribution for "R", this is also a matter of personal
interpretation. The reviewer concurs with the team's assertion that there is substantially more
quantitative and qualitative evidence to support a lower frequency for "R" than for Large or Medium
LOCA events.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

It is recommended that the PSA team should clarify the reasons for omission of the "excessive leakage"
failure mode with a better discussion in the report documentation and simple quantitative examples.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This issue is important for consistent quantification of the Temelin ISLOCA initiating event frequency,
compared with methods and data that have been used in many other PSAs.
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TssueNo.:JS-025
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A24

Statement of Issue or Background Info

The Interfacing Systems LOCA (ISLOCA) initiating event analyses treat all "dependent rupture"
failures (i.e., failure mode "DR") as conditionally independent events. For example, the failure equation for
a triple rupture in Section C.4.3 includes the following term:

R * DR * DR

If the second valve fails from a high pressure "shock", this failure may be caused by a fundamental
design defect that pertains to all valves in the system. Therefore, the conditional likelihood for failure of the
third valve, after failure of the second valve, may be much higher than the "dependent rupture" value of 0.10
that is used for failure mode DR. In other words, failure mode DR accounts for the conditional likelihood that
a valve may fail from a cascaded "shock". However, if one valve fails from this cause, failure of all other
valves from the same cause may be completely correlated.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Please explain why successive occurrences of failure mode DR are modeled as conditionally
independent events.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 025
TEMELIN (Phase I)

The observation about the possible correlation of the dependent rupture modes of the downstream
valves is of course correct. However, it can be argued that the correlation is most likely the strongest for valves
of the same design, and under the same shock profile. In the case of the injection lines, the two valves
downstream of the ruptured valve are of different types, i.e., an MOV and a check valve. It would be extremely
conservative to assume a correlated dependent failure probability for these two valves.

For the valves on the suction path, the situation is not so clear as all valves on this path are MOVs,
and may or may not be of the same type, size, etc.. However, the argument we have used in justifying treating
the consequential failure probabilities as independent is that the valves would not see the same shock because
of the branching of the lines after the second MOV.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 025

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

The PSA team's explanation and bases for the conditionally independent models are very reasonable,
issue resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This issue is resolved.
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Issue No.: JS - 026
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase I) PSA Area No.: A24, A26

Statement of Issue or Background Info

The Interfacing Systems LOCA (ISLOCA) initiating event analyses include credit for operator actions
to manually isolate a break in the Low Pressure Injection System injection lines before the containment sump
is drained. A human error rate of 0.10 error / event is used for this recovery action (i.e., variable HEP).

The model for recovery action HEP does not include possible failures of the motor-operated isolation
valve.

This recovery action is applied for the initiating event frequency analysis of each injection line.
However, the recovery action does not actually prevent the ISLOCA initiating event. It simply accounts for
isolation of the ISLOCA flow path before the containment sump is drained and all recirculation trains are
disabled. This analysis implicitly assumes that sufficient injection flow will always be available to keep the core
covered until the sump is drained through the break. Application of this recovery action to the ISLOCA
initiating event frequency eliminates possible core damage contributions from breaks in the injection lines with
subsequent failures of the unaffected low pressure injection systems. The current core damage frequency for
these injection line breaks includes the following contribution:

Core damage = ISLOCA * (Injection Success) * (Failure to Isolate, HEP)

It does not include the following contribution.

Core damage = ISLOCA * (Injection Failure)

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. How much time is available for recovery action HEP during the most limiting injection line break?

2. Where are the injection line isolation valves located?

3. Are the valve motor operators designed to close the valves under these pressure and flow conditions?
Will the valve motors trip from high torque or high current?

4. Please explain why the ISLOCA models do not include core damage contributions from injection line
breaks with subsequent failure of injection flow from the two remaining low pressure injection trains.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 026
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

In this analysis the initiating event is treated as leading directly to core damage as the leak is non-
isolable. Your observations about the recovery action are correct; it does not prevent the LOCA but it does
terminate the accident.

1. We do not have a detailed analysis that supports an estimate of the time, but it is on the order of an
hour.

2. The isolation valves are inside containment.

3. We do not have the final design parameters.
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4. The contribution from this scenario would have a much smaller conditional probability compared with
the . 1 conditional probability associated with the HEP.

In fact, not taking credit for the isolation would increase the core damage frequency by only 3.8E-O7.
If we were to take into account the check valve in the accumulator line, this contribution would be an order of
magnitude lower.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 026

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Detailed analyses at some plants have identified design problems that prevent motor-operated valves
from operating properly under conditions of high differential pressure or high flow. The PSA team response
notes that final design information is not available for the injection line isolation valves. Therefore, it is not
known whether it is possible to close these valves under the estimated ISLOCA flow conditions. Since these
valves are located inside the containment, there may be substantial reluctance to dispatch plant personnel to close
them locally.

The PSA team response correctly notes that inclusion of the accumulator check valves will reduce the
frequency of ISLOCA events through the TQ22 and TQ32 injection lines. (Refer to Issue JS-022.)

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

It is recommended that the ISLOCA analysis should be revised to include the accumulator check valves
and to exclude operator action HEP. This recovery action should be included in the analysis only if adequate
design information is available to confirm that the motor-operated valves will actually close under the ISLOCA
flow conditions. This information should confirm that the valve motors are sized properly for these conditions
and that the motor torque and overcurrent trip setpoints will not trip the valve circuit breaker prematurely.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Addition of the accumulator check valves and elimination of recovery action HEP will result in a
moderate increase in the ISLOCA initiating event frequency.
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Issue No.: JS - 027
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A17, A34

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Section 3.1.1.8 indicates that the TS Transient initiating event group includes the following category:

3.8 Loss of all condenser cooling water pumps

Section 3.1.1.3 assigns this event category to the T4 Transient initiating event group. It seems to apply
for T4 Transients.

Section 3.1.1.8 indicates that the T8 Transient initiating event group includes the following category:

10.2.1 Multiple steam generator tube rupture

Section 3.1.1.3 assigns this event category to the T9 Transient initiating event group. It seems to apply
for T9 Transients.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Which final initiating event groups include event categories 3.8 and 10.2.1?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 027
TEMELIN (Phase I)

There is a mistake in the section 3.1.1.8, final initiating event grouping table. The IE 3.8 - Loss of
all condenser cooling water pumps applies to T4 IE group and IE 10.2.1 - Multiple steam generator tube rupture
applies to T9 group as described correctly in the section 3.1.1.3.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 027

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

IAEA Category 3.8 should be included in the T4 Transient initiating event group, and Category 10.2.1
should be included in the T9 Transient initiating event group.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Consistency of documentation for initiating event groups.
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issue No.: JS - 028
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase I) PSA Area No.: A13, A16, A17

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Section 3.1.2.1 notes that reactor coolant pump seal failures are included in the S5 LOCA (Very Small
LOCA) initiating event group.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

What is the basis for this assumption? Why are seal LOCAs not included in the S4 LOCA (Small
LOCA) initiating event group?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 028
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

The reactor coolant pump seal failures is included in S5 LOCA (Very Small LOCA) category due to
the size of leak 20 mm, which can be compensated by normal RCS charging system (TK) without ECCS
actuation and high head injection.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 028

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The reviewer is not familiar with specific design details and characteristics of the Temelin RCP seals.
Seal failure analyses for RCPs that are manufactured by Westinghouse and German manufacturer KSB have
predicted substantially higher LOCA flow rates than an equivalent 20 mm break. However, based on their
response, it is assumed that the PSA team has been supplied with adequate design information and analyses to
confirm a limiting seal LOCA flow rate in the S5 LOCA category.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

This issue is resolved if the PSA team has adequate information to confirm the estimated LOCA flow
rate.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

The importance of RCP seal LOCAs could be much higher than estimated in the current PSA models
if the flow rate is actually in the S4 LOCA category.
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Issue No.: JS - 029
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A15, A20

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Section 3.1.2.1 notes that reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure will "gradually decrease to the point
which LHI pumps can inject into the primary system" after initiation of feed and bleed cooling. Feed and bleed
cooling will fill the pressurizer full of water. After the pressurizer is filled, RCS pressure will be determined
by the flow characteristics of the high pressure injection pumps and the size of the pressurizer PORV. Pressure
will remain essentially constant while RCS temperature falls. The operators must take positive actions to reduce
RCS pressure for low pressure injection or RHR system operation.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. What is the basis for the assumption that RCS pressure will decrease during feed and bleed cooling?
2. How do the Emergency Operating Procedures instruct the operators to reduce RCS pressure during a

feed and bleed cooldown?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 029
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. The saturation pressure is continuously falling. Reduction of flow from the high head pump to match
the flow capacity of the PORV will reduce pressure to saturation condition immediately (water being
incompressible).

2. No procedures are yet available covering this process.
3. Ultimately, the accumulators can be used to maintain system pressure or a bubble in the pressurizer.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 029

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The PSA team response confirms the point of this comment. After feed and bleed cooling has reduced
RCS temperature below the saturation value for RHR initiation, the operators must manually reduce HPI flow
before RCS pressure will fall.

The analyses of operator actions to start and align RHR cooling after successful feed and bleed should
account for the plant-specific procedural guidance to reduce RCS pressure. Analyses of other plants have
identified this guidance as a relatively weak point in the generic Westinghouse Emergency Response Guidelines.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

The documentation in Section 3.1.2.1 should be revised to clarify the need for operator action to reduce
RCS pressure.

The analyses for operator actions to start and align RHR after successful feed and bleed cooling should
be reexamined after the final procedures are available. (Of course, this general recommendation applies to all
of the post-initiator operator actions in the PSA. This issue simply highlights a particular concern that has been
identified at other plants.)
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Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

It can be reasonably expected that the final procedures will provide adequate guidance for these actions.
Therefore, it is not expected that this issue will have an important impact of the final PSA results.
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Issue No.: JS - 030
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A16, A22

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Table 3.1.2-1 indicates that any S2 LOCA in loop YA10 will functionally disable two accumulators
and Low Pressure Injection (LPI) Train TQ12. It is assumed that all other S2 LOCAs will disable only two
accumulators.

Please consider a possible S2 LOCA in loop YA20 hot leg. It is assumed that accumulators YTl 1 and
YT13 are functionally disabled because they feed the break. However, it is also assumed that LPI Trains TQ22
and TQ32 can each provide successful injection through their connections to accumulators YT12 and YT14.

During this event, pressure at the discharge side of check valves TQ22S11 and TQ32S11 will be lower
than pressure at the discharge side of check valves TQ22S07 and TQ32S07. Therefore, valves TQ22S11 and
TQ32S11 may open, and valves TQ22S07 and TQ32S07 may remain closed.

Each LPI injection line contains a flow orifice. These orifices must be sized correctly to ensure that
full LPI flow will be directed through the unaffected injection line (e.g., through valves TQ22S07 and
TQ32S07). Otherwise, the PSA success criteria may not be valid for these S2 LOCAs. (For example, the
success criteria may require injection flow from both Trains TQ22 and TQ32 for any S2 LOCA in loop YA20,
YA30, or YA40.)

List Questions arising out of this Issue

What is the basis for the assumption that LPI Train TQ22 and LPI Train TQ32 can each provide full
injection flow for all S2 LOCAs? In particular, what analyses are available to confirm the fact that full LPI
flow will be available from each train during the S2 LOCA example in this issue? What is the expected injection
flow distribution through valves TQ22S11, TQ32S11, TQ22S07, and TQ32S07?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 030
TEMELIN (Phase I)

1. The assumption is not made that the train can provide full injection flow. The assumption is made (and
confirmed by the Westinghouse analysis) that the train provides sufficient injection flow if the break
is on either the hot leg or the cold leg. The success criteria is currently based on the analysis being
performed by Westinghouse for the new core which is being fitted.

2. Sufficient water to reflood the core. Note the assumption that water is lost is based on the long term
requirement. Water from BOTH injection paths enters the upper or lower plenum for ANY hot or cold
leg break and will therefore reflood the core in the initial phase. In the long term when the situation
is stabilized the pressure difference between upper and lower plenum will be small which is presumably
why Westinghouse analysis shows that one LPI train providing water flow is sufficient.The
accumulators are isolated before the blow down phase is completed, so that by the time low pressure
injection starts the pressure difference between the upper and lower plenum is small resulting in
virtually equal flow between each path.

To assume loss of one injection path (upper or lower plenum) would be a conservative bounding
analysis.

3. Further T/H analysis will be performed.
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ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 030

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The current PSA success criteria seem reasonable, according to the available Westinghouse analyses.
However, the PSA team has noted that additional analyses are being performed to confirm these success criteria.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

This issue is resolved, pending receipt of the final thermal/hydraulic analyses to confirm the current
success criteria.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

The Large LOCA contribution to core damage would not be significant, even if a conservatively
bounding model were used for injection from Trains TQ22 and TQ32.
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Issue No.: JS - 031
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19, A22

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Section 3.1.3.3 notes that "plant transients which result in total loss of the grid following generator trip
are within the boundary of event T6".

The initiating event frequency data for T6 Transients are derived from U.S. generic experience for Loss
of Offsite Power (LOSP) initiating events. These events do not include offsite power failures that occur as a
consequence of a unit trip from an unrelated cause. For example, if the Temelin plant is supplying a relatively
large fraction of the regional connected load, the trip of one 1000 MWe generating unit may result in sufficient
localized grid instabilities to cause an interruption in the offsite power supplies (e.g., loss of 400kV power, or
combined loss of 400kV and HOkV power). These types of transient-induced LOSP events have occurred in
the U.S., but they are not generally included in the database for LOSP initiating events.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. How was the availability of the 400kV and 1 lOkV offsite power supplies modeled after initiating events
other than T6 Transients?

2. How do the electric power system models account for the fact that a unit trip may result in sufficient
localized grid instabilities to cause loss of one or both offsite power supplies? In other words, how do
the PSA models account for the conditional likelihood of transient-induced LOSP events?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 031
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. A single basic event (T6-IN-24-HOURS = 2.74E-04) was included to model the continued availability
of the offsite power supply to the unit following a unit trip (fault tree file EP-LOSP-, Page SW05, Row
4, Column 3). The event was developed to be consistent with the T6 definition that a loss of offsite
power was defined as the loss of both the 400 kV and 110 kV systems. The failure rate used for this
basic event was derived from the loss of offsite power initiating event frequency for a 24 hour period,
A house event is used to fail this supply for T6 initiators.

2. The model has the event T6-IN-24-HOURS which can be used to model the consequential loss of
offsite power. The value associated with this event is the loss of offsite power from random failures
in the 24 hours following the initiating event. As such, it does not address the loss of the grid from
instability. This is clearly a plant specific issue, and we would assume that it is only for plants on
essentially unstable grids for which this is a significant likelihood. As we have stated previously, we
have no reason to believe that the grid in the region of Temelin is particularly unstable.

It is a matter of interpretation as to whether the generic LOSP frequency contains contributions from
consequential events. We have interpreted the data as containing such events, but it is reasonable that
we revisit this by reviewing the report from which we obtained the estimate. The impact of the event
on core damage frequency of increasing the probability of this event will not be great however for the
following reasons:

The Fussell-Vesely importance of this event at its current value is less than .01. Therefore,
increasing its probability to .01, for example, would increase CDF by about 26%.
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In the current modeling of this event, no recovery of offsite power has been incorporated. In
the case of a loss of grid, the probability of recovery should be higher than that for the
generic recovery curve, which applies to losses of power from all causes.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase I) Issue No.: JS - 031

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The current model does not include any distinct contribution from transient-induced losses of offsite
power.

This is admittedly a very difficult issue to quantify. The likelihood that offsite power may be lost as
a direct consequence of electrical instabilities that are caused by a unit trip depends on several factors. The
inherent stability of the interconnected transmission grid during normal loading conditions is obviously an
important consideration. However, policies and practices for integrated coordination and control of the entire
generation and transmission network also determine the potential consequences when a large generating unit trips
off line. For example, many U.S. utilities and regional power control centers impose strict limitations on the
maximum amount of load that may be carried by a single generating unit to avoid inadvertent instabilities.
Modern transmission system protection and relaying schemes often rely heavily on the ability to quickly isolate
local instabilities and avoid widespread cascading failures. (This was an important lesson that was learned from
the "Great Northeast Blackout" in 1967.) Therefore, if a single unit is supplying a relatively large fraction of
the local regional load when it trips, automatic protection systems may quickly isolate the local grid if any
consequential instabilities are detected.

The PSA team has noted that they will reexamine the underlying database for loss of offsite power
events to determine whether the frequency for T6 Transients adequately accounts for the combined impacts from
initial and consequential power failures.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

It is recommended that the PSA team should contact the Czech engineers who are responsible for
planning, operation, and control of the transmission grid in the region surrounding the Temelin site. The PSA
team should ascertain whether the engineers have considered the potential consequences from a trip of one
Temelin unit during the most limiting load conditions on the grid (e.g., hot summer day or cold winter day).
The PSA team should also determine what type of protection and relaying is available to prevent cascaded
failures if a localized instability develops. This information should be compared with comparable design,
planning, and operation information from U.S. utilities to determine whether the U.S. experience for transient-
induced power failures applies for Temelin.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Transient-induced offsite power failures are not typically very important contributions to risk at most
U.S. plants. However, if the conditional frequency of transient-induced failures is as high as 0.01 event per
plant trip, the risk from these events may be numerically comparable to that from T6 Transient initiating events.
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Issue No.: JS - 032
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase I) PSA Area No.: A16, A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

S2 - Large LOCA Event Tree

It is assumed that two accumulators are functionally disabled during every S2 LOCA. The success
criteria for S2 LOCAs require that injection must be available from both of the remaining accumulators. In other
words, the success criteria for S2 LOCAs require injection from 2-of-2 accumulators.

The accumulator fault tree model does not use the correct success criteria for S2 LOCAs. In particular,
Gate GACC224 on Page ACC2 should be an OR gate, instead of an AND gate.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Why is Gate GACC224 an AND gate?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE
TEMELIN (Phase I)

Typo in updating of fault trees - agree should be OR gate.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1)

Issue

Issue

No.:

No.:

JS

JS

-032

-032

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Gate GACC224 should be an OR gate.

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Gate GACC224 should be an OR gate.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This change will cause a rather large increase in the core damage contribution from S2 LOCAs.
However, it will not have a significant impact on the total core damage frequency.
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Issue No.: JS - 033
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A16, A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

S2 - Large LOCA Event Tree

It is assumed that Low Pressure Injection (LPI) Train TQ12 is disabled for every S2 LOCA that occurs
in loop YA10. The LPI fault tree correctly includes this dependency.

If an S2 LOCA occurs in any other location, it is assumed that the respective accumulators are
functionally disabled because they will feed the break. For example, if the break occurs in the loop YA20 hot
leg, it is assumed that accumulators YT11 and YTI3 are functionally disabled. However, this condition also
functionally disables LPI flow through these two injection paths. In other words, the TQ22 flow path through
valve TQ22S11 and the TQ32 flow path through valve TQ32S11 should be disabled in the LPI fault tree.

The LPI fault tree model does not use the correct success criteria for S2 LOCAs. For example. Gate
GLPI2071 on Page LPI20 and Gate GLPI3061 on page LPI30 should be failed for S2 LOCAs that occur in the
hot leg of loop YA20, YA30, or YA40.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Why isn't one injection flow path from Train TQ22 and one injection flow path from Train TQ32
disabled for every S2 LOCA that occurs in loop YA20, YA30, or YA40?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 033
TEMELIN (Phase I)

See response to Issue JS-O3O. The flow from the accumulators is not functionally disabled, it is
functionally unavailable to cool the core. As stated before a bounding assumption that will be included in the
model is to assume only one injection path results in the successful cooling of the core.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 033

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The reviewer is not able to determine whether this issue has been completely resolved. The PSA team
response confirms that two of the accumulators are not functionally able to provide sufficient injection flow for
core cooling. However, the response to Issue JS-O3O and this response both imply that the LPI pumps can
deliver sufficient flow through the affected break location to maintain coolant inventory above the core.
Unfortunately, the reviewer is not personally familiar with the specific flow geometry for these injection paths
or with the referenced thermal/hydraulic analyses.

To summarize the basis for this issue, the LPI system fault tree model indicates that an S2 LOCA in
the hot leg of loop YA20 can be successfully mitigated if flow is available from only Train TQ22 through only
valve TQ22S11.

The success criteria for the flow paths from Trains TQ22 and TQ32 during breaks in loop YA20,
YA30, or YA40 seem to be somewhat inconsistent with the success criteria for the accumulators and the success
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criteria for Train TQ12 during breaks in loop YA10. However, the PSA team seems confident that these success
criteria are, in fact, appropriate and are internally consistent.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

It is recommended that the PSA team should reexamine all S2 LOCA success criteria after the final
Westinghouse thermal/hydraulic analyses are completed. The models should use consistent criteria for core
reflood and long-term cooling for all break locations. In other words, care should be taken that "conservative"
models are not used for some locations, while "best estimate" models are used for others. The models should
be developed consistently, or the documentation should clearly explain the reasons for the differences.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Important for clarity and consistency in the models and documentation.

It is expected that this issue would cause only a very small increase in core damage frequency from
S2 LOCAs, even if the two affected LPI flow paths were disabled in the models.
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Issue No.: JS - 034
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A22

Statement of Issue or Background Info

S3 - Medium LOCA Event Tree

The success criteria for S3 LOCAs in Table 3.1.1-7 state that "these events require HHI in addition
to the low head injection systems in the long term".

The actual success criteria that are used for the S3 LOCA event model assume that every S3 LOCA
can be successfully mitigated if only one train of High Pressure Injection (HPI) is available for injection and
long-term recirculation cooling. The S3 LOCA success criteria do not require operation of any Low Pressure
Injection (LPI) trains, if one HPI train is available. In other words, the model for Top Event Dl requires
injection and recirculation from l-of-3 HPI trains. Failure of Top Event Dl occurs only if all three HPI trains
are unavailable. These success criteria seem quite optimistic, compared with most Medium LOCA event models.
Typical Medium LOCA success criteria require that injection must be available from two HPI trains or from
one HPI train ajid one LPI train to ensure that the core remains covered during the blowdown phase for the full
range of Medium LOCA break sizes. The Temelin PSA success criteria imply that any one HPI pump can
deliver sufficient flow to keep the core covered during the full range of S3 LOCA sizes (i.e., 50 mm - 350 mm
equivalent diameter).

List Questions arising out of this Issue

What is the basis for the assumption that one HPI train can provide successful injection flow for the
full range of S3 LOCAs? What analyses are available to support this success criterion?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 034
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

The basis for the assumption is that the upper bound for the medium LOCA is defined as that LOCA
for which 1 HHSI train alone will provide adequate core cooling.

Westinghouse analysis is available.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 034

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The available Westinghouse analyses support this success criterion.

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This issue is resolved.
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Issue No.: JS - 035
ISSUE LIST - TEMEL1N (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A15, A18, A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

53 - Medium LOCA Event Tree
54 - Small LOCA Event Tree

The core cooling recovery success criteria require that the operators must perform the following
actions:

"Actively" cool down the reactor coolant system (RCS) by increasing steam relief through the turbine
bypass valves or the steam generator atmospheric relief valves.
Increase feedwater flow, if necessary, to compensate for the increased steam relief.
Reduce RCS pressure for Low Pressure Injection (LPI) or RHR cooling.
Control the cooldown rate and RCS pressure reduction to prevent initiation of the steam line break
protection logic and isolation of all feedwater supplies.
Start and align LPI or RHR.

Top Event FRl accounts for all of these operator actions. Functional fault tree Gate GFFT211 applies
for Top Event FRl in the S3 LOCA event tree, and Gate GFFT212 applies for the S4 LOCA event tree. These
gates show that the models for Top Event FR 1 also include hardware failures of the pressurizer PORV and the
YR vent valves.

The YR system fault tree model is not developed to include the vent valve support system
dependencies. Failure of the vent path is modeled by only a single basic event YR111.

The fault tree models for Top Events FRl, M2, and L do not include the turbine bypass valves or the
steam generator atmospheric relief valves.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. What are the support system dependencies for the YR vent valves (e.g., power, control, signal, etc.)?
Why are these dependencies not included in the YR system fault tree model?

2. What are the Emergency Operating Procedure instructions for RCS pressure reduction? Do these
instructions include opening the YR vent valves?

3. Are the YR vent valves large enough to provide sufficient RCS pressure reduction if the pressurizer
PORV does not open?

4. What are the support system dependencies for the turbine bypass valves and the steam generator
atmospheric relief valves? Why are the turbine bypass valves and the steam generator atmospheric
relief valves not included in the core cooling recovery models?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 035
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. The support system dependencies are shown in the YR fault tree, which will be listed in the model.
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2. Based upon Emergency Operation Guideline Strategies for NPP Temelin, Procedure FR-C. I -
Response to inadequate core cooling - our understanding is that procedures will contain instructions
on the use of YR system which is why it is included in the model.

3. Yes.

4. The multiple failures of these valves to open (common cause x random failure) is very low (at least
2 orders of magnitude) compared with HEPs of 1.3E-2 (S3) and 9.5E-3 (S4). Electrical power failure
also makes a very small contribution compared with the mechanical failures.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase I) Issue No.: JS - 035

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The support system dependencies for the YR valves will be added to the fault trees for Top Event FRl.

The PSA team response indicates that the Emergency Operating Procedures will include instructions
to open the YR valves. This guidance is normally included in the Westinghouse Function Restoration
Guidelines.

The PSA team response indicates that failures of the turbine bypass valves, the steam generator
atmospheric relief valves, and their support systems are negligible, compared with the human error contributions
to failure of core cooling recovery. This conclusion seems reasonable. However, fault tree models have been
developed for the turbine bypass valves and the steam generator atmospheric relief valves. These models are
used in other event trees. Therefore, it should not require much effort to add these models to the core cooling
recovery scenarios. The only possible difference is that the success criteria for the number of valves that must
open may be different for core cooling recovery, compared with steam relief during normal transient event
response.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

The support system dependencies for the YR valves will be added to the fault trees for Top Event FRl.

It is recommended that the turbine bypass valves and the steam generator atmospheric relief valves
should be added to the core cooling recovery models. This addition will provide a complete analysis of all
functional requirements for core cooling recovery.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Important for completeness of the models and treatment of plant-specific dependencies.

Unless the functional success criteria for steam relief are quite restrictive, it is not expected that any
of these changes will have an important numerical impact on the failure of core cooling recovery.
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Issue No.: JS - 036
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A18, A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

53 - Medium LOCA Event Tree
54 - Small LOCA Event Tree

Sections 3.1.3.3.3 and 3.1.3.3.4 note that the accumulator success criteria for core cooling recovery
require that injection must be available from any two accumulators. Accumulator fault tree Gate GACC202
applies for "2/4" accumulator success criteria. However, the model for Gate GACC202 actually requires
injection into the reactor upper plenum from accumulator YT11 or accumulator YT13 and injection into the
reactor lower plenum from accumulator YT12 or accumulator YT14. In other words, Gate GACC202 fails if
accumulators YT11 and YT13 fail or if accumulators YT12 and YT14 fail. This "l-of-2 twice" success criterion
is more conservative than a simple "2-of-4" success criterion.

list Questions arising out of this Issue

Why is the accumulator fault tree model based on a "l-of-2 twice" success criterion?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 036
TEMELIN (Phase I)

The design basis is 1 of 2 twice and as this is more conservative this model was used rather than 2/4
for the initial identification of accumulator failure contribution to core damage. The contribution from failure
of accumulators even using this model is very low - see function failure contribution in the report.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase I) Issue No.: JS - 036

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The "l-of-2 twice" success criterion is based on a conservative assessment of the design basis
requirements for accumulator injection.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

It is recommended that the event tree documentation should be revised to clearly describe the actual
success criteria that are used in the model.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Important for consistency between the documentation and the actual PSA model.
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Issue No.: JS - 037
ISSUE LIST • TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A22

Statement of Issue or Background Info

S3 - Medium LOCA Event Tree

Table 3.1.2-1 identifies various S3 LOCA break locations that functionally disable injection flow from
two accumulators, one Low Pressure Injection (LPI) train, or one High Pressure Injection (HPI) train. Section
3.1.3.3.3 also notes that certain break locations will disable flow from one HPI train (Top Event Dl) or one
LPI train (Top Event D2). The fault tree models for Top Events Dl and D2 do not include any S3 LOCA
conditions that disable injection flow from any HPI or LPI trains.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Why don't the fault tree models for Top Events Dl , ACC, and D2 include any S3 LOCA conditions
that disable injection flow from two accumulators, one HPI train, or one LPI train?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 037
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

The conditional probability of failure at these break locations was low. The sensitivity analysis on
failure of one train in the Large LOCA analysis showed that even if 0.25 was used for the conditional
probability of a break failing one train the changes in the contributors to the core damage frequency from the
initiator did not change the understanding of the dominant contributors to core damage from the specific initiator
event.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 037

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The PSA team response indicates that the impacts from specific S3 LOCA break locations were not
evaluated in the models because the conditional probability of failure at each location identified in Table 3.1.2-1
was "low". The team also notes that the specific break location models for S2 LOCAs did not affect
fundamental understanding of the most important contributors to core damage from those events.

Each of these statements is true. However, Table 3.1.2-1 was developed by the PSA team to document
a thorough examination of the functional impacts from various possible break locations. The relative importance
of each location can be determined only from a quantitative assessment of the conditional likelihood of a break
in that location, compared with the effective reliability of the equipment that is disabled. For example, suppose
that 1 % of the breaks occur in location "X", and these breaks disable equipment that normally has an effective
unavailability of 1.0E-03. The net impact from this conditional analysis would result in an increase the total core
damage frequency. This numerical impact may not be very large, compared to the total core damage frequency
from all causes, and it may not change the fundamental understanding of the most important contributors from
these events. However, it is evident that the actual core damage frequency would be underestimated without the
analysis.
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Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

It is admittedly rather difficult to develop detailed quantitative models for each break location in Table
3.1.2-1. It is also expected that these analyses would not have a very significant impact on the total core damage
frequency from S3 LOCA events. This is especially true, considering the current S3 LOCA success criteria and
the common cause failure models that are used in the PSA. However, if these analyses were performed, it is
almost certainly true that the total core damage frequency from S3 LOCAs would increase above its current
value.

It is recommended that the PSA team should include a qualitative discussion, simplified quantitative
analyses, and/or sensitivity calculations to explain why each break location that is identified in Table 3.1.2-1
is not important to the results.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Important to address a potentially optimistic treatment of functional dependencies that are explicitly
identified in the PSA analyses.
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Issue No.: JS - 038
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A23

Statement of Issue or Background Info

S3 - Medium LOCA Event Tree

Sequence S17 from the S3 LOCA event tree is assigned to Plant Damage State 24. Figure 3.1.3-1
indicates that all S3 LOCA event sequences should be assigned to "medium pressure" Plant Damage States 18
through 21.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Please explain why S3 LOCA Sequence S17 is assigned to Plant Damage State 24. If Sequence S17
results in a "low pressure" condition, why aren't Sequences S06 and S13 also assigned to "low pressure"?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 038
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

This is a typographical error. The Level 2 analysis performs the binning of sequences (and ultimately
cut sets) on sequence or cut set "characteristics". The data shown in the Level 1 report has been entered for
information only and to indicate that the end state of each event tree sequence is a plant damage state (PDS)
rather then simply core damage.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 038

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The listed Plant Damage State assignment for Sequence S17 is incorrect.

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

The Plant Damage State assignment for Sequence S17 should be corrected.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Important for consistency in documentation and understanding of the interface between the Level 1 and
Level 2 models.
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Issue No.: JS - 039
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19, A20

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Operator recovery actions are included in each system model to start and align equipment after failure
of automatic actuation signals. These actions are fully correlated within a system, but they are modeled as
independent recovery actions for different systems. For example, the following operator recovery action basic
events are used for the indicated systems.

Low Pressure Injection HEP3-EP01-TQX2
High Pressure Injection HEP3-EP01-TQX3
Containment Spray HEP3-EP01-TQX1
Emergency Feedwater HEP3-EP01-TX0
Auxiliary Feedwater HEP3-EPO6-RLO1
Essential Diesel Generators HEP2-OPST-EDGS
Non-Safety Diesel Generators HEP2-OPST-EDGS

The independent treatment of these recovery actions in different systems may result in substantial
numerical optimism when the fault tree models are linked through the event trees. Independent assessment of
these actions prevents an integrated evaluation of the impacts from important sequence-specific cognitive
dependencies that are determined by limited recovery time windows, procedural guidance, parallel recovery
options, personnel limitations, etc. Independent system-level recovery may also inappropriately mask the
importance of common dependencies in the safeguards actuation signals.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. Why are these post-initiator recovery actions modeled independently in different systems?

2. What is the numerical impact on core damage frequency if all of these system-level recovery actions
are failed (i.e., if all basic events for signal recovery actions are set equal to 1.0)?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 039
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. The manual back-up to failure of the auto-initiation of individual systems is treated as being
independent for the following reasons:

Generally, with the exception of the EFW and AFW systems, the need for the systems is not
simultaneous.

The manual back-up actions for the systems that should start up immediately, are usually
memorized responses, backed up by instructions in E-0.

The use of COMPRO should make these back-up actions more obvious.

2. Nevertheless, to investigate the issue of dependency between human failure events, a sensitivity study
was done, setting several HEPs to 1.0. The HEPs set to 1.0 included all these manual back-up items,
and also all those HEPs that did not contribute to the core damage cutset list because they had been
truncated. In addition, all non-EOP driven recovery actions were set to 1.0.
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The new core damage frequency was 8.OE-O4. About half of this came from sequence T605 which
contains two recovery actions, HEP3-TX-XCONNECT and HEP3_XCON-USW. These recovery
actions are independent in that they take place at very different times.

Multiple back-up actions were found in sequence S412, and S413, but these sequences, even with the
HEPs set to 1.0 had frequencies of 2.0E-06, and 2.9E-06 respectively. Our conclusion is that, even
if we were to adopt a policy of correlating all the back-up HEPs, the impact on core damage frequency
would be minimal.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 039

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Independent treatment of these backup actions almost certainly produces results that are quite optimistic
for many core damage cutsets. Unfortunately, it is not easy to determine the actual numerical impact from this
optimism without a detailed examination of large numbers of very low frequency cutsets.

The first item in the PSA team response implies that multiple recovery actions may be treated as
conditionally independent unless the need for these actions is "simultaneous". This assertion is not supported
by current research in human behavior or by observations of actual human performance. It is true that time is
an important factor that affects operator response during any event scenario. However, it is not necessary that
two backup actions must be "simultaneous" for the combined human error rate to be affected by important
factors such as limited total response time, parallel recovery options, implicit or explicit recovery priorities,
fundamental misdiagnosis of response requirements, procedural limitations, etc.

Independent treatment of post-initiator operator actions is also inconsistent with the recommendations
in virtually all current state-of-the-art methods for modeling human performance. These methods uniformly
emphasize the importance of careful representation of post-initiator actions in the PSA models to account for
potentially important dependencies from cognitive behavior, time limitations, procedures and training,
indications and alarms, and other scenario-specific factors that determine the entire context for human
performance.

The PSA team correctly notes that certain recovery actions may be reasonably treated as conditionally
independent after careful examination of the specific event scenario, boundary conditions, time windows,
procedures, etc. However, the PSA logic models and the corresponding initial human reliability analyses must
be carefully structured to allow consistent examination of these scenarios. It is generally not feasible to perform
a thorough examination of potentially important dependencies if the models are initially quantified with
independent actions. There are simply too many low frequency cutsets for practical review and understanding.

The PSA team concludes its response by noting that the expected impact on core damage frequency
would be minimal if all backup actions were fully correlated.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

It is strongly recommended that all backup actions for automatic safeguards actuation signals should
be fully correlated in all system models. This includes all actions to start pumps, to start diesel generators, and
to align valves. The same basic event name should be used for all of these backup actions in all fault trees.
This will allow the PSA team to carefully examine potentially important cutsets and to determine when it is
reasonable to use appropriately modified or conditionally independent human error rates without "burying" a
large number of combined errors in low frequency cutsets.

It is certainly not recommended that a value of 1.0 should be used for these correlated recovery actions.
The current base case human error rate estimate seems reasonable if the backup actions are fully correlated.
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Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This issue is extremely important for consistent treatment of post-initiator human action dependencies.
The current PSA results are based on independent evaluations of backup actions. These evaluations are
considered to be incompatible with recommended state-of-the-art methods for evaluation of post-initiator
recovery actions.

If the PSA team is correct in their assessment of this issue, the recommended changes will not make
a large difference in the numerical results from the study. However, full correlation of these actions will
certainly eliminate a potentially significant source of optimism in the assessment of human performance. The
reviewer cannot easily estimate the actual numerical impacts from the recommended changes until the models
are requantified.
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Issue No.: JS - 040
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A18, A22

Statement of Issue or Background Info

S4 - Small LOCA Event Tree

The Small LOCA ESD shows that Turbine Trip failure events are not developed in the event tree
model. Turbine trip failure has three potentially important impacts on subsequent event response:

If the turbine fails to trip, the steam line break protection logic may isolate all feedwater supplies to
all four steam generators.

If the MSIVs close, only the steam generator safety and relief valves are available for steam relief.
Only the relief valves can be used for "active" plant cooldown during sequences that require core
cooling recovery.

If the MSTVs fail to close, the resulting cooldown may be severe enough to cause a pressurized thermal
shock (PTS) challenge to the reactor vessel. This challenge may be more severe if the High Pressure
Injection (HPI) system also injects a relatively large volume of cold water from the boron storage tank.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. If the turbine fails to trip, will the resulting cooldown be severe enough to initiate the steam line break
protection signals that isolate feedwater to all steam generators? Is feedwater isolated at the same time
that the MSIVs close?

2. What PTS analyses are available to support the PSA models?

a. Will combined failure of the turbine trip and failure of the MSIVs to close cause a significant
PTS challenge?

b. If the turbine trips successfully, will HPI injection cause sufficient localized cooling of the
reactor vessel wall to cause a PTS challenge?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 040
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. Not known.

2. EGP have analysed PTS events and identified combinations of events which will lead to overcooling.
This is reported in the analysis file.

These items will be considered when further thermal hydraulic analysis on bounding conditions for
small LOCA can be performed.
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ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 040

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The models for S4 LOCAs and S5 LOCAs do not consider possible PTS challenges from overcooling
events or from HPI injection during stagnant flow conditions near the reactor vessel wall. The thermal/hydraulic
analyses for these events are incomplete.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

It is recommended that the models for S4 LOCAs and S5 LOCAs should be reexamined to determine
whether any excessive cooldown conditions or HPI injection scenarios may cause a significant PTS challenge.
If detailed thermal/hydraulic analyses are not available to determine the impacts from these conditions, it is
recommended that appropriately conservative models should be developed to examine their potential risk
significance in the same manner as the event trees for transient initiators.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

It is not expected that PTS failures will be an important contributor to total core damage frequency at
Temelin. However, detailed analyses for some plants have identified HPI injection during Small LOCAs or Very
Small LOCAs as the most important contributor to potential PTS challenges. These analyses are very plant-
specific. It is not possible to estimate the potential significance of these scenarios at Temelin without the
supporting thermal/hydraulic and probabilistic analyses.
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Issue No.: JS - 041
ISSUE LIST - TEMEL1N (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A18, A22

Statement of Issue or Background Info

S4 - Small LOCA Event Tree

The Small LOCA ESD shows that opening the pressurizer PORV for feed and bleed cooling creates
a condition that is equivalent to a Medium LOCA. Subsequent core cooling success criteria require long-term
heat removal through the RHR system or containment sump recirculation cooling through the Low Pressure
Injection (LPI) system. These success criteria do not seem consistent with the success criteria for the Medium
LOCA event model. The Medium LOCA event tree indicates that successful long-term core cooling can be
achieved if only one High Pressure Injection (HPI) train provides successful injection and switchover to HPI
containment sump recirculation cooling. (Please refer to Issue JS-034 for a related question regarding HPI
success criteria for Medium LOCA events.)

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Why are the long-term core cooling success criteria different for Medium LOCA events and for Small
LOCA events with successful feed and bleed cooling?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 041
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

In the event of feed & bleed cooling the operator ultimately could go to RHR with closure of the
PORV. In order to identify potential failures in this path and ensure that the requirement for the operator to
perform this action is considered in development of procedures it was decided to include this requirement to
the event tree.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 041

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The PSA models conservatively include the requirement for RHR cooling or LPI recirculation after
all feed and bleed cooling scenarios. These success criteria were included in the models to examine the potential
importance of these operator actions and to identify specific requirements for the feed and bleed cooldown
procedures.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved. The requirement for RHR cooling or LPI recirculation may be conservative for some feed
and bleed cooling scenarios.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This issue is resolved.
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Issue No.: JS - 042
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A18, A22

Statement of Issue or Background Info

S4 - Small LOCA Event Tree

It is noted in Section 3.1.3.3.4 that "for small break sizes in certain locations in the RCS, it will be
possible to establish RHR closed cycle cooling". This statement implies that RHR cooling is not possible for
certain break locations. For example, if the RHR suction lines are connected to the mid-point of the RCS
piping, it is not possible to establish RHR suction for breaks that occur below mid-loop.

Top Event D3 models long-term closed cycle RHR cooling after successful feed and bleed operation.
Successful feed and bleed cooling indicates that the High Pressure Injection (HPI) pumps will effectively fill
the pressurizer full of water. However, HPI flow must be terminated to allow RCS pressure to fall below the
RHR initiation conditions. Therefore, HPI may not be available to maintain RCS inventory during closed cycle
RHR cooling.

Functional fault tree Gate GFFT241 applies for Top Event D3 in the S4 LOCA event tree. Gate
GRHR110 models operation of the RHR system under these conditions. The RHR system fault tree does not
contain any conditional house events that prevent operation of RHR cooling for any S4 LOCA break locations.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. Where are the RHR letdown lines physically connected to the RCS hot legs and cold legs? In other
words, what is the circumferential position of the RHR connections to the RCS piping?

2. Why does the model for Top Event D3 assume that closed cycle RHR cooling is possible for all S4
LOCA break locations?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 042
TEMELIN (Phase I)

1. Accordingly to the final design drawings RHR letdown lines are physically connected to the RCS hot
and cold legs in the RCS piping horizontal axis level.

2. Because there is no incore instrumentation through the bottom of the vessel the frequency of LOCA
for which RHR would not be available is very low.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 042

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The PSA team response notes that the Temelin reactor vessel does not contain any penetrations in the
lower vessel head. However, the response does not indicate how many other lines are connected to the RCS
piping at or below the mid-loop connections for the RHR suction lines. Therefore, it is difficult to estimate the
conditional frequency of S4 LOCA break locations that may disable RHR cooling. Please refer to Issue JS-037
for a related discussion about the effects from specific S3 LOCA break locations.
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Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

It is recommended that the PSA team should include a qualitative discussion, simplified quantitative
analyses, and/or sensitivity calculations to explain why the conditional frequency of S4 LOCA break locations
below the RHR suction lines is small, compared with the normal unavailability of the RHR suction flow path
for Top Event D3.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Important to address a potentially optimistic treatment of functional dependencies that are explicitly
identified in the PSA analyses.
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Issue No.: JS - 043
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A2Ot A22

Statement of Issue or Background Info

S4 - Small LOCA Event Tree

Condition D202 and functional fault tree Gate GFFT354 apply for Top Event D2 when the Low
Pressure Injection (LHI) system is evaluated only for Level 2 Plant Damage State considerations. Section
3.1.3.3.4 notes that "the LHI pumps should initially be tripped by the operator to maintain LHI pump
availability" under these conditions.

Basic event HEP3-EOP-D202 accounts for "Operator fails to restart LHI after RV failure". The
estimated failure rate for this operator action is 5.0E-03 failure per demand.

If it is necessary that the operators must trip the LHI pumps, it seems that Gate GFFT354 should fail
if "Operator fails to trip LHI pumps during RCS high pressure" or if "Operator fails to restart LHI after RV
failure".

The model for Condition D202 seems to assume that the LHI pumps are always tripped successfully
at some time during the preceding event sequence. Condition D202 applies only during core damage sequences.
It seems extremely unlikely that the operators would stop one of the emergency injection systems during
impending core damage unless they are well-trained and clearly instructed by their emergency procedures.
Otherwise, experience has shown that operators are very likely to keep as many injection pumps running as
possible.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. Do the Temelin Emergency Operating Procedures specifically instruct the operators to trip the LHI
pumps under any S4 LOCA conditions?

2. What are the functional impacts on LHI availability if the pumps run for extended periods of time when
RCS pressure is above their shutoff head?

3. How does the model for Top Event D2 Condition D202 account for operator failures to trip the LHI
pumps during these impending core damage event sequences?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 043
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. Emergency Operating Procedure not yet available.

2. Currently indicated that they will not fail, hence failure to trip is not a failure of the system, only
failure to start.

3. Not required to trip to prevent system failure.
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ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 043

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The PSA team response indicates that the LHI pumps will not be damaged if they continue to run for
extended periods of time when RCS pressure is above their shutoff head. However, the information in Section
3.1.3.3.4 seems to indicate that there is a concern about continued pump operation under these conditions. Some
PSAs have identified problems with inadequate pump flow or insufficient cooling of the pump when the LHI
pumps are operated for extended periods of time on mini flow recirculation. The PSA team has noted that the
Emergency Operating Procedures for these conditions are not yet available.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

It is recommended that the PSA team should confirm that adequate pump flow and adequate cooling
of the recirculation flow are available to maintain acceptable conditions if the LHI pumps continue to run for
extended periods of time when RCS pressure is above their shutoff head.

The PSA team should also examine the guidance and bases for tripping the LHI pumps when the
Emergency Operating Procedures become available.

This information should be used to resolve the apparent discrepancies between the description in Section
3.1.3.3.4, the success criteria for Basic Event HEP3-EOP-D202, and the information in the response to this
issue.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Important for resolution of apparent discrepancies in documentation and success criteria for Top Event
D2.

This issue may have an impact on core damage frequency if it is determined that the LHI pumps cannot
operate for extended periods of time on miniflow recirculation. This determination could affect the models for
several conditions that require use of the LHI pumps for long-term core cooling after extended operation at high
pressure.
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Issue No.: JS - 044
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A23

Statement of Issue or Background Info

S5 - Very Small LOCA Event Tree

Top Event FB models operator actions to initiate feed and bleed cooling after failure of secondary heat
removal. Condition FB01 and functional fault tree Gate GFFTlll apply for S5 LOCA events. Success of Top
Event FB under these conditions requires that all of the following events must be successful.

Operator performs the feed and bleed procedure (Basic Event HEP3-EOP-FBT)
Pressurizer PORV opens (Gate GPRV122)
High pressure injection is available from at least one pump (Gate GHPI100)

Sequences S23 and S24 in the S5 LOCA event tree are respectively assigned to Plant Damage States
11 and 13. According to Figure 3.1.3-1, these plant damage states apply if Long Term Injection is not available.
Top Event FB is successful for Sequences S23 and S24. Therefore, flow must be available from at least one
High Pressure Injection (HPI) pump.

Sequences S27 and S28 are also assigned to Plant Damage States 11 and 13. Top Event FB is failed
for these sequences. However, flow may be available from one HPI pump if Top Event FB is failed from either
of the first two causes that are listed above. It may be conservative to assign these sequences to a "dry" plant
damage state (i.e., no long-term injection). However, this decision depends on the Level 2 analyses of "wet"
vs. "dry" conditions during "very high pressure" melt sequences.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. Why are Sequences S23 and S24 assigned to Plant Damage States 11 and 13?

2. Is it conservative to assign Sequences S27 and S28 to Plant Damage States 11 and 13? In other words,
is there a higher conditional likelihood of containment failure for "dry" conditions during a "very high
pressure" melt, compared with "wet" conditions?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 044
TEMELIN (Phase I)

1. Result of current logic.

2. Noted; will be handled during Level 2 analysis.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 044

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The PSA team response does not resolve this issue. The first item in the response implies that the
sequence assignments are correct, according to the currently available information. However, no detailed basis
for these assignments is provided. It is noted that the issue will be resolved during the Level 2 analyses.
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Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

This issue remains unresolved. It should be resolved before the Level 2 analyses are started.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This issue has no impact on the core damage frequency. However, it is important for clear
understanding and consistent analysis of the interface between the Level 1 and Level 2 models.
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Issue No.: JS - 045
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Fault tree model for Borated Water (TB) system

Please refer to Gate GTB-120 on page TB-1 of the TB system fault tree. Gate GTB-120 is an OR gate
with inputs from Gate GTB-200, Gate GTB-300, Gate GTB-400, Basic Event TB10D234PSB-CC, Basic Event
TB10S456CKV-CC, and Basic Event TB10S789MOV-CC. It seems that the logic for Gate GTB-120 is not
correct. The logic should include the following failures:

Gate GTB-200 AND Gate GTB-300 AND Gate GTB-400
Basic Event TB10D234PSB-CC
Basic Event TB 10S456CKV-CC
Basic Event TB10S789MOV-CC

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. Why are Gates GTB-200, GTB-300, and GTB-400 included under a simple OR logic for Gate GTB-
120?

2. If all three TB pumps are required for success, why are common cause failure Basic Events
TB10D234PSB-CC, TB10S456CKV-CC, and TB10S789MOV-CC included in the model?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 045
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. According to charging system operational procedure and to the charging system success criteria,
operation of all three TB pump trains is required to provide sufficient flow to the charging pump
suction.

2. Agreed, the CCF basic events should not be there.

Reference: T043, Dodavatelsky provozni predpis pro system doplnovani PO a regulace kyselinou boritou,
Skoda Praha, a.s., 8/1993, Doc. No: Jc 42648 Pp, Page 73

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.:JS -045

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The OR logic for Gate GTB-120 is correct, based on the requirement that all three TB pumps must
deliver flow. However, the common cause failure events should be removed from this gate to avoid unnecessary
conservatism in the model.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved. The common cause failure events will be removed from Gate GTB-120.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
This change will result in a very small improvement in the availability of TK flow.
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Issue No.: JS - 046
ISSUE LIST - TEMEL1N (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A18, A20

Statement of Issue or Background Info

S5 - Very Small LOCA Event Tree
T8 - Steam Generator Tube Rupture Event Tree

Top Event CV models the availability of flow from at least two centrifugal charging (TK) pumps,
including realignment of a long-term suction supply from the Borated Water (TB) system.

Sections 3.1.3.3.5 and 3.1.3.3.14 indicate that approximately 15 to 20 minutes are available for the
operators to align TB suction before the volume control tank is drained. This time window applies for operator
action Basic Event HEP3-EOP-TK0X in the TB system fault tree. The estimated error rate for this action is
1.13E-02 failure per demand.

The success criteria for Top Event CV require that flow must be available from at least two TK pumps
to prevent an automatic safeguards actuation signal. Section 3.1.3.3.5 notes that "start of the second TK pump
will be automatic". The TK system fault tree model shows that pump TK21 is normally running, pump TK22
is in standby, and pump TK23 is normally deenergized. Only pump TK22 starts automatically. Basic Event
HEP3-EP11-TK23 evaluates operator actions to reconnect power to train TK23. The estimated error rate for
this action is 1 .OOE-02 failure per demand. This error rate seems quite optimistic, if the operators must complete
these actions locally before a safeguards actuation signal occurs.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. What is the minimum amount of time before a safeguards actuation signal occurs if only one TK pump
is running during the largest S5 LOCA event?

2. What is the minimum amount of time before a safeguards actuation signal occurs if only one TK pump
is running during the largest Steam Generator Tube Rupture event?

3. Where are the actions for Basic Event HEP3-EP11-TK23 performed? Can these actions be completed
in the Main Control Room, or must they be completed locally at the switchgear?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 046
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

The situation is different for each of the initiating events and therefore each will be considered
separately.

Small small LOCA

1. The upper bound for this is 100 mVh. The normal pressurizer water volume is 55 mJ and low level trip
occurs at 27.3 mJ, a fall of 27.7 m3.

If one TK pump is operating, the maximum flow will increase to 65 m'/h leaving a deficit of 35 irf/h
into the RCS and therefore a rector trip will occur at approximately 45 minutes after the small LOCA.
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2. A single steam generator tube rupture is equivalent to a stable leak rate (with no operator action) of
approximately 65 m'/h. This is right on the borderline of the capacity of one pump and therefore two
pumps have been modeled. If it is assumed that the pump is only operating at 90% efficiency giving
a flow deficit of 6 m'/h, the time available to start of a second pump is over 4 hrs.

In both cases the depletion of the TK tank and necessity to change over to TB is the limiting time (15-
20 minutes).

The source of the above information is LOFTTR2 analysis performed by Westinghouse, validated for
WER-1000 analysis (TEM-FUEL-025, March 1995, Westinghouse).

3. The actions for Basic Event HEP3-EP11-TK23 are to use switches in the control room to open valves
and start the pump. Maintenance unavailability recovery is NOT included in this action.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 046

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The PSA team response provides a reasonable basis for the model and the estimated error rate for Basic
Event HEP3-EP11-TK23. It is noted that all required actions to start and align flow from pump TK23 can be
completed from the Main Control Room. This issue is resolved.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This issue is resolved.
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Issue No.: JS - 047
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A18, A22

Statement of Issue or Background Info

S5 - Very Small LOCA Event Tree

Top Event Ol models operator actions to cool down the plant for closed cycle RHR cooling. Section
3.1.3.3.5 indicates that the success criteria for Top Event Ol require that the operators must reduce reactor
coolant system (RCS) temperature to approximately 150 °C within approximately 4-6 hours.

Condition M01 and functional fault tree Gate GHSC101 apply for Top Event M in the S5 LOCA event
tree. This condition models the availability of feedwater flow from the Main Feedwater (MFW) pumps or the
Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) pumps. The Temelin MFW pumps are turbine-driven. The turbines cannot operate
at low quality steam conditions. For example, the models for core cooling recovery Top Event FRl assume that
the turbine-driven MFW pumps are not effective for rapid cooldown scenarios. The models for Top Event FRl
require that flow must be supplied from one of the motor-driven AFW pumps.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Will the MFW pump turbines continue to run until RHR entry conditions are achieved? If an AFW
pump must supply flow for sufficient cooldown to RHR entry conditions, why does Top Event M include the
MFW pumps?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 047
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

Recent information on control system indicates that MFW turbine driven pump will trip at 4.9 MPa
therefore event tree functions will be modified to only include AFW for those sequences in which cooldown
to RHR is required.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 047

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The success criteria for Top Event M will be revised to account for the fact that the MFW pumps
cannot be used to cool down the RCS to RHR entry conditions. The success criteria for plant cooldown will
require that flow must be available from at least one AFW pump.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

The success criteria for Top Event M will be revised to account for the fact that the MFW pumps
cannot be used to cool down the RCS to RHR entry conditions. The success criteria for plant cooldown will
require that flow must be available from at least one AFW pump.

It is recommended that the PSA team should also carefully examine all other event trees to determine
whether there are any other conditions that allow operation of the MFW pumps for cooldown to RHR entry
conditions.
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Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This change may result in a small increase in the core damage frequency from S5 LOCA events.
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Issue No.: JS - 048
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Tl Transient Event Tree

Condition OD02 for Top Event OD models reclosure of the turbine bypass valves. Gate GTBP420 in
the turbine bypass model includes automatic closure of motor-operated valve RA05S120 to isolate a stuck-open
bypass valve in Line 1, and Gate GTBP424 includes automatic closure of motor-operated valve RA05S121 to
isolate a stuck-open bypass valve in Line 2.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. What signals automatically close the turbine bypass motor-operated isolation valves RA05S120 and
RA05S121?

2. Why are the signals for these valves not included in the fault tree model?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 048
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. This will be investigated.

2. This will be investigated.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 048

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

This issue remains unresolved.

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

This issue remains unresolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Important for correct treatment of plant-specific impacts and dependencies.

If the motor-operated isolation valves do not receive any automatic signals, the conditional frequency
of overcooling events may increase substantially. However, it is not expected that this issue will have an
important impact on the total core damage frequency.
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Issue No.: JS - 049
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Tl Transient Event Tree

Section 3.1.3.3.7 notes that at least five of the six turbine bypass valves must open to prevent the steam
generator atmospheric relief valves from opening. If fewer than five turbine bypass valves open, it is assumed
that the steam generator relief valves will open.

Top Event TB models opening of the turbine bypass valves. The success path from Top Event TB
indicates that the steam generator relief valves are not challenged to open. Therefore, the functional success
criteria for Top Event TB require that at least five turbine bypass valves must open. Condition TB01 and fault
tree Gate GTBP102 apply for Top Event TB in the Tl Transient event tree. The actual success criteria for Gate
GTBP102 require that only one turbine bypass valve must open. Gate GTBP102 and Top Event TB fail only
if all six bypass valves fail to open.

The failure path from Top Event TB should occur when fewer than five turbine bypass valves are open.
Therefore, as many as four bypass valves may be open when Top Event TB fails.

Top Event OD models reclosure of all open steam relief valves. Condition OD01 and functional fault
tree Gate GHSC211 apply after failure of Top Event TB in the Tl Transient event tree. Gate GHSC211 includes
only reclosure of the four steam generator relief valves. Therefore, Top Event OD may be successful under the
following conditions.

Only four turbine bypass valves open (Top Event TB fails).
One of the four turbine bypass valves sticks open.
All four steam generator relief valves reclose successfully.

This condition is assigned to a T4A Transient event tree. However, it should be assigned to a T5B
Transient event tree.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. Why do the actual success criteria for Gate GTBP102 require that only one turbine bypass valve must
open when the functional success criteria that are described in Section 3.1.3.3.7 require that at least
five bypass valves must open?

2. How does the PSA model account for the likelihood that one or more turbine bypass valves may fail
to reclose when fewer than five bypass valves are open? In other words, how does the model account
for the combination of valve failures that are described above after failure of Top Event TB?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 049
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. The functional success criteria require 5 valves to open to prevent the challenge to the ADV, therefore

the event tree will be modified with the following function definitions:

TB01 2 of 6 bypass valves fail to open,

OD02 Failure of 1 of 6 bypass valve to close.
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A new branch will be created to take account of the fact that on the path represented by failure of TB
both turbine bypass valves and ADV will be challenged so branching will be required for failure of 1/4 turbine
bypass valves to close and 1/4 ADV to close for the bounding case. Transfer from these sequences will be to
either T4A (no steam leakage), T5B on T7.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 049

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The success criteria for Condition TB01 will be changed to require that five bypass valves must open.
The current success criteria for Condition OD02 require that all six bypass valves must reclose. Please refer
to Issue JS-048 for additional information about isolation of the bypass valves.

The event tree logic structure will be changed to correctly account for the combinations of bypass
valves and atmospheric relief valves that must reclose after failure of Top Event TB.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

The success criteria for Condition TB01 will be changed to require that five bypass valves must open.

The event tree logic structure will be changed to correctly account for the combinations of bypass
valves and atmospheric relief valves that must reclose after failure of Top Event TB.

It is recommended that the PSA team should also examine all other transient event trees to determine
whether the success criteria for the turbine bypass valves and the atmospheric relief valves are modeled
correctly.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Important for correct treatment of plant-specific impacts, dependencies, and functional success criteria.

It is expected that these changes will cause the conditional frequency of overcooling events to increase
substantially. It is not expected that this issue will have a very important impact on the total core damage
frequency. However, it is difficult to estimate the numerical impact at this time.
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Issue No.: JS - 050
ISSUE LIST -TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A23

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Tl Transient Event Tree

Please refer to Issue JS-044 for the S5 LOCA event tree. The same type of issue applies for the Tl
Transient event tree.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. Why are Sequences S04 and S05 assigned to Plant Damage States 19 and 21?

2. Is it conservative to assign Sequences S08 and S09 to Plant Damage States 7 and 9? In other words,
is there a higher conditional likelihood of containment failure for "dry" conditions during a "very high
pressure" melt, compared with "wet" conditions?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 050
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

See response to JS - 044. The division of sequences/cut sets into plant damage states will be performed
accurately in the development of the Level 2 analysis.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase I) Issue No.: JS - 050

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

This issue remains unresolved. It is noted that the issue will be resolved during the Level 2 analyses.

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

This issue remains unresolved. It should be resolved before the Level 2 analyses are started.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This issue has no impact on the core damage frequency. However, it is important for clear
understanding and consistent analysis of the interface between the Level 1 and Level 2 models.
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Issue No.: JS - 051
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A18, A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

T6 Transient Event Tree

Top Event DG evaluates whether at least one Safety Diesel Generator is available. Condition DGOl
and functional fault tree Gate GFFT722 apply for T6 Transient events. House Event XHOS-DGVWX-OK is
an important input to the fault tree model for these conditions. (For example, refer to page LOP SW11 of the
fault tree model.) This house event should be set equal to 1.0 (i.e., failed) for the quantification of Condition
DGOl. Otherwise, the fault tree incorrectly includes credit for the crosstie from Unit 2. The tabulated
information for Top Event DG Condition DGOl in Appendix B of the report does not specify die status of
House Event XHOS-DGVWX-OK.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

What is the status of House Event XHOS-DGVWX-OK for quantification of Top Event DG Condition
DGOl?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 051
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

See response to Issue JS-052.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 051

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Refer to the PSA team response for Issue JS-052. The PSA team has noted that the value for House
Event XHOS-DGVWX-OK is set equal to 1.0 for quantification of Top Event DG Condition DGOl.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved. The value for House Event XHOS-DGVWX-OK is set equal to 1.0 for quantification of Top
Event DG Condition DGOl.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This issue is resolved.
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Issue No.: JS - 052
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A18, A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

T6 Transient Event Tree

Top Event L evaluates the availability of Emergency Feedwater flow. It is modeled under two
conditions in the T6 Transient event tree. Condition L05 applies when Top Event DG is successful. Condition
L07 applies when Top Event DG is failed.

House Events XHOS-DGVWX-OK and XHOS-DGVWX-FAIL are important inputs to the electric
power system fault tree models for these conditions. (Please refer to Issue JS-051 for a question about the status
of House Event XHOS-DGVWX-OK in the model for Top Event DG.) The tabulated information for Top Event
L in Appendix B of the report does not specify the status of House Event XHOS-DGVWX-OK for either
condition, and it does not specify the status of House Event XHOS-DGVWX-FAIL for Condition L05.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. What is the status of House Event XHOS-DGVWX-OK for quantification of Top Event L Condition
L05 and Condition L07?

2. What is the status of House Event XHOS-DGVWX-FAIL for quantification of Top Event L Condition
LOS?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 052
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

Some house events, including XHOS-DGWX-OK and XHOS-DGWX-FAIL, have the same values for
most of the functions. To save space and not repeat these house events in the description of those functions,
these house events were omitted and their values are assumed as specified in the note on Page B-7 of Appendix
B. That means that the functions with no specification of XHOS-DGWX-OK and XHOS-DGWX-FAIL are
assumed to have XHOS-DGWX-OK=1, and XHOS-DGWX-FAIL=0.

That applies for the L05 function and for the DG01 function mentioned in Issue JS-051.

For the L07 function, XHOS-DGWX-FAIL = 1 is specified but XHOS-DGWX-OK=0 was omitted by
mistake.

For the complete set of house event values for each function, see also House Event Allocation Matrix
in Section B.4 of Appendix B.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase I) Issue No.: JS - 052

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

1. The value of House Event XHOS-DGVWX-OK is set equal to 1.0 for quantification of Top Event L
Condition L05. This is appropriate, and it is consistent with the success criteria for Top Event DG.
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2. The value of House Event XHOS-DGVWX-OK is set equal to 0 for quantification of Top Event L
Condition L07. This is appropriate, and it is consistent with the success criteria for Top Event DG.
The information on the status of this house event was inadvertently omitted from some of the
documentation in Appendix B.

3. The value of House Event XHOS-DGVWX-FAIL is set equal to 0 for quantification of Top Event L
Condition L05. This is appropriate, and it is consistent with the success criteria for Top Event DG.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This issue is resolved.
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Issue No.: JS - 053
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A20

Statement of Issue or Background Info

T6 Transient Event Tree

Please refer to the fault tree for 6.3kV Bus BV on Page EPS SGV1 of the electric power system model.
There are three power supplies for the bus.

6.3kVBusBA
Safety Diesel Generator 1GV
Cross connect from 6.3kV Bus BJ

The power supply from 6.3kV Bus BA includes credit for manual cross connection of power from Unit
2. Please refer to the fault tree for this cross connection on pages LOP SWll and LOP SW10 of the electric
power system model. Operator action HEP3-EP-U1-U2 applies for a 45-minute recovery time window, and
operator action HEP3-EOP-U1-U2-2 applies for a 60-minute recovery time window. The assigned human error
rate for each of these actions is 3.0E-02 error per demand.

Please refer to the fault tree for the cross connection from 6.3kV Bus BJ on page LOP SW08 of the
electric power system model. Operator action HEP3-EOP-AC-DG applies for this cross connection under all
conditions. The human error rate for this action is 1.0E-03 error per demand.

These cross connection recovery actions are combined independently in the electric power system
model. For example, the combined human error rate contribution for failure to recover power through one of
the two cross connections in 45 minutes is 3.OE-O5 error per demand. This seems extremely optimistic.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. Please explain why the operator actions for the Unit 2 - Unit 1 cross connection and the Non-Safety
Bus - Safety Bus cross connection are modeled as independent human actions.

2. What is the impact on core damage frequency if all of these cross connection error rates are set equal
to 1.0 (i.e., all cross connection actions are failed)?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 053
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. These recovery actions are explicitly called out in the draft version of ECA-0.1. However, you are
correct in questioning their independence. They should not be independent and this will be corrected.

2. While we do not have the answer to this question as yet, we can tell you that the impact will not be
large since the availability of Unit 2 in the current model is only 0.5.
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ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 053

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The models for recovery action Basic Events HEP3-EP-U1-U2 and HEP3-EOP-U1-U2-2 will be
correlated with the model for Basic Event HEP3-EOP-AC-DG to eliminate their independent evaluation.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolved.

The models for recovery action Basic Events HEP3-EP-UI-U2 and HEP3-EOP-U1-U2-2 will be
correlated with the model for Basic Event HEP3-EOP-AC-DG to eliminate their independent evaluation.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Important for correct treatment of post-initiator operator action dependencies.

Resolution of this issue will not have a significant numerical impact on the total core damage
frequency.
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Issue No.: JS - 054
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A18, A22

Statement of Issue or Background Info

T6 Transient Event Tree

Top Event ND evaluates whether offsite power is recovered before core damage occurs. A 45-minute
recovery time window is used for the following "station blackout" condition.

Failure of Top Event DG
Failure of Top Event AC
Failure of Top Event U2

A 60-minute recovery time window is used for the following condition.

Failure of Top Event DG
Success of Top Event AC
Failure of Top Event U2

Top Event ND is questioned in the event tree before Top Events M2 and L. Therefore, the status of
steam generator makeup flow is not known when Top Event ND is questioned for the second condition listed
above.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Why is a 60-minute offsite power recovery time window used for the second condition that is listed
above?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 054
TEMELIN (Phase I)

Because it was assumed for the majority of sequences in the path when AC has succeeded auxiliary
feedwater would be available (M2). This is a question of timing and strictly speaking AC (and hence M2) should
be asked before ND. However M2 depends on ND for electric power to the steam generator instrumentation
and ND depends on AC (M2) for timing.

When we did the original modelling we assumed a nominal battery life of 1 hr; thus, given these
conditions it was decided to allow 1 hr for recovery of offsite power in sequences when non emergency diesels
(and hence M2 was likely to be successful) occurred.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase I) Issue No.: JS - 054

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The PSA team response explains the rationale for use of a 60-minute mission time after success of Top
Event AC. The model is slightly optimistic because it assumes that 60 minutes are always available. In fact,
only 45 minutes are available if both AFW pumps fail to deliver flow on demand. However, the PSA team
correctly notes that this condition accounts for only a small fraction of the total frequency of all sequences after
success of Top Event AC.
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The difference between the two values for Top Event ND is quite small (i.e., 0.38 for 45 minutes and
0.30 for 60 minutes). It would be most conservative to use the 45-minute value for Top Event ND after success
of Top Event AC. This would provide a conservative bound for all possible sequences in this event tree path,
and it would result in only a small change to the numerical results.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

This issue is resolved. There is a reasonable basis for the difference in these success criteria. This
difference results in a very small numerical optimism for certain combinations of failures after success of Top
Event AC. However, this optimism is numerically insignificant.

It is recommended that the PSA documentation should clearly describe the basis for this approximate
model.

It is also recommended that this issue should be reexamined if the offsite power recovery distribution
changes or if the nominal battery lifetime is extended beyond 1 hour. A larger difference between the values
for Top Event ND would increase the numerical optimism in the results, and it could invalidate the acceptance
of this approximation.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

The current model introduces a small numerical optimism in the PSA results. The numerical impacts
from this optimism are insignificant, according to the current models for offsite power recovery and the assumed
battery lifetime.
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Issue No.: JS - 055
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A18, A19, A22

Statement of Issue or Background Info

T6 Transient Event Tree

Top Event M evaluates the availability of Main Feedwater (MFW) or Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW).
Condition M03 and functional fault tree Gate GHSClOl apply for the following condition in the T6 Transient
event tree.

Failure of Top Event DG
Success of Top Event U2

Fault tree Gates GMFW101, GMFW401, GMFW701, and GMFW1001 apply for the MFW system
model under these conditions. The MFW system analysis is based on the assumption that all equipment remains
running after the initiating event occurs. However, power from 6.3kV Buses BA, BB, BC, and BD is
interrupted for some period of time until the operators complete the cross connections from Unit 2. According
to the most restrictive electric power recovery success criteria, this power interruption may last as long as 45
minutes. All motor-driven pumps that are supplied from these buses and all equipment that is supplied from
buses that are not energized by the Non-Safety Diesel Generators will trip when the initiating event occurs.
These pumps must be restarted when power is restored from Unit 2.

It does not seem very likely that MFW will remain operating normally under these conditions. At most
plants, a short interruption of Non-Safety power will cause the MFW pumps to trip, and they must be restarted
when power is restored. (There may be no direct trip for the turbine-driven pumps, but MFW is usually
disabled by combinations of failures that affect normal MFW flow control, makeup from the condensate system,
and various support systems for the MFW turbines.) The current MFW system model for Condition M03 does
not account for the possibility that the MFW pumps will trip, and it does not account for the requirement that
normally-running motor-driven equipment must be restarted when power is restored.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Why is the model for Top Event M Condition M03 based on the assumption that all equipment in the
MFW system and its associated support systems remains running continuously when the Unit 1 buses are
deenergized?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 055
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

Agreed, the current model is non-conservative. Restart of MFW equipment will be modeled (or
excluded if further discussions with plant staff indicate it would be too difficult to recover in the time available).

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase I) Issue No.: JS - 055

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The model for Top Event M will be revised to include the requirement that the MFW pumps must be
restarted, or MFW will be eliminated from the model.
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Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

The model for Top Event M will be revised to include the requirement that the MFW pumps must be
restarted, or MFW will be eliminated from the model.

It is recommended that the PSA team should review all other event trees to determine whether there
are any other conditions that will cause the MFW pumps to trip. The MFW models should consistently account
for these conditions.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Important for correct treatment of plant-specific impacts and dependencies.

It is difficult to estimate the numerical impact from this change. However, it is expected that the
increase in core damage frequency will be relatively small, even if MFW is completely eliminated from the
model, because the total availability of power from the Unit 2 cross connection is only approximately 0.5.
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Issue No.: JS - 056
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A18, A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

T8 - Steam Generator Tube Rupture Event Tree

Top Event Kl evaluates operator actions to manually trip the reactor. Top Event K evaluates an
automatic reactor trip. Condition K101 and functional fault tree Gate GFFT324 apply for Top Event Kl.
Condition KOI and functional fault tree Gate GFFT322 apply for Top Event K.

The value for failure of Gate GFFT324 is 6.3E-04, and the value for failure of Gate GFFT322 is 3.0E-
05. Therefore, the combined value for failure of Top Events Kl and K is approximately 1.9E-O8. This seems
extremely optimistic. The combined models for Top Events Kl and K do not seem to correctly account for
common failures (e.g., the control rods) that prevent manual and automatic trips.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Please explain why the models for Top Events Kl and K are combined independently. How do these
models account for the effects from common failures that prevent manual and automatic reactor trips?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 056
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

The discussion presented in response to Issue No. RG-003 explains the current and future use of events
KOI and K101.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: JS - 056

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of this issue is addressed in Issue RG-003.

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Resolution of this issue is addressed in Issue RG-003.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
Resolution of this issue is addressed in Issue RG-003.
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Issue No.: JS - 057
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A18, A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

T8 - Steam Generator Tube Rupture Event Tree

Section 3.1.3.3.14 notes that the MSIVs are closed for the three intact steam generators. The MSIV
is left open for the ruptured steam generator, but the turbine bypass valves are isolated. Feedwater is isolated
to the ruptured steam generator. This alignment leaves only the atmospheric relief valves on the three intact
steam generators available for subsequent "active" plant cooldown.

The fault trees for Top Events M2, L, and 02 do not include the steam generator atmospheric relief
valves. Therefore, there are no contributions to failure of "active" plant cooldown from the following types of
conditions.

Failure of all three atmospheric relief valves.
Failure of two atmospheric relief valves, and failure of feedwater flow to the third steam generator.
Failure of one atmospheric relief valve, and failure of feedwater flow to the remaining two steam
generators.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. Why doesn't the Steam Generator Tube Rupture model include any contributions from failures of the
steam generator atmospheric relief valves?

2. The success criteria for Auxiliary Feedwater and Emergency Feedwater require that feedwater flow
must be available to at least two of the three intact steam generators. Do the functional success criteria
for "active" plant cooldown require that the atmospheric relief valves must be available on both steam
generators?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: JS - 057
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. Valves should be included in model, if a conservative approach is required.

2. The inclusion of the valves at the appropriate point in the function event tree ensure that heat removal
through an ADV is also associated with successful feed to the same SG.

The modelling of failure of heat removal through the ADV as equivalent to failure of all feedwater is
very conservative as cooldown would be conducted using dump steam to the condenser from the good SG and
isolating the ruptured steam generator (US style).

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase I) Issue No.: JS - 057

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

This issue remains unresolved. The PSA team response implies that the atmospheric relief valves should
be added to the models, but it does not explain how (or whether) they will be added.
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The PSA team response notes that the operators may cool down the intact steam generators through
the turbine bypass valves. However, the information in Section 3.1.3.3.14 indicates that the Temelin Steam
Generator Tube Rupture procedures require that the operators must close the MSIVs for the three intact steam
generators and isolate the turbine bypass valves. Therefore, use of the bypass valves to cool down the plant
requires that the operators must reopen the MSIVs for the affected steam generators, and they must reestablish
operation of the turbine bypass system. These actions seem to contradict the basic "philosophy" of the tube
rupture procedure as it is described in the report. If the PSA models are revised to include credit for the bypass
valves, the models must carefully account for the specific guidance for these recovery actions in the final
Emergency Operating Procedures.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

It is recommended that the Steam Generator Tube Rupture models should be revised to include the
requirement that the steam generator atmospheric relief valves must be available for successful cooldown. It is
recommended that the models should not include recovery actions to reopen the MSIVs and to restore turbine
bypass flow unless the Emergency Operating Procedures specify the conditions and actions that are necessary
for this cooling option.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

This issue is very important for complete treatment of the functional requirements for Steam Generator
Tube Rupture response. It is difficult to estimate the possible numerical impacts from this omission.
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Issue No.: RG - 001
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Feedwater systems (MFW, AFW, EFW)

Local interlocks and equipment protection have been shown to be important in past PSAs (and also
during incidents at WWER-1000 NPPs) for the availability of safety related functions and systems. Interlocks
are listed in the systems dependency matrices, however, no modelling of interlocks or equipment protection is
visible in the three feedwater system (MFW, AFW and EFW) models reviewed.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Please explain whether and how local interlocks and equipment protection was considered for system
modelling.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: RG - 001
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

1. A discussion of how local interlocks and equipment protection was incorporated into the system models
is found in the response to Issue VR-005. The specific systems mentioned above are discussed in the
following Sections.

MFW

The treating of interlocks in MFW system is shown in MFW Analysis File 6T45AF. 10, Chapter B.6.
"Automatic Actions". As indicated in the Chapter B.6., there are interlocks to open associated valves
and other support equipment when MFW pump starts up. In accordance with Section 4.4.2.2 of the
System Modeling Task Plan (Task 6T45) these interlocks are modeled within component boundaries.
That means, the failure of the interlock is included in the component hardware failure and no other
interlock failure is modeled explicitly.

AFW

The treating of interlocks in AFW system is shown in AFW Analysis File 6T45AF.17, Chapter B.6.
"Automatic Actions" along with actuation signals. As indicated in the Chapter B.6., there are interlocks
to open valves RL16/17S102, RL16/17S103, RL34/35S2O1, and VG11S104/105 and other support
equipment when AFW pumps start up. In accordance with Section 4.4.2.2 of the System Modeling
Task Plan (Task 6T45) these interlocks are modeled within component boundaries. That means, the
failure of the interlock is included in the component hardware failure and no other interlock failure is
modeled explicitly.

AFW system model utilizes also the modeling of the other case of interlock described in the above
mentioned document: flow control valve RL16/17S201 opens after motor operated valve RL16/17S102
is opened. This interlock is directly included in the associated component's failure.

EFW

Interlocks were not found to be important for emergency feedwater system operation and therefore they
have not been modeled explicitly. Actually, there were not many interlocks in the system. Actuation
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of the emergency feedwater system is by ESFAS signal what starts EFW pump, opens motor operated
valves on pump discharge lines, and flow control valves on steam generator injection lines.

E.g., there is an interlock in EFW system to close motor operated valve TX10/20/30S04 when pump
TX10/20/30D01 is tripped. This interlock was not modeled because its failure has no impact on
function of the system. If the MOV does not close, reverse flow from other pump is still prevented
by series of check valves.

Also, there is an interlock in EFW system to open motor operated valve TX10/20/30S05 when pump
TX10/20/30D01 is tripped, with a 15 min. time delay. This interlock was not modeled because two
failures would be necessary to result in failure of the valve to open: failure of the interlock and
previous human failure leaving the valve in the wrong position after maintenance, etc.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: RG - 001

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

The concern behind this issue are potential dependencies and CCFs between trains and even between
systems. The response does not answer the question regarding equipment protection (equipment protection is
probably claimed to be within the component boundaries as well). Reading the answers to related VR and EP
issues, I suspect that the missing detailed design information had an impact on the modelling of these items.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Modelling of interlocks and equipment protection should be reviewed when more detailed design
information is available.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue

Model completeness regarding potential dependencies and CCFs.
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Issue No.: RG - 002
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

More on local interlocks and control

In the original WWER-1000 plant design the LP ECCS pumps are disconnected by a signal 'water
activity above limit value' in the service water system (with interdiction if containment pressure is above 1.7
bars and override possibility by key). This type of control can potentially fail the LP ECCS and should be
modelled in the fault tree.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

If such kind of control is envisaged at Temelin, please comment.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: RG - 002
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

This kind of control is not envisaged at Temelin. The information about the original W E R 1000 plant
design could have been misinterpreted. There is an interlock to prevent operator from tripping ECCS pumps
manually. This interlock can be blocked by the signal "water activity above limit value " in the service water
system.

If the signal is real operator will trip ECCS train if pressure is above 1.7 bar. This situation has already
been included in the model as a basic event of the service water heat exchanger failure. The probability of the
operator to trip ECCS train was assumed 1.0.

If the signal is spurious two failures would be necessary to result in the failure of ECCS: The spurious
signal and an incorrect trip of ECCS pump by operator for Large LOCA case when containment pressure is
above 1.7 bar. Therefore, the block of the interlock was not modeled.

Reference: PS 23 - Havarijnf syste"my, Popisy funkcf, EGP 9/94, Doc. No. 4101- 6-940248.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: RG - 002

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

I cannot completely follow the argumentation given in the third para, of the PSA team response. The
measuring channel can fail in many ways (less likely if there are redundant channels for the same train), and
some of the failure modes are probably not so easy to recognize as failure. In this case the operator could act
as described in the second para, of the PSA team response and trip the ECCS train.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: RG - 003
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

A standard value of 3.OE-O5 per demand is used for the failure of the scram function. It is said that
the source of the value is IREP, which means that the value might be typical for US reactors. However the
scram system at Temelin is considerably different from US systems in several aspects (core and rod design,
drives, electric and I&C equipment).

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Please give an explanation why it is believed that the unavailability value used in the study is
representative for the Temelin NPP.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: RG - 003
TEMELIN (Phase I)

Two separate values are used in the present model for the failure to SCRAM. The first, KOI, is taken
from IREP (3.0E-05 per demand) as you have stated, and the second, K101, is the failure of manual SCRAM
in the T8 event tree (an operator error). These events are currently being used as best-estimate placeholders.

The model for the SCRAM system has not yet been completed and the ATWS event tree has not been
developed to date. The two elements, KOI and K101, are used in the following manner.

In all of the event tree models (except for T8 and ATWS) the event KOI is used to demonstrate that
the potential exists for a failure to SCRAM. This is a pictorial representation only, and the actual frequencies
calculated from these failure sequences are NOT transferred to the ATWS tree. The general form for the final
ATWS event tree is as described below.

The basic tree structure will be divided into three segments. The first segment includes a single top
event representing the initiating event. The second segment of the tree includes multiple top events that will
incorporate the models for the failure of the actuation, the logic, the SCRAM breakers, and mechanical failures
of the control rods to insert. The third segment of the tree will include top events for mitigation of the event
and the interface between the Level 1 and Level 2 models.

This basic ATWS event tree will be quantified several times, once for each of the initiating events that
could lead to and ATWS event. The entire sequence frequency will be calculated within the ATWS event tree,
by using the initiating event frequency from the associated transient in conjunction with the top events in the
second segment of the ATWS event tree model to provide a detailed model for the sequence(s) Tx-KOl as
shown in the existing event tree models.

Thus, the actual frequency for "initiating event, ATWS" will be calculated in the first two segments
of the ATWS tree, not in the respective transient/LOCA trees. For the T8 ATWS event, the human action for
manual trip (currently K101) will replace the actuation logic as no automatic trip signal would be present.
Following the completion of the SCRAM system model and the ATWS tree, the events KOI and K101 will be
updated to include the associated parts of the reactor trip model.
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ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase 1) Issue No.: RG - 003

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Issue resolved.

The PSA team response is referenced in the answer to Issue JS-056. In this issue the combination of
automatic and manual Scram is questioned. I had the impression that automatic and manual Scram is handled
correctly in the PSA model, at least in the parts I was looking at. Because both issues were raised towards the
end of the review, the review team could not discuss these issues anymore. Therefore the PSA team should take
care of the specific item mentioned in Issue JS-056.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: RG - 004
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase I) PSA Area No.: A18, A19

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Limitation system

Looking to quantification, success (and failure) of the limitation system appears to be one of the key
events in the study. Several (connected) questions (see below) are of interest with regard of this event.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

1. The plant could be operated part time without the limitation system. Even if this is only for 10% of
the time the results could change in a significant way.

2. The limitation system is an operational system. The unavailability value of 1.0E-03 can be regarded
as optimistic.

3. Two events following LS01 (failure of the limitation system) in the trees are of interest. Event TC01
(turbine control system not available) and M101 (MFW unavailable). While the value for TCOl falls
within usual ranges, the assessment for M101 might be optimistic for this case (the reviewer cannot
see how transient problems in the MFW are reflected in the underlying system tree, see also Issue RG-
001 regarding completeness of modelling for feedwater systems). As an example, in an event which
happened in another WWER-1000 plant, the MFW system was tripped during a transient operation
mode due to the activation of preheater equipment protection.

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: RG - 004
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

The ability to achieve island operation is modeled by two events at the current time. The first is the
ability of the instrumentation to detect the parameters which will necessitate insertion of the control rods and
hence prevent a scram signal occurring; the second is the ability of the plant to achieve a stable condition given
that the requirement for a rapid turbine load change is required. On this basis the response to the questions are
as follows.

1. We have assumed that disconnection of the limitation system is associated with the failure to achieve .
stable states for which the following values are used at present:

Following LOOP (TCS-TO) .25
Following T2/T3 event (TCS-T2, TCS-T3) .088

These values were based on limited experience at Dukovany with the VVER-440. Since completion
of the model which is subject to IPERs review we have received a comprehensive study of performance
of this system for VVER-1000. We shall use the information from these reports to update the above
data.

2. Once the design of the revised system is received from Westinghouse we shall evaluate its
unavailability on demand based on the way in which faults are revealed and maintenance performed.
With reference to 1 above, the intention is to separate the I/C - control rods performance from
turbine/secondary plant performance.
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3. The intention is that the function MlOl include the underlying performance of runback control as
reflected in the basic event TCS-T2 or TCS-T3. Failure of either of these events fails main feedwater
as it is possible that instabilities in the feedwater system have lead to the scram.

Within the MFW fault tree model a basic event is included to model all components not explicitly
modelled. This is designated RL-MFW CC and currently is evaluated as approximately 2.3 E-3. Also
include in the model is an event for failure of all FW outlet control RM05-67-FCV-CC. The value of this 5.4E-
4. Perhaps these values are too low and should be reevaluated.

ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase I) Issue No.: RG - 004

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

Resolution of Issue

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Issue resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue
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Issue No.: RG - 005
ISSUE LIST - TEMELIN (Phase 1) PSA Area No.: A18

Statement of Issue or Background Info

Usually SGTR (single tube rupture) is one of the limiting DBAs (design basis accidents) which
determine, based on outside dose limits, the Tech. Spec, limits on Iodine concentration in the primary coolant
(for countries where long term, chronic dose impacts of DBAs have to be assessed also other nuclides like
Caesium).

It appears, that the procedures used for SGTR are considerably different corrlpared with other PWRs
(e.g. Westinghouse) and that they might be considerably less efficient in retaining radionuclides for DBA type
SGTRs.

List Questions arising out of this Issue

Are there DBA analyses for SGTR which confirm that outside doses are below DBA dose limits?

PSA TEAM RESPONSE Issue No.: RG - 005
TEMELIN (Phase 1)

Yes, they are. There is an analysis reported in the Westinghouse document TEM-FUEL-025, rev.l,
book 2/2 - "Temelin LOCA Analysis Methodology Report". This analysis takes account of the Temelin specific
SGTR procedure and performs sensitivity analyses for varying reactor trip times and hence the duration of the
offsite release. The conclusions of this analysis are attached.
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ATTACHMENT TO ISSUE RG-005

NPP Temelfn Temelfn LOCA Analysis Methodology Report

4.7 CONCLUSIONS

The Westinghouse methodology for evaluating the consequences from an SGTR event
was reviewed and found to be appropriate for VVER-1000 design plants. The
qualification of the LOFTTR2 code was also shown to be appropriate for SGTR
thermal-hydraulic analysis for VVER-1000 plants.

A series of analyses was performed for the design-basis SGTR event to examine the
potential for ruptured SG to overfill. Operator actions to recover from the event and the
effect of equipment failure on recovery actions were considered. Representative
operator action time values were used. It was demonstrated that the primary-to-
secondary leakage can be stopped within the minimum time available for recovery
actions for all cases examined except for low-probability events with a coincidental
failure of either the discharge valve for a high head injection pump or SDA valve on
the ruptured SG.

Another series of analyses was performed to evaluate offsite radiological
consequences due to release of radioactive steam/water from the ruptured and intact
SGs. Effects of different equipment failures, including the failure of the discharge valve
for a high head injection pump and failure of the SDA valve on the ruptured SG, were
considered. The most limiting case for offsite radiation doses is an event with failure of
the ruptured SG SDA valve in a wide-open position. Calculated offsite doses for all
cases considered are within the acceptance criteria.

Based upon the information found in this section, it may be concluded that the SGTR
analysis methodology developed for VVER-1000 design plants is appropriate for
licensing analysis applications. The limiting cases have been identified and their
consequences have been evaluated.

TEM-FUEL-025, Rev. 1 4-122 Westinghouse Proprietary Class 2C
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ISSUE RESOLUTION - TEMELIN (Phase I) Issue No.: RG - 005

Summary of Conclusions from Questions and Answers

In some countries DBA SGTRs have been reclassified in recent years to more frequent DBA categories
for which lower dose limits apply. This includes secondary side SRVs stuck open.

Resolution of Issue
(Conclusions and Recommendations)

With the adopted acceptance criteria the DBA SGTR can be allocated within DBA limits, issue
resolved.

Short Description of Importance, Priority or Implications of the Issue


